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Abstract 
Coated woven fabrics are used in state-of-the-art structures and yet broad assumptions are 
made in both material testing and behaviour. Current design practice makes little reference to 
the complex non-linear behaviour of architectural fabrics. A better understanding of fabric 
response should enable reduction of safety factors, use of more economic materials and allow 
more architectural freedom in the forms that can be achieved. 
With limited availability of test equipment and no European standards on biaxial testing, a 
biaxial test rig has been designed and built for this work and a new test protocol has been 
developed. Application of prestress followed by cyclic loading conditions the fabric and 
enables medium to long term properties to be measured which are appropriate for structural 
design. Thorough sampling of all feasible design stress states fully quantifies the fabric 
response. Testing has been carried out on a wide range of PVC coated polyester and PTFE 
coated glass-fibre fabrics. 
Fabric test data is commonly manipulated to fit within a plane stress framework. It is shown 
in this work that plane stress theory is inappropriate for representing the complex deformation 
mechanisms of coated woven fabrics. It is proposed that the test data is used directly in finite 
element structural analysis by interpolation between values in a database of test results, with 
no limiting plane stress assumptions. 'Feasible strain plots' provide a new tool for quantifying 
fabric behaviour. 
A predictive fabric model based on force equilibrium in the fabric 'unit cell' has been 
developed. The model aims to be easily accessible to the design engineer, with all parameters 
derived from standard tests. Whilst avoiding unnecessary complexity, the model realistically 
models key fabric deformation mechanisms. The model provides a more accurate 
representation of fabric behaviour than current industry best practice (i.e. use of elastic 
constants based on biaxial test data), but without the need for specialist testing. 
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1.1 CONTEXT 
1 .1 .1 Background 
Fabric canopies are one of the earl iest forms of roofing, and have been used for tradi ti onal form of 
construction for thousands of years. However, modem fabric structures using synthetic material s have 
onl y been in use fo r about th irty years. A fabric membrane acts as both structure and cladding, thereby 
reduc ing the weight , cost and environmental impact of the construction. Fabric structures e nable striking 
forms to be reali sed, which are unique to thi s type of construction (Figure 1- 1, Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3 & 
Figu re 1-4). 
Figure 1-1. Saga headquarters, UK (Arup) 
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Figure 1-2. Marsyas, sculpture at the Tate Modern, London (Arup) 
Figure 1-3. Eden project entrance, Cornwall , UK (Arup) 
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Figure 1-4. Dynamic Earth Centre, Edinburgh, UK (Arup) 
Architectural fabrics consist of woven yams with a water resistant coating. They have negli gible bending 
and compression stiffnesses . Hence fabric structures are des igned with sufficient curvature to enab le 
environmental loads to be res isted as ten sile forces in the plane of the fabric . Thi s contrasts wit h 
conventional roofs in which loads a re typica ll y resisted by arch ac ti on or by stiffness in bending. The 
shape of the fabric canopy is vital to its ability to resist a ll app lied loads in tens ion. To res ist both uplift 
and down-forces (typically due to wind and snow respec ti vely) the surface of the canopy mu st be doubLe-
curved. Conic or saddle shapes are frequently used to achieve thi s, taki ng advan tage of their inh erent 
double-curvature (Figure 1-5) . For a flat panel to form a surface with double curvature the membrane 
mu st undergo shear deformation . Fabric structures are prestressed to ensure that the fabric remains in 
tension under all load conditions and to reduce deflection s. The low weight of the fabric means that 
gravity or 'self weight' loading is often negligible. Consequently, tensile fabric is frequently more 
structurally efficient and cost-effective for large span roofs than conventional construction methods. 
(a) Conic (b) Barrel vault (c) Hypar 
Figure 1-5. Shapes for double-curvature 
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Boundary conditions play an important role in determining the fabric shape and tress di stribution; ideally 
a uniform prestress is applied to the fabric. To ac hieve a uniform prestress the fabri c mu st take the form 
of a minimal surface. Early work on fabric structures (Otto, 1967) used soap fi lm to determine thi form , 
in a process known as form finding. Models using stretch fabrics (e.g. Iyc ra) are commonl y used for 
conceptual design (Figure 1-6). 
Figure 1-6. Form finding with physical models (images: (a) Arup, (b) the author) 
A minimal surface joins a set of boundary points with the smallest poss ible membrane area and has 
uniform in-plane tensile stresses throughout. However, true minimal surfaces cannot be formed between 
all boundary conditions. For example, two rings of different diameters are typically used to form a conic 
(Figure I-Sa). As the distance between the rings is increased the minimal surface will ' neck': a point is 
reached where a soap film/minimal surface cannot be formed between the rings. A pseudo-minimal 
surface can be developed for a fabric membrane by accepting increased stresses in the region where the 
soap bubble would have failed. This reduces the limitations on the forms that can be created. However, as 
the desired shape moves away from the minimal surface form , the stress variations increase and the 
structure becomes less efficient. 
An alternative to prestressed fabric is the use of air-supported structures. The negli gible weight of the 
fabric enables an internal pressure that is slightly higher than ambient to support the roof, providing an 
ex tremely efficient roofing solution with no supporting structure required . The small pressure diffe rence 
is imperceptible to the inhabitants and relatively easy to maintain. Thi s type of structure is not di scussed 
directly in thi s thesis, but a better understanding of fabric material behav iour is equally applicab le to a ir-
supported structures. 
The di stinctive forms that are typica lly achieved with fabric structures ensure the ir popularity for making 
bold arc hitectural state ments . There must always be a close relationship between Architect and Engineer 
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as the possible shapes are limited by the boundary conditions of the fabric. Form-finding must go hand-
in-hand with architectural design. It is important to be aware of the architectural considerations that can 
conflict, but hopefully coincide, with the structural requirements. For example, the shape of a smooth, 
white fabric structure is visually defined primarily by the seam lines (Rice, 1994, p.97). This leads to 
definite architectural requirements for the shape and orientation of the cutting patterns, which in tum are 
fundamental to the structural analysis and choice of fabric. 
1.1.2 Current design practice 
The design of fabric structures is complicated by the response of coated woven fabrics to biaxial loads in 
the plane of the fabric. Non-linear material behaviour, large displacements and the use of membrane 
action to resist loads require a fundamentally different approach to structural design compared to 
traditional roof structures. 
"Too often, however, the design of fabric roof structures is considered an art form rather than a design 
science" 
Mott, Huber & Leewood (1985) 
Determination of the minimal surface shape (form finding) and analysis of large displacement behaviour 
under load requires non-linear analysis. Typically the non-linear finite element analysis utilizes the 
Dynamic Relaxation algorithm and a constant strain triangle formulation (Barnes, 1999; Lewis & 
Gosling, 1993). The analysis of wind and snow loading on the structure - together with the experience of 
the designer - determines the level of prestress required to maintain tension in the membrane. For flatter 
areas of the structure it is vital to ensure that the fabric shape is maintained and ponding of rainwater or 
snow-melt cannot occur. The collapse in 1999 of the new fabric roof covering Montreal's Olympic 
Stadium (New Civil Engineer, 28th January 1999) highlights the importance of accurately predicting 
fabric strain levels, and hence the fabric form under extreme loading, to prevent ponding. Snow and 
meltwater loading resulted in excessive deflections of the fabric surface, which led to an increase in load 
and consequently to failure. The actual cause of failure has been identified as design based and not due to 
accidental damage. This event, which is not unique, serves as a timely reminder of the need for further 
research in the design of fabric structures. 
The tensile and shear stresses in the fabric due to prestress are combined with those arising from the 
effect of appropriate combinations of snow and wind loading (Figure 1-7) to check fabric strength and 
provide loads for the design of the supporting cables and steelwork. The true behaviour of coated woven 
fabrics is highly nonlinear, and can only be determined by extensive biaxial testing. The only biaxial 
fabric testing carried out routinely for most projects is at prestress to determine values for compensation 
(§ 1.1.3). However, this is generally inappropriate for structural design as the stresses arising from 
environmental loads are substantially higher than prestress. Consequently, assumed equivalent linear 
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elast ic material properties are generally adopted for analysis and design. The actual fabric tre s- train 
behaviour is considerably more complex than these linear approximations (§2. l ). 
; 
OasysGSA .J J 
Tensile warp 
stress (kN/m) 
26.0 
19.5 
13.0 
6.5 
0.0 
Loading : prestress + selfweight + snow load 
Figure 1-7. Stress distribution in fabric canopy 
There are currently no standard Briti sh or European codes for the design of fabric structures; although the 
European collaborative group TensiNet (www) has recently publi shed a design guide which collates 
current good practice and recommendations (Mollaert & Forster, 2004) . Most structural des ign codes for 
other materials are based on a limit state approach with partial safety factors being app lied to loads and 
material strengths. In structures that exhibit strong geometric non-linearity a limit state approach is not 
appropriate as the deformed geometry of the structure under load is dependent on the magnitude as we ll 
as the distribution of the loading. It is therefore standard practice to use a permiss ible stress approach for 
the design of fabric structures. 
The maximum des ign stress is compared to the fabric strength reduced by a compos ite safety factor. In 
the design of fabric membranes high safety factors are used; typically between five and ten for the fabric , 
with lower factors (2.3 to 3) used to calculate the stresses in the supporting cables, rods and webbing. 
Factors such as material variation, accuracy of material properties, load variation, environmental 
degradation (including ultraviolet, cyclic loading, high temperatures, creep, humidity and polluti on), 
loading uncertainty and tear propagation are combined to give these high safety factors. 
Tear propagation is the dominant factor. Fabric structures are designed such that a tea r does not propagate 
even when subjected to wind and snow loading. A maximum tear length of 40mm is commonl y chosen 
on the grounds that a tear of this length is just visible to the naked eye at a di stance of ] 5m - a lthough thi s 
seems to be a fairly arbitrary choice. Smaller tears may not be visually apparent and so the fabric mu st be 
strong enough not to fail with this potentially undetected damage . Tear te ts on 400mm wide pYC-
polyester fabric samples indicate that a 40mm long tear in the membrane has a tear propagation stre: . of 
25 % of fabric tensile strength (Happo ld et ai, 1987), sugges ting a factor of safety of four i prudent in 
case of damage. The increase in safety factor to between five and ten is common ly based on experience 
and rul s of thumb rather than a deta iled a sess ment of the many contributory factors. Several design 
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guides have been developed in Europe, North America and Japan and their recommendations are 
summarised in the European Design Guide for Tensile Suiface Structures (Mollaert & Forster, 2004). 
Composite safety factors are proposed based on tear propagation, material variability, test reliability, 
calculation accuracy, future material degradation and 'other factors'. However, too little information is 
currently available to make an informed decision on the appropriate value for many of these factors. 
1.1.3 Fabrication & installation 
Fabric membrane surfaces must be subdivided into panels that can be cut from a flat roll of fabric. The 
panels are subsequently welded together in a controlled environment to produce the complete canopy 
ready for delivery to site and installation (Figure 1-8). The membrane behaves in a highly non-linear 
fashion during prestressing, with a complex interaction occurring between the warp and fill yarns. The 
fabric panels must therefore be compensated such that after prestressing they have the correct dimensions 
for the roof geometry. 
The accurate determination of material properties is essential for the successful installation of fabric 
membranes. The importance of this material data is reflected in the industry acceptance of biaxial testing 
of samples from each roll of fabric. This testing is carried out at prestress loading to accurately determine 
the percentage length reduction ( or increase) required in warp and fill directions. If the fabric will not be 
subjected to a constant prestress throughout, then varying levels of compensation should be applied to 
different parts of the canopy. The rate of application of the prestress load is important, but is typically 
only informed by experience and the 'observational method', whereby the extension of the fabric is 
observed during installation with tensioning applied as and when required. The time required for 
installation will vary substantially depending on environmental factors such as the temperature and wind 
loading during installation, the type of material, the shape of the structure and the method of installation. 
For example, PTFE-glass fibre fabric becomes very stiff at temperatures below SoC, and can fail during 
installation unless the load is applied very slowly, over a period of weeks rather than days. 
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Figure 1-8. Installation of canopy, four linked conics (Dalton Park, County Durham, UK; images - Arup) 
1.1.4 Architectural fabric material properties 
Coated woven fabrics are used for roofs and canopies as they are lightweight (0.7 -I.4kg/m:\ transluce nt 
(typicall y J 0-20% light transmission), cheaper than glass and impervious to water. The low we igh t of th e 
material means lightweight supporting steelwork and the possibility of retrofittin g fabric roofs to 
buildings which could not support the addi tional load from, for example, a glass roof. 
There are two principal types of architectural fabric: glass fibre fabric with a Pol yTetraFluoroEth yle ne 
(PTFE) coating and polyester fabric with a PolyVinylCh loride (PVC) coating . PVC-polye. ter benefi t'> 
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from low cost and good flexibility - reducing the risk of damage during fabrication and installation. Low 
shear stiffness enables surfaces with high levels of double curvature to be achieved without wrinkling or 
buckling of the fabric surface. Disadvantages of PVC/polyester, compared to PTFE-glass, include 
relatively high levels of creep which can necessitate re-tensioning, lower resistance to dirt build-up and a 
shorter lifespan (12-15 years). PTFE coated glass-fibre is a much stiffer material, which reduces the 
overall deflections of the membrane under load, but conversely means that it is more susceptible to 
folding damage, which can occur when the brittle glass fibre yams break. Higher shear stiffness prevents 
the material being used for forms with high levels of double-curvature. PTFE-glass has a lifespan in 
excess of 30 years, does not suffer UV degradation and is self-cleaning. It is however around five times 
more expensive than PVC-polyester. 
The coating processes used for applying the PVC and PTFE coatings are different and significantly affect 
the final material properties. The PTFE coating is sprayed on to the base cloth in multiple applications 
- until the required thickness is achieved. Between each application the fabric passes through heaters which 
sinter the coating onto the base cloth at 350 to 380°C (Mollaert & Forster, 2004). This is necessary to 
adhere the PTFE to the glass fibre yams. The PVC adheres more easily to the base cloth. Excess coating 
is poured onto the fabric which is then scraped to the correct thickness before being gently heated to set 
the coating. 
Recent research and developments in architectural fabric materials try to combine the flexibility of PVC-
polyester with the long life-span and self cleaning properties of PTFE-glass. The aim of fabric 
development is to make a fabric which is: 
• Strong, 
• Durable - in particular resistant to UV degradation, 
• Weldable, 
• Self-cleaning, 
• Not damaged by folding, 
• Not prohibitively expensive and, 
• Provides high levels of light transmission. 
Recent fabric developments meet many of these aims, but not all. Woven PTFE yarns with a PTFE 
coating provide an extremely flexible fabric with 40% light transmission. Research is ongoing into 
coating polyester fabric with silicon to achieve similar properties. 
All of these fabrics are composed of an open weave mesh of orthogonal yarns with a coating that encloses 
the mesh on both sides (Figure 1-9). The characteristics of the two main types of fabric are different, but 
the underlying deformation mechanisms are very similar. Under biaxial tensile loading the behaviour of 
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coated woven fabrics is hi ghl y non-linear and anisotropic (Skelton, 1980a; Tan & Barne , \980). Material 
non-linearity is ev ident in the load extension characteri stics of both the yam fibre and the coat ing. 
Geometric non-linearity occurs in the yams (due to the complex twi ted fibre structure) and in the 
finished fabric due to crimp interchange. Crimp interchange is the balancing of out-of-plane forces due to 
interaction between orthogonal warp and fill yams, which leads to fundamentally non-linear stress-strain 
behaviour. 
PVC-polyester fabric 
Figure 1-9. Fabric cross sections 
The material response is hysteretic due to the coating and fibre properties and due to frictional effects 
(inter-fibre and inter-yarn friction). Long-term creep is also significan t. Fabric response varies between 
batches of fabric and even across the width of a single roll. The weave pattern is changed by variation in 
the fabric tension during weaving and coating. Gripping of the edge of the fabric to move it through the 
loom can result in bowing of the fill yams. The exact temperature used to sinter PTFE coat ing on to glass 
fibre fabric affects the shape of the yams and the level of bond between them at intersections. 
1.1.5 Fabric testing 
Uniaxial tensile strip tests are routinely carried out by fabric manufacturers to determine the tensile 
strength of the fabric , and are clearly defined by standards CBS EN ISO 1421 : 1998). Uniaxial tes ting can 
be carried out with standard tensile test machines, the only modification being speciali t jaws to grip the 
fabric without damaging it. 
Biaxial fabric testing is much more specialist with no European standards, limited publi hed guidance and 
few suitab le test rigs. Contractors commonly carry out biaxial test ing at low load to determine 
compen at ion values, but te t rigs capable of testing to design load for arc hitectural fabrics are rare. Prior 
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to this work, one of the only such test rigs in Europe was at Laboratorium Blum (www) in Stuttgart. The 
biaxial test rig needs to accommodate large strains (20 to 25 o/c) in two orthogonal directions, without 
excessive restraint from the clamps. Measurement of fabric strain in the area of interest is difficult 
without affecting the stress field in the fabric. There is no standard test procedure for determining the 
biaxial properties of architectural fabrics. Fabric stress-strain behaviour is inelastic non-linear time , , 
dependent (both short and long term) and temperature dependent. This means that the test procedure must 
be appropriate for the intended use of the test results. 
1.2 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
The aim of this research is to increase understanding of the biaxial behaviour of coated woven fabrics 
used in tensile structures. There are two distinct parts to the work. Firstly, the development of a method 
for accurately representing non-linear biaxial fabric stress-strain behaviour for use in structural analysis. 
Secondly, formulation of a fabric model in silica to predict the biaxial stress-strain response of 
architectural fabrics without the need for biaxial testing. Fundamental to both parts of the project is the 
experimental determination of the biaxial stress-strain characteristics of architectural fabrics. 
The implementation of this research aims to provide improved representations of the fabric behaviour 
which can feasibly be included in structural analysis. This will increase the accuracy of the design 
process, and should result in reduced factors of safety, fewer incidences of membrane failure and greater 
confidence to explore new fabric forms. 
Specific objectives are to: 
• Carry out an extensive literature review to establish the current state-of-art in all topics relating to 
this work, 
• Design and fabricate a biaxial test rig, 
• Develop a test protocol which rigorously investigates the response of architectural fabrics to 
biaxial in-plane loading, 
• Carry out biaxial fabric testing to investigate and characterise the stress-strain behaviour of 
coated woven fabrics at design loads for a range of commonly used architectural fabrics (to 
include both PVC coated polyester and PTFE coated glass fibre), 
• Develop an outline of how the biaxial test data can be implemented m structural analysis 
software, 
• Develop a predictive model to determine the biaxial stress-strain behaviour of architectural 
fabrics when biaxial test data is not available. All model parameters should be determined from 
13 
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standard tests without the need for specialist equipment, to ensure that the model can realistically 
be used by the design engineer (for detailed aims see §5.2). 
Perform suitable tests to inform the predictive model parameters (e.g. uniaxial strip tests, fabric 
imaging). 
Demonstrate the capability of the predictive model through comparison with biaxial test data for 
a range of fabrics. 
1.3 SCOPE 
The first part of this research is principally experimentally based. The biaxial test protocol will be 
developed iteratively through a series of fabric tests. Data for a range of fabrics will be acquired through 
biaxial testing. Finite element analysis using commercial software will be used to inform the design of the 
test rig. 
An outline method of using the biaxial test data in finite element analysis of membrane structures will be 
developed. However, implementation in analysis software and finite element development are not within 
the scope of this work. 
The second part of the research will involve developing a predictive model in silico to predict the 
response of coated woven fabric to biaxial loads. Modelling of inelastic behaviour, long term creep, shear 
and failure are not within the scope of this work. Whilst the model is theoretical, all necessary parameters 
will be determined experimentally, and detailed comparison will be carried out with biaxial test data. 
The following aspects of fabric behaviour are not within the scope of this work: shear, long term creep, 
failure, strength, tearing and fatigue. However, the effect of these factors on the design of the biaxial test 
rig and test protocol is to be determined as appropriate. The effect of temperature on biaxial fabric 
behaviour will not be investigated. 
1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 
Chapter 2 - Literature Review. Establishes previous work and the current state-of-the-art in all areas 
pertinent to the research: fibre, yarn, coating and fabric properties, fabric test methods, representation of 
biaxial test data, use of test data in membrane structural analysis, predicti ve models for fabric behaviour. 
Chapter 3 - Fabric testing. Details of the design and fabrication of a biaxial test rig, with analysis of the 
specimen form and dimensions. Development of a new biaxial test protocol to provide full 
characterisation of the fabric behaviour suitable for structural design. 
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Chapter 4 - Biaxial test results and implementation. Presentation and discussion of biaxial test results. 
Review and assessment of methods used for the representation of non-linear biaxial stress-strain data. 
Proposed method for the use of test data from this work in structural analysis, and a novel method of 
quantifying fabric behaviour in terms of feasible strain states. 
Chapter 5 - Predictive fabric model. Formulation of fabric unit cell models for both sawtooth and 
sinusoidal yam waveforms. Implementation of constant yam area and consistent geometry constraints. 
Comparison of model output with biaxial response surfaces for a range of fabrics. 
Chapter 6 - Conclusions & recommendations for future work. Conclusions are presented at the end 
of each Chapter, with an overview of the key points in Chapter 6. 
References. The Harvard system has been used, with references listed alphabetically by first author. 
Internet references are listed separately, alphabetically by title, and are denoted 'www' in the text. 
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2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF COATED WOVEN FABRICS 
2.1.1 Fibre & yarn properties 
How do the material properties of the yarns and their constituent fibres contribute to the 
behaviour of coated woven fabrics? 
Bundles of fibres are twisted to form yarns, which are woven and then coated to form a stable, 
weatherproof fabric. The fibres are a fundamental component of the fabric, and their 
mechanical properties play an important role in fabric behaviour. Many types of fibre exhibit 
non-linear tensile behaviour, large strains and inelasticity (Buckley, 1980); "It is clear that 
most common fibres extend in a non-linear fashion" (Morris, Merkin & Rennell, 1999). Inter-
fibre friction between parallel yarns is important in determining the properties of a twisted fibre 
bundle, or yarn. The frictional properties of fibres on the outside of the yarn enable woven 
fabrics to maintain their weave pattern and structure. This is known as the dimensional stability 
of the fabric. 
The most common fibres used for architectural fabrics are polyester and glass. Other materials 
include Cotton, Polyamide 6.6 (Nylon), Aramid and extruded PTFE. Cotton is an organic fibre 
which was used by Frei Otto in his early garden show structures. Being organic, cotton is prone 
to damage from moisture and fungal attack, giving a maximum lifespan of around four years. 
Nylon is popular in the sailing industry for its high strength to weight ratio, but its poor 
resistance to ultraviolet light and water ingress mean that it is of little use for longer term 
architectural applications. Aramid fibres (e.g. Kevlar) have high tensile strength and chemical 
resistance but provide low levels of elastic strain and poor resistance to UV (Houtman & 
Orpana, 2000). Extruded PTFE fibres have good chemical and UV resistance and are not 
damaged by repeated bending and folding, making the material ideal for 
mountable/demountable structures (Figure 2-1). However, PTFE fibres have lower tensile 
strength than polyester or glass, and the low surface friction and chemical reactivity make 
coating application difficult. Recently a PTFE coated PTFE fabric has been developed 
(tradename Tenara, manufactured by Gore (Kelmartin, 2003; www: Gore)). This combines the 
benefits of PTFE fibres and PTFE coating, but is difficult to weld and is more expensive than 
other architectural fabrics. 
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Figure 2-1. Inner courtyard of the Prophet's Holy Mosque, Medina, Saudi Arabia 
(reproduced from www: lega-musulmana) 
Glass fibres and polyester fibres are fundamentally different in terms of micro-structure and 
hence stress-stra in response (Figure 2-2). G lass fibres have an essentially linear stress-stra in 
response, whereas polyester fibre response is complex and non-linear. T hi s complex ity is 
de monstrated by the inconsi stency of the two polyester curve in Figure 2-2 . The typical 
pol yeste r stress-strai n curve has three distinct parts (Figure 2-2b). 
Pol yester fibres have a high tensile strength and high elongati on before yie ld , enabling 
adjustments to be made to a fabric canopy during in stallation . However, they do degrade 
s ignificantly in sunli ght and due to repeated stressing, and are prone to high levels of creep. The 
most common polyeste r used as a fibre is PET - poly(ethylelle terephthala te) (Figure 2-3) . Thi s 
is a commonly avai lable mass-produced fibre used , for example, in soft drink bottl es. 
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Figure 2-2. Stress-strain curves for various fibres:!: , reproduced from (a) Buck ley, 1980, (b) 
Birkett, 2002. 
Figure 2-3. Polyester molecule, reproduced from Osswald & Menges, 1996, p. 41 
Polyester fibres are composed of long-chain molecules, arranged approximately para llel and 
held together by lateral forces (Figure 2-4). It is thi s structure that gi ves fibres their di stincti ve 
:j: In most engi neering appli cat ions stress is defined as load div ided by cross-sec ti onal area. 
However, the cross sectional area of a fibre is not necessaril y well defined or constant. 
Variations are due to a non-constant yarn shape and changes in thi s shape under loading. It i ~ 
therefore common to define the specific stress based on the mass of the f ibre: 
Specific stress = load / ( mass / unit length ) Units: NfTex 
The Tex is a measure of mass per unit length used for fibres, and i th e \ eight in graml., of a 
1000m length of fibre. 
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tensile properties. Polymeric fibres are viscoelastic and "at larger strains (typically beyolld 
0.001 to 0.01) the viscoelastic behaviour become measurably non -linear" (Buckley, 1980). 
t 
Figure 2-4. Molecular model of polymer tensile extension , reproduced from Osswald & Menges , 
1996 (p.333) 
Non-linear behav iour can be due to inelasti c and/or time-dependent behaviour. Fibre. under 
cyc lic tensile load ing take several cyc les to become mechanical!.v conditioll ed before foll owing 
a hysteretic load-recovery pattern (Figure 2-5) . The hysteretic behaviour is cau ed by energy 
loss due to internal friction . 
o 
E longation 
Figure 2-5. Cyclic loading of acetate to 90% of failure load , reproduced from Morton & Hearle, 
1975. 
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The tensile response of fibres is dependant not only on their load history, but also the rate of 
loading. When a stress is applied there is an initial 'instant' deformation, followed by further 
deformation over time. "On the application of a load to a fibre, it will, after an instantaneous 
extension, continue to extend as time goes on; and, on removal of the load, the recovery will not 
be limited to the instantaneous recovery, but will continue to take place ", Morton & Hearle, 
1975. The total extension can be subdivided into three parts; immediate elastic deformation 
(virtually instantaneous and recoverable), primary creep (recoverable in time), secondary creep 
(non-recoverable). Another time effect is the relaxation of stress under constant loading: .. When 
a fibre is held stretched, the stress in the fibre gradually decays. It may drop to a limiting value 
or it may disappear completely", Morton & Hearle, 1975. 
Polymeric fibres exhibit significant levels of creep under sustained loading (Figure 2-6). If the 
creep data is plotted on a log-log graph "in the majority of cases, the creep curves reduce to 
straight lines as shown for polypropylene" (Figure 2-6b), (Osswald & Menges, 1996, p 27). It 
follows that polymer creep behaviour can be represented by a power law: 
Equation 2-1 
where M and n are parameters used to define the material. 
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Figure 2-6. Polymer creep response, reproduced from Osswald & Menges, 1996 (p. 272) 
In contrast to polyester fibres, glass fibres have higher tensile strength and are less susceptible 
to ageing, with sunlight having little effect on the material. "According to experimental data, 
the high strength of glass fibres in comparison ~i'ith massi\'e glass is determined by the more 
isotropic structure of the high-temperature glass melt from which the fibres are prodllced and 
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by their high rate of cooling, which prevents the formation of microdefects and microcracks on 
the surfaces of the fibres during their formation ", Kostikov, 1995, pp 117-118. Compared to 
polyester, glass fibres have low elastic strain making accurate determination of compensation 
values and cutting patterns critical for successful installation. Glass fibres are brittle in bending 
and require careful handling during fabrication, transportation and erection (Ansell, Hill & 
Allgood, 1983). They are weakened if water penetrates the fabric: "It is known that the strength 
of glass filaments is reduced in wet air and in water, irrespective of their chemical 
composition ", (Kostikov, 1995, P 107). 
Glass fibres are drawn from a glass melt; the physical and chemical properties of the melt, and 
rate of solidification, dramatically affect the final fibre properties. There are two generic types 
of fibre: continuous and staple (Kostikov, 1995, pp 24-25). Continuous fibres are long (tens to 
hundreds of kilometres) and are often arranged in parallel in the yam. Staple fibres are shorter 
(several millimetres to two metres) and must be twisted in the yam to achieve tensile strength 
through inter-yam friction. Architectural fabrics typically use three to five micron diameter 
continuous fibres which are spun to form the yam. 
The tensile stress-strain behaviour of glass fibres is essentially linear (Figure 2-2a), hence use 
of a single value of Young's modulus to describe the fibre extension is appropriate. Glass fibres 
exhibit a low level of hysteresis; loading and unloading behaviour are similar with low residual 
strain. 
Typical material properties for fibres used in architectural fabrics are summarised in Table 2-1. 
Polyester fibre) Glass fibre! Aramid fibre2 PTFE fibre2 
Tensile strength 400-800 3400-3700 up to 2700 160-380 (N/mm2) 
Elongation at 25-50 3.3-4.8 2-4 13-32 break (%) 
Elastic modulus 3500-15000 72000-77000 130000-150000 700-4000 (N/mm2) 
) Osswald & Menges (1996), 2 Houtman & Orpana (2000) 
Table 2-1. Architectural fabric fibre material properties 
Inconsistencies in the behaviour of fibres of the same type are important in defining their 
properties. As properties are not consistent between fibres of the same type then the best that 
can be achieved is a statistical distribution to represent the probable fibre properties. This adds 
a further non-linear aspect to fibre behaviour. Buckley (1980) discusses the variations in fibre 
behaviour, not just between different types of fibre but between individual fibres of the same 
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type. He states that the "degree of molecular orientation ... and the effect of any subsequent 
thermomechanical treatment" affect the stress-strain curves. For example, it is not only the 
environmental conditions (temperature and relative humidity) at the time of the test that affect 
the behaviour of the fibre, but the conditions to which it has been previously exposed. Any 
quantification of fibre behaviour is very complex, and must account for test conditions and 
previous history - both in terms of loading and environment. 
How does the yarn structure contribute to the non-linear behaviour of the fabric? 
Several hundred fibres are assembled together (often twisted) to form a yarn. As with any 
engineering material, yam behaviour can be characterised in terms of response to various forms 
of loading: tensile, bending, shear and torsion. The "mechanical behaviour of a yarn depends 
on the properties of the fibres of which it is composed, and their arrangement", (Hearle, 1958). 
The movement of the fibres within the yam must be considered - in bending the fibres slide 
relative to one another, hence bending is resisted by inter-fibre friction. Because of variations in 
the constituent fibres and yam structure it is apposite to describe yam properties using a 
statistical distribution of probable values. 
Fabric structures resist load by deformation in the plane of the fabric, resulting in tension and 
shear in the fabric. The primary load condition of the yams is therefore tensile. When a tensile 
load is applied to a typical engineering material the resultant stress is equal to the applied force 
divided by the cross-sectional area. Subjecting a yam to a tensile load gives both elongation of 
the constituent fibres and a change in the angle between the fibres and the yam, i.e. part of the 
tensile force results in untwisting of the yam. Yam extension is "characterised by a progressive 
stiffness at low loads, which is due to the initial stretch of the yarn until the fibres are in contact 
with each other" Dimitrov & Schock (1986). An identical mechanism in cords (i.e. several 
yams twisted together) is described by Zirnliki, Kennedy et al (2000a): " ... the act of straining a 
cord structure produces both elongation of the filaments and straightening of the angle that the 
ply makes with the cord axis". Furthermore "there is also energy dissipated by inteifilament 
slippage". Conversely, Thwaites (1980) states that inter-fibre movement does not result in a 
significant loss of energy: "The ratio of energy lost per cycle to maximum energy stored for the 
yarn is very little different from that for the fibre material itself (in tension). This shows that 
there is little or no frictional energy loss due to relative motion between filaments". 
The simplest type of yam is composed of parallel, untwisted fibres but is prone to severe 
deformation and damage, but " ... to overcome fibre slippage, and to form fibres into a 
functional yarn, strands are usually given some amount of m'ist" (Naik & Madhavan, 2000). 
Untwisted yams have the advantage that they "permit a relative sliding of the fibres in case of 
yarn cun'ature and the stress state in the yarn remains in form" (Boisse, Gasser & Hivet, 
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2001). If all fibres were identical (to each other, and along their lengths) then little would be 
gained in terms of tensile strength by twisting yarns together. However all fibres have a varying 
cross-section and consequently have weak points. Twisting bundles of fibres together 
introduces radial forces which increase inter-fibre friction and so enable more effective load 
sharing to prevent weak fibres breaking. Twisting also increases yarn surface friction 
(improving handling and the dimensional stability of the finished fabric), reduces fibre slippage 
and "tends to make the yarns more monolithic" (Naik & Madhavan, 2000). It is for these 
reasons that yams used for architectural fabrics are typically of a twisted construction. 
The idealised structure of a continuous twisted yarn is often represented as being composed of 
uniform helices varying from a straight fibre at the centre of the yarn with helix angle 
increasing with increasing radius. This would suggest that the yarn properties are geometrically 
linear, the resistance to extension being similar to that of a spring It has been noted however 
(Morris, Merkin & Rennell, 1999) that the actual structure of yarns has a 'random' element due 
to the interaction of the fibres. "The highly idealized form of structure ... would not only be 
useless if it existed; it could not even be made ... " (Morton, 1956, p.325). " ... effects such as 
micro-buckling and migration have been observed. Because of these effects, the perfect helix 
assumption is not valid" (Naik & Madhavan, 2000). 
Migration is the "entanglement of the fibres within the yarn" (Morris, Merkin & Rennell, 
1999). The central fibre is straight and the outer fibres have significant helical curvature, but all 
of the fibres are initially the same length. Hence the outer fibres are highly stressed, and they 
will move towards the centre of the yarn. "Those [fibres] momentaril.v forming the surface 
layers will therefore tend to move in toward the core position, displacing the less highly 
tensioned fibres already there, and in due course are themselves displaced when their tension 
has fallen" (Morton, 1956, p.325). Hence the path a given fibre takes will vary along the yarn, 
traversing through the cylindrical zones of the structure. Migration can be quantified by 
considering the ratio between the length of the outermost filament after migration, and the 
length of the outermost filament assuming a perfect helix. A 'migration zone' can then be 
determined, and the effect of migration is to make the path lengths in this zone equal, i.e. the 
twist for all filaments in the zone is equal (Figure 2-7). 
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Figure 2-7. Migration and microbuckling, reproduced from Naik & Madhavan (2000) 
The central filaments of a yarn undergo microbuckling - "The effect of microbuckling is to 
reduce the pitch length of the yam ", (Naik & Madhavan, 2000) (Figure 2-7). Without 
microbuckling the central filament would be straight. However, the central filament does have 
some twist, and there is "a zone where all filaments have the same length as they had prior to 
twisting" (Naik & Madhavan, 2000). Microbuckling is quantified in a similar way as migration, 
by comparing the ideal pitch length to a reduced value for the microbuckled yam. 
Changes in yarn diameter are important in determining the exact geometry of the fabric, and 
hence its behaviour (§2.4.2 and Chapter 5). Pierce (1937) described the distortion of yarns at 
crossover points as "much too great in most fabrics to ignore". There are three mechanisms 
which may result in a change in yarn radius: 
• Initial bedding down (inelastic), 
• Yarn crushing due to contact with orthogonal yarn (elastic or partially inelastic), 
• Reduction in yarn radius due to tensile extension, i.e. Poisson's effect (elastic or 
partially elastic). 
Both tensile stresses and transverse loads result in changes to the cross-sectional area of the 
yarn, " ... the reduction in yarn radii is caused by the coupled effect of the crushing force that is 
present at crossO\'er points and the axial force in the yarn" (Pargana. Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin, 
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2000). Hearle & Sakai (1978) use a "diameter shrinkage function" to model the change in yarn 
diameter, which is based on a constant Poisson's ratio. Morris, Merkin & Rennell (1999) use a 
function of fibre packing density and fibre Poisson's ratio to determine the overall Poisson's 
ratio of the yarn at any given location. This function, combined with a randomised fabric 
structure, gives a varying value of Poisson's ratio along the yarn. Under constant tensile load 
the yarn diameter varies along the length of the yarn. 
The yarn diameter changes due to "bedding-down of one yarn into the opposite one. This effect 
is due to the initial slack between the individual fibres ... It ma)' be assumed that the bedding 
down is irreversible" (Dimitrov & Schock, 1986). This initial bedding down of the yarn (i.e. 
reduction in yarn radius when the fabric is first loaded) is influenced by: 
• initial slack between fibres in the yarn, 
• coating penetration into the yarn between the fibres, 
• bending stiffness of fibres, 
• lateral compressibility of fibres, 
• spinning characteristics of the yarn. 
The difficulty is that there is "a most apparent lack of data on any of these factors", (Dimitrov 
& Schock, 1986). Yarn crushing tests show an increase in tensile stiffness as the yam is 
crushed, and some hysteresis during recovery when the load is removed (Figure 2-8b) 
(Kawabata, Niwa & Matsudaira, 1985; Sasai & Kawabata, 1985). However, the results are not 
conclusive, with the authors stating that "the experiments must be measured more precisely" 
(Sasai & Kawabata, 1985). 
The bending resistance (or flexural rigidity) of yarns is very low compared to their resistance to 
tensile load along their length. Thus in the interest of simplicity the flexural rigidity is often 
ignored in fabric analysis. Boisse et al (1997) dismiss not only the bending stiffness of fibres, 
but also of the yarn and fabric: "Yarns consist of very small section fibrins whose bending 
stiffness is negligible, therefore these of yarns and fabric are negligible too." 
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Figure 2-8. (a) Methods for testing crushing of yarns, (b) change in diameter with load; 
reproduced from Kawabata, Niwa & Matsudaira (1985) 
Cooper (1960) compares the flexural stiffness of three types of yarn structure; independent 
filaments, adhering filaments and twisted yarns. Twisted yarns allow little inter-fibre 
movement, and so might be considered to behave similarly to a yarn model with 'adhering 
filaments'. On the contrary, Cooper suggests that "twisted ya rns are often found to hm'f:' 
bending lengths close to those expected for free fibre movement". This observation led to 
investigation of the relationship of twist to bending length for continuous filament viscous 
rayon. He found that values were close to those expected for independent filaments, but 
"slightly increased stiffness was sometimes found with the yarns of higher twist". This increase 
in yarn stiffness due to the twisted yarn structure is dependent on the level of inter-yarn friction, 
and so will be greater for high friction polyester fibres than for lower friction glass fibres. 
However, the conclusion of Cooper's work is that the bending stiffness of all yarns is very low, 
usually little higher than the sum of the fibre bending stiffnesses. 
Yarn bending stiffness is generally regarded as negligible for the typical small changes in 
curvature which occur in membrane structures (§2.1.4.4). However, the yarn bending stiffness 
may be significant on the scale of individual yarn crossovers in the fabric. Crimp interchange 
results in large changes in curvature at small radii compared to the yarn diameter. A limiting 
bending condition can be reached when the cross-sectional shape of one yarn pre\ents further 
bending of the orthogonal yarn (Peirce, 1937). 
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2.1.2 Woven fabric 
Yarns are woven on looms to form a fabric. Many weave patterns are possible (e.g. twill and 
panama, Figure 2-9) but architectural fabrics are typically plain woven. This is the simplest 
weave pattern in which alternate yarns pass under and over one another (Figure 2-9a). 
Plain weave Satin weave Twill weave 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2-9. Common weave patterns, reproduced from MSAJ/M-02-1995 
The similar weave pattern of most architectural fabrics means that the same principles govern 
their mechanical behaviour. However, the actual fabric behaviour varies widely between fabrics 
and the dominant effect governing the fabric behaviour is not necessarily the same for all 
fabrics. This is due to significant differences in fibre, yarn and coating properties. 
The weaving process strongly influences the behaviour of the finished fabric. During 
manufacture, when the fabric is being transferred from roll to roll, a skew or bowing can be 
introduced to the weave pattern (Skelton and Freeston, 1971; Reumann, R.-D., 2000). This non-
orthogonality can compromise the dimensional stability of the fabric. The resultant 
inconsistency in material properties across the width of the roll should be considered when 
cutting test samples. The weaving process involves bending the yarns, especially the fill yam, 
as the warp and fill are interwoven. This can result in damage of the yarn fibres, particularly for 
a glass fibre fabric. The level of strength reduction varies with the material, weaving process 
(hydraulic, pneumatic or shuttle) and yarn direction (warp or fill) but is broadly in the region of 
ten percent (Kostikov, 1995, pp.l07-108). 
2.1.3 Coating 
Coating is applied to open weave architectural fabrics to make them watertight. The coating 
also stabilises the fabric weave pattern and protects the yarns from damage. Any bowing of the 
fill yarns during weaving will be fixed in place by the coating: "The act of coating sets fabric in 
its bowed or skewed configuration" (Skelton and Freeston, 1971). The addition of the coating 
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further complicates the mechanical properties of a woven fabric. The coating will restrain the 
yam movements and interactions, and adds a visco-elastic effect to any deformation mechanism 
(Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978). Depending on the coating material, the mechanical beha\iour 
of the coating can be "highly non-linear and time dependent" (Schock, 1991). Creep of the 
coating causes fabric strain to slowly increase, tending toward that of uncoated fabric. 
The coating can impregnate the yams during the coating process, changing their mechanical 
properties: "The bedding down will usually be restrained by the coating material ~\'hich will 
have penetrated the yarns to some degree", (Dimitrov & Schock, 1986). However, the extent of 
this impregnation is variable and difficult to determine. In uncoated yams it is frequently 
assumed that yam crushing due to gaps between fibres is irreversible. If these gaps contain 
coating then the level of yam crushing would be reduced, and may exhibit some elasticity. 
Coating of yams increases their strength by bonding the fibres together and thereby localising 
the effect of broken fibres: "In an un impregnated yarn consisting of fibres only, the 
deformability of the fabric is provided through yarn sliding ... However, in an impregnated yarn 
the deformability of the fabric is greatly reducecf', Naik and Madhavan (2000). 
The tear resistance of the fabric is actually reduced by the coating because the yams cannot 
move as easily to resist tearing forces (www: Architectural fabrics, 2004). The lateral 
contraction of the coating under tensile load could affect the fabric behaviour; "As the 
Poisson's ratio of PTFE is rather high it is worth considering" (Dimitrov & Schock, 1986). 
The bending stiffness of the coating is usually deemed to be negligible for structural 
applications (Testa, Stubbs & Spiller, 1978). 
The two most commonly used coating materials are polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) on glass 
fibre fabric and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) on polyester fabric (Table 2-2). PTFE has recently 
been applied to PTFE-fibre fabric. This presents manufacturing problems in trying to adhere the 
coating to the base fabric when both have low surface friction and are chemically unreactive. 
The benefit is an extremely flexible, durable fabric with high (around 40%) light transmission 
(Kelmartin, 2003). 
Po I ytetrafl u oroeth y lene Polyvinyl Chloride 
Tensile strength (N/mm2) 25-36 10-25 
Elongation at break (%) 350-550 170-400 
Tensile modulus of elasticity 
410 1000-3500 
(N/mm2) 
Table 2-2. PVC and PTFE material properties, reproduced from Osswald & Menges (1996) 
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Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is formed by the addition poly . t' f fl 
menza IOn 0 tetra uoroethdene 
(Figure 2-10). It is distinguished by its complete resistance to attack by virtually all che~cals 
and by its low surface friction. It maintains its physical properties over a large temperature 
range (-270° to 385°C) (www: Polymers, 2004). 
n 
Part of the structure 
~ r r r r ~ 
--f-r-Tr-ffr:--
F F F F F F 
Figure 2-10. PTFE structure, reproduced from www: Addition polymers, 2004 
The coating comprises three main layers (www: Taconic, 2004): 
• 
• 
Base coat: ensures adhesion of subsequent layers to the glass fibre fabric, 
PTFE and filler: this main layer is built up from repeated applications of PTFE 
dispersion, with the fabric being heated between applications to sinter the PTFE onto 
the base fabric. The 'filler' usually consists of glass beads, 
• Top coat: an FEP (Fluorinated Ethylene Polymer) layer which Increases 
impermeability, fungal resistance and weldability. 
PTFE coating, combined with the long lifespan of glass fibres, results in a fabric with a service 
life in excess of thirty years (Houtman & Orpana, 2000). Silicone coating is also used on glass 
fibre fabric, providing high levels of light transmission (up to 259'c) compared with 8-13lJr for 
PTFE or PVC coatings. The silicone rubber protects the brittle glass fibre yams, reducing the 
tight radii which damage the fabric when it is creased or folded (Houtman & Orpana, 2000). 
Research is ongoing into coating polyester fabric with silicon to provide a highly translucent 
flexible fabric. 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is commonly used to coat polyester fabric, and also woven aramid. 
Polymerization of vinyl chloride produces a polymer similar to polyethylene, but having 
chlorine atoms at alternate carbon atoms on the chain (Figure 2-11). In this form PVC is rigid 
and somewhat brittle. When blended with a plasticizer such as phthalate ester it becomes 
pliable and is used for flexible articles such as raincoats and shower curtains. It is this 
plasticized PVC that is used to coat architectural fabrics. Over time the plasticizer migrates to 
the surface and breakdowns due to UV exposure. This results in dirt retention and \\eakening of 
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the coating (www: Architectural fabrics, 2004); consequently various top-coats are applied to 
modify the surface properties (Houtman, 2003). When choosing the top coat a compromise 
must be made between resistance to soiling and weldability. The PVC coating is applied as a 
liquid which is scraped off to the correct thickness and then gently heated to dry the fabric. 
H CI 
" / n c=c 
/ " H H iHi c I I c-c ~ ~ /l. 
Pa rt of the structure 
H CI H CI H CI 
I I I I I I 
-f-rrf-r-f-
H H H H H H 
Figure 2-11. Polyvinyl Chloride structure, reproduced from www: Addition polymers, 2004 
2.1.4 Mechanical behaviour of architectural fabrics 
2.1.4.1 Material types and properties 
The most commonly used architectural fabrics are PVC coated polyester (Figure 2-12) and 
PTFE coated glass fibre (Figure 2-13). They have distinct characteristics, often making the 
choice of material obvious for a given application. PVC-polyester is quite flexible, reducing the 
risk of damage during fabrication and installation. It does suffer UV degradation and dirt build 
up, resulting in a life expectancy of 12-15 years. PVC-polyester is produced in a range of 
weights, the heaviest fabrics being extremely strong (tensile strength up to 200kN/m). The 
flexibility of the fabric results in low resistance to shear; enabling highly double-curved shapes 
to be developed without wrinkling. 
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Figure 2-12. PVC-polyester fabri c cross-section 
PTFE-glass has a life expectancy greater than 30 years, but does cost around fi ve times as much 
as PVC-polyester. PTFE-glass is easily damaged by folding or creasing, and so require. great 
care in handling and erect ion . The fabric i self cl eaning and hi ghl y fire retardant. An uncoated 
glass fibre fabric has very low shear resistance due to the low leve l of fri cti on between the 
yarn s at crossovers. The PTFE increases the shear resistance substanti all y, givin g a fabric 
which is less conformable and more likely to wrinkle th an PYC-polye ter (§2 . I A.3) . pYC-
pol yester and PTFE-glass provide si mil ar levels of li ght transmiss ion (8- \3 gc ). Other types of 
fabric include silicone coated fabrics and PTFE yarns with a PTFE coating (§2 .1 .3). 
Figure 2-13. PTFE-glass fabric cross-sect ion 
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It is clear from the fabric cross sections (Figure 2-12 & Figure 2-13) that the weave geometry 
of PVC-polyester and PIPE-glass fabrics are different; the PTFE-glass fabric has a notably 
higher level of crimp than the PVC-polyester. It is a combination of the weave geometry with 
the yarn and coating properties that determine the mechanical properties of the fabric (Figure 
2-14 and Figure 2-15). 
Fabric/ Weight g1m2 Fire Tensile strength Tensile strain Tear Bending Seam strength 
Coating retardant Warp/weft Warp/weft strength capacity Ni50mm 
DIN 4102 N/50mm % N 
Din 55352 DIN 53354 DIN 53354 DIN 53363 
Cotton-Polyester/- 350 B2 1700/1000 35/18 60 Very good 
520 B2 2500/2000 38/20 80 
Polyester/PVC 
Type 1 750 BI 3000/2800 15/20 300/280 Very good 2400 (30mm. 70De) 
Type 2 1050 4200/4000 15/20 550/500 2850 (60mm. 700c) 
Type 3 1050 5600/5600 15/25 800/650 3350 (60mm. 700e) 
Type 4 1350 8000/7000 15/30 1200/1100 4600 (60mm. 700c) 
Type 5 1500 10000/8000 20/30 160011400 4600 (60mm. 700g 
Fiberglas/PTFE 800 A2 3500/3000 7/10 300 sufficient 6000 (60mm. 70De) 
1270 A2 6600/6000 7/10 570 
Fiberglas/Si 350 BI 2000/2000 Good 4800 (30mm. 70De) 
1156 A2 5000/5000 
Aramid/PVC 750 B1 7500/7500 5/6 500/500 Good 
1050 8000/6500 5/6 6001600 
2020 24500/24500 5/6 4450 
PTFE/- 300 A2 2390/2210 11/10 500 Very good 
PTFE/PVDF 630 B1 3000/2900 11/10 818/854 
PTFE/PVDF 830 4200/4000 18/9 9251925 
PVDF/PVDF 200 Bl 1400/1300 34/25 
260 1600/1500 39/30 
ETFE foil N/mm2 (DIN 
thickness 53455) 
50 m 87.5 64 I 56 450/500 450/450 sufficient 
80 m 140 58 I 54 500 I 600 450/450 
100 m 175 58 I 57 550 I 600 430 I 440 
150 m 262.5 58 I 57 600 I 650 450/430 
200 m 350 52 I 52 600 I 600 430 I 430 
250 m 437.5 >40 I >40 >3001>300 >300 I >300 
Figure 2-14. Typical mechanical properties of architectural fabrics (1), reproduced from 
Houtman (2003) 
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Surface weight (gIm,? 
French design guide 720 1000 1200 1400 2000 
WG Messe Frankfurt 800 900 1050 1300 1450 
Yam linear density (dtex) (;':I::H,'; Id:1;:::ii;;:; t,_ ,. 
French design guide 
WG Messe Frankfurt 1100 1100 1670 2200 
;;: 
Tensile strength warp/weft (kN/m) ':":-:;::;:~.'." '. ,,: :'~,:' 
. _ .. 
French design guide 60/60 84/80 110/104 120/130 160/170 
WG Messe Frankfurt 60/60 88/79 115/102 149/128 196/166 
French design guide 
WG Messe Frankfurt 310/350 520/580 800/950 1 100/1 400 1 600/1 800 
French design guide 
(a) WG Messe Frankfurt 12/12 10·5/10·5 
9 6 3 6 3 3 or 6 3 
500 420 800 1 000 1 200 1 500 1 600 
(b) 300/300 300/300 400/400 500/500 450/45 0 
Figure 2-15. Mechanical properties of architectural fabrics (2): (a) PVC-polyester, (b) PTFE-
glass fibre, reproduced from the Tensinet Design Guide (Mollaert & Forster, 2004) 
2. 1.4.2 In-plane tensile behaviour 
The tensile behaviour of architectural fabrics is highly non-linear due to both material 
properties and geometric non-linearities. Uniaxial fabric strip tests give a non-linear stress-
strain curve (Figure 2-16) which can be intuitively explained. Initial large strain at low load is 
principally due decrimping, particularly for a sample loaded in the fill direction. Some tensile 
stiffness is provided by the coating. Slack between yam fibres, and between yams at 
crossovers, can further decrease the fabric tensile stiffness when initially loaded. Once crimp 
interchange is complete, the fabric response is dominated by the yam behaviour: a non-linear 
three part response for polyester (Figure 2-16) and a steep linear response for glass fibre 
(§2.1.1). 
The response to biaxial loading is more complicated as geometric non-linearities are 
introduced. Fundamental to the behaviour of woven fabrics is the interaction of warp and fill 
yams, known as crimp interchange. Testa, Stubbs and Spillers (1978) identified two stages in 
fabric deformation: initial crimp interchange followed by yam extension at higher stresses. It is 
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crimp interchange that prevents the bi axial response being infe rred di rectly from uniaxial tc . t 
data, and hence necess itates bi axial testing. 
#3A Poly ester 
1,00 - E x p~r i m~n\c( 
- - Th~or~\ iecl 
- . - Corree \ ed \h~ore\ i ea l 
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' ·2 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
,·3 
f/ 
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9' / 
/ 
/ 
,.t. 
Figure 2-16. Polyester fabric under uniaxial extension , reproduced from Kawabata , Niwa & 
Kawai (1973b) 
Pierce ( 1937) ident ified the fund amental deformati on mec hani sms that charac teri se the 
behav iour of woven fabrics under bi ax ial load, in particul ar crimp interchange. Loo/ll -swte (i.e. 
as produced) fabric has a hi gh level of crimp in the fill directi on (across the loo m) and a low 
level of crimp in the warp direction (a long the length of the roll of fabric ) (Figure 2- 17a). 
Warp yarns (blue) 
Low level of crimp 
Weft yarns (red) 
High level of crimp 
Negative strain 
Applied load 
(a) 
(b) 
Negative stra in 
Figure 2-17. Crimp interchange mechanism . 
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An applied load in the fill direction straightens the fill yams and increase the crimp in the \\arp 
- resulting in a negative strain in the warp direction (Figure 2-17b). Under biaxial load the rati o 
of the applied loads will determine the equilibrium configuration of the crimp, (Schock, 1991 ). 
This balancing of the crimp results in a highly variable level of strai n in the orthoaonal 
I:) 
direction, which is normally related by Poi sson's ratio for homogeneous material s (§4.2.1). 
Typical stress-strain curves for the initial behaviour of a PTFE-gl ass fibre fabric tested at warp 
to fill stress ratios of 5: 1, I: 1 and \ :5 are reproduced from the work of Day ( 1986), Figure 2- 18. 
The key features of the fabric response are: 
1. Sudden changes in gradient (Figure 2-\8a,b), 
2. Gradient reversal (i.e. multiple values of stress for a given strain) (Figure 2- 18a), 
3. Negative strain (Figure 2-18b,c). 
Initial large strains at low stresses (Figure 2-18a,c) are due to crimp interchange and slack in 
and between the yams. The subsequent increase in tensile tiffness occurs when crimp 
interchange is complete and yarn stretching becomes the dominant deformation mechanism. 
The response of coated woven fabrics to biaxial loads is even more complex than is show n by 
Day's results, which only give the response to initial loading. The materia l response is 
hysteretic due to the coating and yarn-fibre material properties and due to frictional effec ts 
(inter-fibre and inter-yarn friction). Long-term creep is also signifi cant. Fabric response varies 
between batches of fabric and even across the width of a single ro ll. The weave pattern is 
changed by variation in the fabric tension during weaving and coating. Bowing of the fill yams 
is caused by the way the fabric edges are gripped as it moves through the loom. The exact 
temperature used to sinter PTFE coating on to glass fibre fabric affects the shape of the yarns 
and the level of bond between them at intersections. 
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Figure 2-18. Stress-strain graphs for varying stress ratios , reprodu ced from Day (1986) 
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The addition of coating further complicates the crimp interchange mechanism. The coatino 
to 
restrains the movement of the yams such that a greater force is required for complete crimp 
interchange to occur (Schock, 1991). Schock suggests that large initial fabric stiffnesses are 
"possibly due to partial separation of coating" from the yams. This is contrary to usual 
observation of initial low tensile stiffness which increases when crimp interchange is complete 
(Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978; Day, 1986). The addition of coating increases the non-linearity 
of fabric behaviour. The increase in stress required for full development of crimp interchange 
means that a greater part of the stress-strain curve is highly non-linear. The coating also adds a 
time-dependent, hysteretic element to the crimp interchange mechanism. Testa and Yu (1989) 
show through a series of tests that the load history of the fabric has a significant influence on its 
response to applied load. This is confirmed by Freeston, Platt and Schoppee (1967) who 
consider the effects of loading sequence and loading rate on the stress-strain characteristics of 
the fabric. 
2.1.4.3 Shear 
"A woven fabric may be bent into single curvature without any shear deformation; but if a 
fabric is bent into double curvature ... then shearing must occur. In most fabrics. this shearing 
is likely to be largely explained by a change of angle between intersecting threads. but mar 
also be a result of bending and twisting of the yarns between the intersections . .. 
Cusick (1961) 
Shear of fabrics is fundamental to the development of surfaces with double curvature from flat 
panels of fabric. "The very low resistance to shear deformation compared with tensile 
deformation makes it easier for the cloth to cover a curved suiface without buckling", 
Kawabata, Niwa & Kawai (l973c, p.62). The level of shear deformation that can be mobilised 
will determine the curvature that can be achieved, and will affect the number of flat panels that 
are required. The majority of work on fabric shear behaviour has been carried out on non-
coated fabrics, usually for modelling drape and conformability for the clothing industry 
(Amirbayat & Hearle, 1989; Chen, Hu & Teng, 2001; Postle & Norton, 1991; Collier et ai, 
1991) and more recently in simulating the placement of woven glass base cloth in the 
manufacture of composites (Tan, Tong & Steven, 1997; Buet-Gautier & Boisse, 2001). For this 
type of application the shear response under biaxial load is not required, but for fabric 
structures direct and shear stresses will always be coexistent (§6.2.5). 
"The problem is complicated by the fact that the usual 'shear' test on a woven fabric does not 
correspond exactly to simple shear", (Spivak & Treloar, 1968, p.964). Simple shear in 
engineering terms is a constant area deformation; fabric shear (Figure 2-19) is not. Simple shear 
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requires the material to extend on the diagonals of the parallelogram (Figure 2-20a). For a given 
shear force the tensile extension of the yams will be negligible compared to the large shear 
deformation (commonly 5 to 15° at working loads). Hence shear deformation leads to a 
reduction in area (Figure 2-20b). 
(a) 
(b) 
F~<-
/ ~F 
Shear angle 
= theta 
Figure 2-19. Shear in plain weave fabric; (a) reproduced from Leaf & Sheta, 1984 
.+3 
F~ 
(a) Simple shear, constant area 
I 
F~ - --
(b) Shear of woven fabric, yarns effectively 
inextensible, shearing reduces area 
Figure 2-20. Comparison of shear mechanisms 
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"The shear stiffness of a fabric is fundamentally different from the shear modulus of a lamina 
as considered in normal engineering practice" (Skelton, 1976, p.862). Shear area is defined in 
terms of the area "perpendicular to the plane of the lamina", but in a woven fabric the shear 
resistance is provided by inter-yam friction and "there is no relevant out of plane dimension" 
[p.862-3]. Any attempt to use the fabric thickness is misleading. "The resistance to deformation 
can be expected to be proportional to the number of yarn crossovers per-unit-area of the 
fabric" [Skelton (1976), p.863]. A thick fabric will have greater yam spacing and so lower 
shear resistance than a thin fabric. This is the antithesis of continuous sheet materials (e.g. steel) 
where an increase in thickness leads to an increase in shear resistance. Skelton proposes a 
definition of fabric shear stiffness (Figure 2-21). 
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Figure 2-21. Shear of woven fabric, reproduced from Skelton (1976) 
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The hysteretic shear response of fabrics under repeated loading can be represented USIng 
envelopes of stress-strain curves (Figure 2-22). 
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Fig. 6. E\:lIl1ple of shear cun·e. 
Figure 2-22. Typical stress-strain curves for shear deformation, reproduced from (a) Skelton, 
198Gb; (b) Behre, 1961 
During the initial decreasing stiffness region (Figure 2-22b, AB) the shear stress is initially too 
low to mobilise rotation of the yarn intersections, and they act as if rigidly fixed. Deformation 
is by bending of the yarns between the intersections (Figure 2-23). This is linear elastic as it 
depends purely on yarn bending properties (Grosberg & Park, 1966). Skelton (1 980b) describes 
the decreasing stiffness (Figure 2-22a, OB) as being due to gradual rotational mobilisation of 
yarn crossovers. For architectural fabrics the coating shear stiffness \\ill dominate the shear 
response at low loads, as the yarn bending stiffness is low. 
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Figure 2-23. Fabric shear deformation at low shear stress, reproduced from Skelton (1980b) 
After the initial deformation, fabric shear is essentially bilinear (Figure 2-22b; BC, CD). Once 
the yam intersections are mobilised "shearing hysteresis is produced as a result of yarn 
slippage at the intersections of the yarn in the fabric", Grosberg & Park (1966, pA20). This 
rotational 'slippage' involves friction and hence energy is lost. This essentially linear response 
(Figure 2-22a, BCD) is due to continued rotation with all joints mobilised (Skelton, 1980b). 
"Further increase in the shear force results in a non-linear region which is most probab(v a 
result of the jamming of the structure", Grosberg & Park (1966, pA21). A sharp increase in 
shear stiffness occurs when shear lock-up occurs (Figure 2-22b, CD). The shear resistance of an 
uncoated woven fabric is commonly considered to be negligible until this locking limit is 
reached (Boisse, Gasser & Hivet, 2001). The locking limit, also referred to as shear jamming or 
shear lock-up, is a fundamental omission in many papers on woven fabric shear. "A limiting 
condition ... can occur when adjacent elements of a structure come into side-by-side contact" 
(Skelton, 1980b, p.2IS). Shear lock-up is a geometric phenomenon; if the shear deformation of 
a specimen is increased to a certain angle the adjacent yams in a given direction will come into 
side-by-side contact (Figure 2-24). It is often stated that, for uncoated fabrics, shear lock-up 
will not occur at angles relevant to fabric usage, "the applicability of this idealization increases 
with the ratio of yarn spacing to diameter and, for relatively large ratios, the phenomenon of 
fibre jamming is unlikely" (Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978). 
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Figure 2-24. Geometric shear lock-up 
Side-by-side yam contact leads to a very large increase in shear resistance. It is important to 
note that shear lock-up is not as straightforward as it appears to be in Figure 2-24, which only 
shows the fabric structure on plan. In a woven fabric, the three dimensional weave geometry 
will cause orthogonal yams to come into contact at lower angles than are required for side-by-
side contact. Skelton (1976, 1980b) considers the 'shear limit' of interwoven circular cylinders 
(Figure 2-25). 
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Figure 2-25. Shear lock-up of three-dimensional fabric structure, reproduced from Skelton 
(1980b)§ 
§ In Figure 2-25 dimension 'd' is drawn incorrectly. It is the yam diameter and so should be 
shown perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the yam. 
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Skelton's criterion for the shear limit is that parallel yams come into contact midway between 
intersections. This is an oversimplification: non-circular yams and yam crimp mean that other 
parts of the parallel yams may come into contact at lower shear angles. The exact shape of the 
yam crimp will be crucial in determining the limiting shear. In a tightly woven fabric it easy to 
see that any shear deformation will cause yams to come into contact, and yam crushing will 
need to occur to enable shear deformation. Detailed analysis of three dimensional yam shape, 
followed by modelling of shear deformation and comparison with experimental results is 
required to enable calculation of the lock-up angle (§6.2.5). Finite element models of woven 
fabric deformation are particularly well suited to this analysis (§2.4.2.1). 
A comparison of the shear properties of an uncoated and coated fabric (Figure 2-26) shows the 
increase in shear stiffness due to the coating. Whilst the shear response of the uncoated fabric is 
approximately linear, the addition of coating results in a non-linear response. "The reduction in 
slope of the curve for the coated fabric at deformations of 2 -3 0 " is attributed to "the onset of 
buckling in the fabric and subsequent fall in effective shear modulus" (Skelton & Freeston, 
1971, p.878). Skelton and Freeston (1971) conclude that "the shear stiffness of the coated 
fabric is determined principally by the shear stiffness of the coating material ... and the direct 
contribution of the fabric is relatively insignificant" [p.879]. However, this is only true if shear 
lock-up does not occur. For a coated fabric full shear lock-up with side-by-side contact of 
parallel yams is unlikely as the coating will maintain yam separation. However, the coating 
between the yams will jam and increase the shear stiffness. This in tum will result in wrinkling 
or buckling of the fabric, and so may appear to be a reduction in shear stiffness. At what stage 
buckling occurs depends on the direct stresses in the fabric. The greater the direct biaxial 
stresses the greater the shear angle will be before buckling occurs. Little work has been carried 
out on combined biaxial tensile and shear testing, which is required to fully quantify the fabric 
behaviour (§6.2.5). 
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Figure 2-26. Comparison of shear behaviour of uncoated and coated fabric, reproduced from 
Skelton & Freeston (1971 ) 
Accurate assessment of the fabric shear stiffness is vital for determining the level of double 
curvature that can be achieved in a fabric structure, and there are frequently problems with 
fabric wrinkling, for example at the top of a conic. Despite this "it appears to be common 
practice to neglect the influence of shear when modelling fabric structures" (Schock, 1991, 
p.286). Frequently shear is considered, but it is usually assumed to be linear elastic (Day, 1986; 
Chen, Lloyd & Harlock, 1995). "Resistance to shear deformations arises almost entirely from 
the coating" and so is "essentially elastic" (Testa & Yu, 1989, p.1636, referring to Teflon 
coated fibre-glass). A qualitative assessment of the fabric shear stiffness is commonly carried 
out to decide which type of fabric to use on a given project, i.e. for high curvature use PVC-
polyester. However, detailed knowledge of the shear response would enable an assessment of 
whether a given form could be achieved using a given fabric without wrinkling. 
2. 1.4.4 Bending 
"As to bending stiffness, it is not easv to measure because it is so weak that the woven 
reinforcements under consideration do not support their own weight" 
(Boisse, Gasser & Hi vet, 2001) 
The bending stiffness of architectural fabrics is often neglected as it is very low compared to its 
tensile stiffness (Boisse et aI, 1997). "The mechanical behaviour of dry [uncoated] fabrics is 
\'eIY specific. Bending, shear and compression stiffnesses are near -;ero", (Gasser. Boisse & 
Hanklar, 2000). Shear stiffness is increased by coating and lock-up: should bending stiffness be 
considered negligible for a coated woven fabric? 
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" For a simple body the flexural rigidity is direct!."'.' related to the tensile modulus b\' a 
geometrical factor, this is not so for a fabri c" (Cooper, 1960). He recommend defining fabri 
fl exural rigidity "only in terms of the couples resisting bellding, and symbols such as (£1). 
implying a direct relationship with tensile properties, should be avoided". The trea tment of 
bending in typical engineeri ng plates and shells does not apply to fabric '" . . '1 
, ... 111 re.\Ti e 
materials the structure is not homogeneous; bending cannot usually be treated as a response of 
a series of layers through the fabri c ", (Shanahan et aI, 1978). " Textile fabri cs ... do nor deforlll 
as a series of parallel layers ... Thus a textile fabri c mllst be treated either microscopically as a 
structure or macroscopically as a sheet material characteri;.ed by indepell dellf melllbrane and 
bending properties" (Amirbayat & Hearle, 1989) (Figure 2-27). 
Figure 2-27. Bending of woven fabric , reproduced from Amirbayat & Hearle, 1989 
Figure 2-27 shows how the yarns parallel to the bending axis prov ide virtuall y no increae e in 
bending stiffness in a loosely woven fabric . The flexural rigidity of fabric s depend on the weave 
spacing - categorised as 'very open ' or ' very tight ' (Cooper, 1960). For a 'very open ' weave the 
crimp is ignored and the fabric is assumed to be made up of straight , parallel yarns. With a 
'very tight ' weave "rh e relaril 'e mOI'ement of fibres Ivithill yams alld yarns H'irizin riz e fabric 
strucrure may be inhibited. Th e stiffness would thell in crease towards that of a solid sheet of 
material" (Cooper, 1960). The weave pattern of architectural fabric s varies depending on the 
weight, material and manufacturer. PYC-polyester tends to have a more open weave with l e~~ 
crimp (Figure 2-12 & Figure 2-13) and could be classified as 'very open'. PTFE-glass tend" 
towards the description of 'very tight ' with closer yarn spacing and hi gh levels of crimp. 
The form of fabric structures is typically defined by large spans and hence large radiu-, 
cur ature. Under load the fabric undergoes large in-plane st rains (up to around lO CK) and large 
out-of-plane displacements (of the order of metres, rather millimetre for a teel tructure). but 
the change in curvature is small. The low bending stiffnes of arc hitectural fabric. combined 
with the small change in curvature en ure that bending i not ignifi cant for the large -,cJle 
anal is of fabric structure. However the bending tiffnes ianificant for predicting \\ hen b ~ 
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wrinkling will occur and the form it will take, particularly for fabrics with low in-plane stresses 
(Amirbayat & Hearle, 1989; Rossi et aI, 2003). 
2. 1.4.5 Fabric classification 
Fabric strength and failure is not within the scope of this research, but an appreciation of these 
factors is required to determine appropriate test loads and ensure safety during testing. PVC-
polyester fabrics are commonly described by their strength class (type 1 to 5), Figure 2-14 
(p.38). PTFE-glass has a similar system with strength classes Gl to G7, Figure 2-15. The 
permissible stress used in the analysis of a fabric structure is limited by the stress at which a 
tear in the fabric will propagate (Happold et aI, 1987). This ensures that minor damage does not 
lead to catastrophic collapse under design loads (§ 1.1.2). The material factor of safety applied 
to the fabric ultimate tensile strength (UTS, §2.2.1) is typically four, consequently 25% UTS is 
used as a maximum test load for this research. 
2.1.5 Conclusions 
The mechanical behaviour of coated woven fabrics is highly non-linear due to the properties of 
the constituent materials (fibres and coating) and geometric effects: 
1. Crimp interchange, 
2. Limiting configurations in shear and bending, 
3. Deformation of the helical yam structure. 
These effects are all significant in architectural fabrics. High levels of crimp, especially in 
PTFE-glass fibre fabrics, result in negative strain and highly variable values of Poisson's ratio 
under biaxial load. The level of shear achievable before 'lock-up' occurs determines the level 
of double-curvature achievable with a given fabric. Bending stiffness is negligible on the scale 
of a fabric structure, but limiting bending configurations may be significant on the level of 
individual woven yams. 
Coated woven fabrics exhibit a hysteretic stress-strain response with residual strain after 
unloading. Long term creep is also significant. This inelastic behaviour is largely due to the 
polymeric properties of PVC, PTFE and polyester. The properties of these polymers vary with 
temperature, and glass-fibre yams become increasingly brittle at low temperatures. 
This research focuses on the two mostly commonly used architectural fabrics: PVC coated 
polyester and PTFE coated glass-fibre. An awareness of other architectural fabrics. which may 
move into prominence in the future, has enabled the test rig and protocol (Chapter 3) to be 
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designed to be flexible enough to accommodate other materials. Similarly, the predictive model 
formulation has been kept suitably general to be applicable to any plain woven fabric with little 
modification (Chapter 5). 
Knowledge of fabric properties has informed the design of the biaxial test rig and test protocol 
(Chapter 3). For example, bowing of the weft yarns across the width of the roll led to the 
adoption of the 'floating' test rig to accommodate non-orthogonal test pieces. Mechanical 
conditioning has been used to provide medium to long term fabric properties, which are 
different to the initial response of the fabric. Whilst measurement of the shear response is 
clearly important, it is beyond the scope of this research. 
An understanding of fabric properties is vital for the formulation of predictive models (Chapter 
5), in particular for indentifying which deformation mechanisms and material properties are 
most significant, which enables a simple but accurate model to be formulated. 
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2.2 TEST METHODOLOGIES 
2.2.1 Uniaxial fabric strip testing 
Uniaxial strip tests are used to determine the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of fabrics in both 
warp and fill directions. They also provide an indication of the stress-strain response of the 
fabric. Uniaxial strip tests for coated woven fabrics are defined by BS EN ISO 1.+21: 1998 
"Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics - Determination of tensile strength and elongation at break". 
2.2.2 Yarn crushing stiffness 
Yarn crushing stiffness (i.e. radial compressive stiffness) is an important parameter in many 
models used to predict fabric biaxial behaviour (Chapter 5). There is no standard method for 
testing yarn crushing stiffness. Tests used include parallel plate, channel and wire methods 
(Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-28). The plate and channel methods measure the crushing stiffness 
independently of tensile load, but the wire method better represents the crushing forces acting 
at a yarn crossover in a woven fabric. 
The results of crushing tests on as-produced yarns may not be representative of the yarn in a 
coated woven fabric for several reasons: 
• The weaving process bends the yarns resulting in damaged fibres and reduced yarn 
strength (§2.1.1), 
• The coating may penetrate into the yarn between the fibres (§ 2.1.1), 
• For PTFE coated fabrics, the coating process involves sintering the coating onto the 
base cloth, which may affect the mechanical properties of the yarn, 
• The crushing resistance of an ex-situ yarn with no tensile load is very low as it is 
solely the twisted yarn structure that prevents rearrangement of the fibres into the 
crushed configuration (an untwisted yarn would have negligible crushing stiffness 
using the parallel plate method). A yarn in a coated woven fabric is restrained by the 
coating, which may greatly increase the crushing stiffness. 
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Figure 2-28. Yam compression: (a) test methods, (b) results, reproduced from Sasai & 
Kawabata, 1985 
The first three points could be addressed by removing yams from a coated fabric and then 
testing them. This removal process presents difficulties (§3.1.2). The fourth point can only be 
addressed by testing the crushing stiffness of the in-situ yam, i.e. the crushing resistance of the 
fabric. It then becomes difficult to distinguish between the effect of the yam and the coating. 
2.2.3 Biaxial fabric tensile testing 
Crimp interchange, the interaction of warp and fill yams, makes a major contribution to the 
stress-strain response of woven fabrics (§2.1.4.2). Hence the response of architectural fabrics to 
biaxial loads cannot be directly inferred from uniaxial strip tests (Reichardt, Woo & 
Montgomery, 1953). Without the use of predictive models (Chapter 5) biaxial testing is 
essential to quantify the fabric response. 
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2.2.3.1 Test equipment 
There are three main types of biaxial test (Bassett, Postle & Pan, 1999a): the bursting test, the 
cylinder test (Mott, Huber & Leewood, 1985) and the plane biaxial test (Ansell, Barnes & 
Williams, 1984). The bursting test comprises a flat circle of fabric which is clamped at the 
edges and is then inflated. The inflation pressure can be used to calculate the load on the fabric. 
The major drawback with this test is that the ratio of warp stress to fill stress cannot easily be 
varied, and for structural applications fabrics must be tested at several stress ratios appropriate 
to the expected loading. The cylinder test uses inflation pressure to load the fabric along one 
axis, and applied displacement of the cylinder ends to load the fabric in the orthogonal direction 
(Figure 2-29). Results from the cylinder test are affected by the seam unless specially woven 
samples are used. This is impractical for architectural fabrics, especially as the coating process 
could not be replicated on a cylindrical sample. The bursting and cylinder tests have therefore 
not been used for this research. The plane biaxial test consists of a flat fabric specimen clamped 
on four edges, to which load is applied. This test best represents the loading of a fabric structure 
and is commonly used in industry (Ansell, Barnes & Williams, 1984; Architen-Landrell 
(www); Laboratorium Blum (www); Ferrari (www)). 
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Figure 2-29. Cylindrical fabric test, reproduced from Mott, Huber & Leewood, 1985 
Early work on biaxial fabric testing involved gripping the sides of a square of fabric (Reichardt, 
Woo & Montgomery, 1953). However, a key consideration is the application of uniform warp 
and fill stresses with large strains (10-1 Y7c) without disruption from the clamps. This led to the 
use of a cruciform test piece (Klein, 1959; Clulow & Taylor, 1963). The arms of the cruciform 
allow strain to occur orthogonal to the load applied by that arm, reducing the restraint imposed 
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by the clamp plate. Further developments included adding slits to the cruciform arms and 
loading the resultant strips independently (Reinhardt, 1976). The only international standard to 
give detailed guidance on biaxial fabric testing specifies a "slitted cross-shaped specimen" 
(MSAJIM-02-1995). The same result can be achieved with a square test piece with many point 
loads along each edge - with the load application points free to move as the fabric strains in 
both directions (MacRory & McNamara, 1977). Bassett, Postle & Pan (1999b) studied in detail 
the effect of loading a square specimen with 'pin grips' (Figure 2-30). However, their treatment 
does not consider issues of damage caused to the fabric by the pin grips at high loads. The 
advantage of the cruciform is that rigid clamps which are well removed from the area of interest 
can apply high loads to the specimen. 
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Figure 2-30. Cruciform options, reproduced from Bassett, Postle & Pan, 1999b 
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2.2.3.2 Test method 
Fabric tests frequently only measure initial stress-strain behaviour with no repeated stressing 
(Clulow & Taylor, 1963; Day, 1986). However, changes occur in the fabric such that the initial 
behaviour is significantly different to the behaviour after repeated stressing: " ... internal 
changes in the cloth, in the density and degree of flattening of the ,yams, may occur H'ith 
repeated stressing", (Clulow & Taylor, 1963, p.T324). Clulow and Taylor addressed this 
problem by applying a constant load in one direction whilst cycling the load in the orthogonal 
direction: "complete super-position of consecutive hysteresis cycles occurs after about the 8th 
cycle" (p.T329). These tests were not carried out on architectural fabrics, but the principles 
behind the material behaviour are very similar. 
" ... It is necessary during biaxial tests to simulate the behaviour in the building structure, in 
other words under real conditions. Real loads are snoH' and wind." (Blum, 2002; p.12), It is 
not sufficient to apply these test loads to the virgin fabric because when load is removed the 
strain does not return to zero, Blum & Bidmon (1987). This hysteresis reduces as more load 
cycles are applied; when the hysteresis is negligible (i.e. the fabric behaviour is consistent for 
repeated load cycles) the fabric is said to be mechanically conditioned (Figure 2-31) . 
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Figure 2-31. Stress-strain response under biaxial load cycling, reproduced from Slum & 
Sidmon, 1987 
Standards specifying biaxial test methods are very limited. British Standards for fabric testing 
only provide guidance for uniaxial testing (BS EN ISO 1421: 1998). The British Standard for 
"Design, construction and maintenance of single-skin air supported structures" (BS 6661: 
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1986) states that "information on the biaxial stress-strain properties of coated fabrics is 
necessary for a more accurate prediction of the magnitude of stresses". Research papers are 
referenced but "further research work is necessary if the results of the work on biaxial stress-
strain behaviour are to be fully utilized in the design" (BS 6661: 1986, p.12). Similarly the 
American Society of Civil Engineers standard for air-supported structures (ASCE 17-96) 
requires that "all analysis and design shall give appropriate attention to behaviour due to the 
effects of large deflection nonlinearities and nonlinear material properties" (p.6). Situations in 
which non-linear relationships for load-deformation behaviour must be used are listed, but there 
is no guidance on how these material properties should be determined. American Standards 
relating to fabric test methods only provide details of uniaxial tests (ASTM D 4851-97). The 
only standard which explicitly defmes a biaxial test procedure is published by the Membrane 
Structures Association of Japan (MSAJIM-02-1995), in which a series of load ratios is defined 
(Table 2-3). 
Direction Ratio of applied loads 
Warp 1 2 1 1 0 
Fill 1 1 2 0 1 
Table 2-3. Load ratios for biaxial test, MSAJ/M-02-1995 
The cruciform is loaded at a rate of between 2 and 4 mm per minute up to 259c of its tensile 
strength and then unloaded at the same rate. This is repeated three times, and then the specified 
load ratio from Table 2-3 is applied. This sequence is repeated for each load ratio. The results 
are used to determine elastic constants to define the fabric behaviour (§2.3.3). 
The lack of a clearly defined and justified standard biaxial test procedure for coated woven 
fabrics necessitates consideration of current practice (in both academic research and industry) 
and preliminary testing to determine an appropriate test regime for this research (Chapter 3). To 
determine fabric stress-strain properties Blum (2002) applies cyclic loading in one direction 
(either warp or fill) with constant low load in the other, and then changes over. The upper stress 
level is then increased and the cycle is repeated (Figure 2-32). As is often the case, there is no 
published justification for this test procedure. In a similar manner to the Japanese standard, the 
results are used to determine elastic constants in an attempt to define the fabric behaviour 
(§2.3.3). 
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Figure 2-32 . Stress history for the determination of the elastic moduli , reproduced from Blum 
(2002) . 
Test regImes used in industry (e.g. Laboratorium Blu m, Stuttgart (www; Blum & Bidmon, 
1987; Blum & Bogner, 2002) and national standards (MSAJ/M-02-1 995) are typica ll y 
developed to provide suitable data to inform a pl ane stress model rather than full y ex pl ore the 
response of the fabric (Chapter 3). 
Mott, Huber & Leewood ( 1985) determine fabric elas tic constants using cyc li c biax ial testin g 
of a pressuri sed fabric cylinder. " The cylin der is cycled fi ve times f rom prestress to prestress + 
17.5 Nlmm and retumed to the original prestress load. Th e cyclic loading removes the /7 wjori(\' 
of initial visco -elastic strain that is characteristic of TFE coated fabrics" (p.14). Doering 
( 1993) carried out a thorough in vestigation of the biaxi al stress-strain behav iour of Type II , III 
and IV PVC-polyester fabrics (defined in Figure 2-1 4). Three stress levels were defin ed: 
• Initi al or base load - a small load to tension the fabri c on the ri g, approx imately 19c of 
max imum stress, 0.4 to 0.6 kN/m, 
• Lower stress level sirrUl ar to prestress - Doerin g suggests that pre tres L between 3 
and 7 kN/m, and adopts 20% of the upper stress level, 
• Upper stress level - upper working stress leve l, 25 9c of manufact urer specified failure 
load. Hence the app lied stresses lie in the region of normal de ign loads with a factor 
of safety of four (Figure 2-33). 
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The stressing procedure involves cycles between the base load and lower stress level. followed 
by cycles between lower and upper stresses, separated by three 20 minute pauses (Figure 2-34). 
The resultant stress-strain response clearly shows the difference between initial behaviour and 
the mechanically conditioned response (Figure 2-35). 
Type 11 Type 111 Type IV 
Baseload W=F kN/m 0.4 0.5 0.6 
(10% of the lower stress level) 
Lower stress level W=F kN/m 4.0 5.0 6.0 
(20% of the upper stress level) 
Upper stress level W=F kN/m 20.0 25.0 30.0 
(Approx. 25% of the hreakload) 
Breakload W IF kN/m 88.01 115.0/ 149.0/ 
(According to manufacturer) 79.0 102.0 128.0 
Figure 2-33. "Stress levels of the various fabric types", reproduced from Doering (1993). 
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Figure 2-34. Stressing programme, reproduced from Doering (1993)** . 
•• Translation of German: Schuss = fill, Kette = warp 
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Figure 2-35. Stress-strain response under cyclic load, reproduced from Doering (1993) 
Contractors who specialise in fabric structure erection usually have their own procedure for 
determining compensation values. Whilst not trying to determine long-term stress-strain 
properties, they condition the fabric to give the expected level of strain after a given period 
(some weeks or months) in-situ. Architen-Landrell (www) use variable load and temperature 
cycles to simulate long term installation loads. Birdair (www) employ a more rapid protocol 
using cyclic loading applied alternatively in warp and fill directions, details of which are 
confidential. 
These compensation test procedures may provide a starting point for developing a mechanical 
conditioning regime. Ansell, Barnes & Williams (1984) suggest that compensation values 
should be "recorded as long term values after fairly random stress cycling of the biaxial 
sample to simulate service conditions" (p.35). Compensation values need to be appropriate for 
the period of installation and expected loads during this time (both installation loads and 
environmental loads). Long term values should inform the design of re-tensioning capabilities, 
and be used for long term structural analysis. 
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2.2.4 Conclusions 
A uniaxial test method is defined by British Standards and is commonl v used in industrv to 
- -
determine fabric tensile strength. This provides a reliable basis for defining test loads (Chapter 
3). With the addition of strain measurement the standard uniaxial test provides easily attainable 
stress-strain data, from which material properties can be inferred for use in predictive models 
(Chapter 5). 
Yarn testing involves removing the yarns from the coated fabric, which is difficult to achieve 
without damaging the yarns. Determination of the yam crushing stiffness is potentially useful 
for predictive modeling. However, there is no standard test and trying to simulate the correct 
form of crushing is problematic. Yarn testing has therefore not been used in this research, 
instead all material properties have been inferred from standard uniaxial tests. 
Biaxial testing is fundamental to this research for determining the response of architectural 
fabrics to applied loads, which are resisted as stresses in the plane of fabric. The plane 
cruciform test has been identified as being the most appropriate for membrane structures and as 
being the industry standard (Laboratorium Blum, Architen-Landrell; www). There are several 
variations on this type of test, with little published analysis or guidance as to their benefits or 
limitations. Analysis is therefore required to determine the optimum cruciform configuration 
(§3.3.1). 
There is also little published guidance on biaxial test methods. Many have been developed in 
industry and are not publicly available. Frequently testing is carried out at low load for 
compensation, not to provide values for analysis. Those tests that do provide data for structural 
analysis typically aim to inform a plane stress model (i.e. to provide Young's moduli and 
Poisson's ratio(s», rather than to fully quantify the non-linear fabric behaviour. Published work 
on fabric testing points to two key concepts: 
1. Mechanical conditioning (i.e. load cycling) to enable typical medium to long term 
properties to be measured, as opposed to the initial behaviour, 
2. Application of varying warp to fill load ratios (e.g. 1 :5, 1:2, 1: 1, 2: 1, 5: 1) to explore the 
fabric response. 
These concepts will be used as a departure point for developing a new test protocol to fully 
determine the fabric response as design loads. With limited published work, the test protocol 
which will be used for this research will be based on extensive fabric testing. 
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2.3 REPRESENTATION OF BIAXIAL TEST DATA 
2.3.1 Data fitting 
The non-linear characteristics of fabric stress-strain behaviour make it difficult to establish a 
single function which fully represents the fabric response. A bi-linear representation may be 
appropriate for the two stage deformation mechanism of woven fabrics (§2.1.4.2). This method 
gives some limited degree of fit to the test data, but the 'change point' must to be modified for 
each stress ratio (Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978; Kageyama, Kawabata & Niwa, 1988). Testa 
& Yu (1989) modelled non-linear biaxial fabric response using strain energy functions: 
Equation 2-2 
with a similar expression for Cew, where a = stress, C = strain, and subscripts are defined as 
follows: e = elastic part of response, ~i' = warp direction, f = fill direction. Nine parameters 
(A) ... A5 and p} ... P4) were used to fit this polynomial, but the resultant function did not 
adequately represent the test data. Chen, Lloyd and Harlock (1995) used a simpler second order 
polynomial, enabling the tensile modulus at a given stress level to be derived easily by 
differentiation. However, the second order polynomial fit failed to follow discontinuities in the 
test data. 
Polynomial representations of fabric tensile stress-strain curves may not sufficiently match the 
fabric response. In particular they tend to smooth rapid changes in gradient. Conversion of the 
stress-strain curve into a modulus-strain curve exaggerates non-linearities, giving distinct peaks 
rather than subtle changes in gradient. This technique has been used to fit the non-linear stress-
strain curves of polymeric yarns (Lucas, 1983; Zimliki et aI, 2000b). The derivation of the 
modulus-strain curve involved calculation of the gradient of the stress-strain curve by fitting 
polynomials to a small moving window of data. 
Neural networks, genetic algorithms and genetic programming are techniques for optimising a 
system using biologically analogous processes (Koza, 1992; Masters, 1995; Eiben & 
Schoenauer, 2002; Sette & Boullart, 2001; Brunetti, 2000). In this case the 'system' is a 
functional representation of the fabric test data. Neural networks take their structure and 
language from the human brain and learn relationships between data. Genetic algorithms are 
based on the processes of evolution, Darwinian selection and reproduction. Strings of parameter 
values are assessed for fitness (suitability to the problem) and the best are copied, split and 
recombined. Genetic programming has the same basis in evolution but is a more powerful tool 
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as functions are combined rather than parameter values. Virtually no prior knowledge of the 
form of the function is required. These powerful tools are gaining popularity for data fitting and 
problem solving in a wide range of fields (Nastran & Balic, 2002; Grosman & Lewin, 2002; 
Soh & Yang, 2000; Nikitas & Papageorgiou, 2001; Kim & Cho, 2000; Yang et al, 2002; Javadi 
et aI, 1999). Genetic programming is clearly an appropriate technique for fitting a response 
surface to a highly non-linear scattered data set. However, there are problems with this type of 
functional representation: 
(i) A function which passes through every data point may not provide sensible 
interpolation between the points (§4.2.3), 
(ii) The function may also be very sensitive beyond the data set and provide poor 
extrapolation (§4.2.3), 
(iii) Proprietry software incorporating these biologically analogous tools is currently 
very expensive. The aim of this research is to provide methods for using the test 
data which do not require specialist techniques and so can easily be adopted by the 
design engineer (§ 1.2). 
2.3.2 Mechanical fabric model 
To ensure good interpolation between data points, and realistic extrapolation beyond the data 
set, a representation of the test data with some physical relevance to the fabric response can be 
used. The non-linear fabric response to in-plane loads can be modelled using a set of equations 
based on force equilibrium in the fabric unit cell (for details of model formulation see §2.4.2) 
The unit cell is the smallest repeated unit in the fabric (Figure 2-36); for a plain woven fabric 
the unit cell is simply two crossed yarns, with the model including one half wavelength of each 
yam (Peirce, 1937). 
Figure 2-36. Fabric unit cell, reproduced from Kato, Yoshino & Minami (1999) 
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Model parameters include yam and coating tensile moduli, yarn crushing modulus and initial 
fabric crimp geometry. Values are determined by a combination of physical testing and 
calibration against biaxial test data. If all parameters are determined independently from the 
biaxial test data then the model can be used as a predictive tool (§2.4.2). Frequently parameters 
are determined through comparison with biaxial test data, and the model is used as the basis for 
a set of equations which represent the fabric behaviour (Kato, Yoshino & Minami, 1999; 
Pargana, Lloyd-Smith & Izzuddin, 2000; Tan & Barnes, 1984; Uetani, Fujiwara and Ohsaki, 
2002). Parameters in these equations are varied for a given set of data until the model 
reproduces the test data with an acceptable degree of accuracy. 
Frequently researchers provide little evidence of the quality of the model, either providing no 
comparison with test data (Menges & Meffert, 1976) or only comparison with other models 
(e.g. Tan & Barnes, 1984). Authors commonly conclude their papers with unjustified 
statements that 'the correlation with test data is good'. Statistical assessments of the quality of 
the model, including comparisons with multiple sets of test data, are rarely found in the 
literature reviewed. For example, Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin (2000) provide no 
comparison of theoretical and experimental results, only a comparison of theory with and 
without the yam crushing mechanism. "Although the model has not been calibrated against 
experimental test results, it offers the promise of high le\'els of aCCllrac.\' and confidence" 
(Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin, 2000, p.13). However, the results shown (Figure 2-37) are 
very different to previous work. In particular there is no evidence of the negative strain which is 
typical of woven fabrics under biaxial load, clearly shown in the experimental results of Day 
(1986); Figure 2-18. 
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Figure 2-37. Material model output, reproduced from Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin (2000) 
Stubbs and Fluss (1980) compare experimental results from biaxial tests on Teflon coated 
glass-fibre fabric with their unit cell model output: "For all three load ratios [l :2, 1:1. 2: 1] 
there is satisfactory agreement between the theoretical and experimental results" [Stubbs & 
Fluss (1980), p.57]. Typically this statement is not backed up by, for example, a percentage 
deviation for the whole data set. The results for stress ratios of 2: 1 and 1:2 show significant 
differences between the theoretical and experimental curves (Figure 2-38). 
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Figure 2-38. Theoretical and experimental comparison, Stubbs & Fluss (1980) 
The output from Wang's (2002) sinusoidal unit cell model seems to provide a reasonable 
correlation with test data (e.g. Figure 2-39). Wang does provide percentage differences between 
calculated and measured strains, which vary from 0 to around SOge of the measured value. 
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6 
The correlation between the unit cell models and test data is often surprisingly poor in view of 
the fact that the model parameters are informed by the test data, and the set of equations is 
based on the fabric deformation mechanism. With little more development the unit cell model 
can be used to predict the fabric response from measured parameters (§2.4.1). This is the 
approach used in this research, with simpler numerical methods used to represent the fabric 
response (§4.2.3) 
The simultaneous equations which describe these models can be used in finite element analysis. 
Until recently simplified models were used to ensure rapid convergence of the non-linear 
equations describing the fabric unit cell. The equations derived by Freeston, Platt & Schoppee 
(1967) were difficult to solve without a good initial guess, and hence were better for fabric 
design than structural analysis. Tan & Barnes (1980) developed a simple model suitable for 
structural analysis, commenting that a solution involving simultaneous non-linear equations 
with many unknowns for each element in the structure can be prohibitively slow. With 
increases in computing power and 'robust solution procedures' (Pargana, Lloyd Smith & 
Izzuddin, 2000) more comprehensive models can be included. However, until the models are 
shown to match the fabric response sufficiently accurately their utility for structural design is 
limited. 
2.3.3 Current practice: plane stress representation 
Accurate test data is commonly used for installation, but broad assumptions and simplifications 
are commonly made when it is applied to structural analysis. Even in specialist membrane 
analysis software (with membrane finite elements and form finding and prestress capabilities, 
e.g. Oasys Software's GSA, www: Oasys) the material behaviour is defined using plane-stress 
material properties (two Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios). Because of this. fabric test data 
is commonly manipulated to fit within a plane stress framework: 
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1. Two Youngs's moduli and one Poisson's ratio are determined from the secant moduli of 
warp and fill stress-strain curves at a stress ratio and magnitude deemed typical for the 
structure. These values remain constant throughout the structural analysis. Frequently 
this approach is further simplified. No testing is carried out and instead assumed values 
are used that are deemed typical for a given type of fabric. Values used by Arup (www), 
based on extensive experience, are: 
Warp modulus Fill modulus Poisson's ratio (kN/m) (kN/m) 
PVC-polyester 600 600 0.3 - 0.84 fabric 
PTFE-glass fibre 1200 1200 0.3 - 0.84 fabric 
Table 2-4. Typical fabric material properties 
According to plane stress theory Poisson's ratio cannot exceed 0.5. However, a value of 0.84 
is used to model the large negative strains which occur in woven fabrics under biaxial load. 
2. Use of elastic and interaction moduli (Blum & Bidmon, 1987; Blum & Bogner, 2002), 
Equation 2-3 
where a = stress, E = strain, E = elastic modulus and subscripts II and 22 denote warp and 
fill directions respectively. Two Poisson's ratios (~,) are defined, 
EU22 
t'12 = --, 
EUll 
E1122 
t"Ji = --. 
- £'22'2'2 
Equation 2-4 
for warp-fill and fill-warp interaction respectively. Stresses and strains are replaced by small 
increments !!..a and !!..c: to linearise an interval of the non-linear stress-strain curve. For 
example, the three moduli (EJIJJ, El122 and £2222) can be determined between an assumed 
prestress and an upper value. Incremental loading (both positive and negative) is used to 
simulate different environmental loads (e.g. wind and snow) and elastic moduli are assessed 
at different stages of the load history. However, in undertaking tests in two orthogonal 
directions two values of E1I22 are obtained. Typically these are averaged and reported as a 
single value. 
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3. Determination of elastic constants using response surfaces, (Minami et aI, 1997). 
Response surfaces provide a useful visualisation of the fabric stress-strain response (Figure 
2-40). Orthogonal stresses (aw, af) and strains (cw, cf) (subscript w denotes warp direction, f 
denotes fill) from biaxial tests form surfaces in the a w, af, Cw and a", af, Cf coordinate 
systems. Five stress ratios are considered, and elastic constants are established using a multi-
step linear approximation. The surface is divided into quadrilaterals and for each 
quadrilateral the elastic constants are determined. The size of the quadrilaterals is critical in 
ensuring discontinuities in the fabric behaviour are accurately captured. 
(a) T,-T,- f ,bi-axial elongation property surface 
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Figure 2-40. Stress-stress-strain response surface, reproduced from Minami et ai, 1997 
4. Use of elastic constants for each stress ratio (MSAJIM-02-1995), "From the Load-strain 
curves obtained for each load ratio in the warp and weft directions by the biaxiaL tensile 
tests, tensile stiffness and Poisson's ratio of warp and weft directions are calcuLated" 
(MSAJIM-02-1995, p.2). However, this will give multiple values to be used in the analysis, 
"If we set a membrane material constant corresponding to each case, a large number of 
material constants will need to be used, Although this may actually be necessary, it is flot 
realistic" (MSAJIM-02-1995, p.6). Hence equations are given to calculate two Young's 
moduli and two Poisson's ratios. 
These four methods are very similar - they all involve linearisation of the fabric response 
which enables values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio to be determined. How well 
these elastic constants represent the fabric response is rarely evaluated. 
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2.3.4 Stress and strain mean and difference functions 
Day (1986) provides a completely different approach based on the representation of non-linear 
stress-strain behaviour in soil mechanics [Day (1972)] in which the mean and difference of the 
principal strains are related. Principal stresses lie in warp and fill directions and the shear 
stresses are dealt with independently, such that, 
aa = 
(ax + ay) Equation 2-5 
2 
(Ex + Ey) Equation 2-6 Ea = 2 
T= (ay-ax) Equation 2-7 
2 ' 
(Ex - fy) Equation 2-8 
9 = 2 ' 
Equation 2-9 
aa = 11(Ea) + 12(g), 
T = 13(Ea) + 14(g), Equation 2-10 
where ax = warp stress, a, = fill stress, aX) = shear stress, Cx = warp strain, cy = fill strain and I 1 
to I 4 are functions that are to be determined using test data. Shear stress and strain are related 
by an independent linear function I 5 (Day, 1986). Discontinuities in the test results make 
reproduction of the test curves impossible using algebraic functions (e.g. polynomials) for 11 to 
I 4. Therefore Day used arbit~ry functions defined by a set of points, requiring linear 
interpolation between them. Test data and predictions show good correlation using the mean 
and difference functions (Figure 2-18). 
This work represents a major shift in conceptualising fabric behaviour for structural analysis: it 
attempts to encapsulate the data for three different stress ratios in two simultaneous equations, 
and it is contrary to the universally adopted plane stress approach. Day's work is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 4 (§4.2.2). 
2.3.5 Conclusions 
Plane stress representations (i.e. two Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios) are almost 
universally used to represent the biaxial behaviour of architectural fabrics (Laboratorium Blum, 
Arup (Oasys' GSA), Tensys, MSAJ/M-02- I 995). The elastic constants are, at best, based on 
secant moduli from biaxial stress-strain curves, but frequently use typical values for all fabrics. 
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"Membrane materials have strong material non-linearity. Although lineari:ation in membrane 
materials poses a problem, in the present structural analysis of membranes, material linearity 
is assumed within a certain stress range in many cases. " 
"If we set a membrane material constant corresponding to each case [stress ratio}, a large 
number of material constants will need to be used. Although this may actually be necessary. it 
is not realistic. " 
MSAJfM-02-1995 
The method used by the Laboratorium Blum results in two values of Poisson's ratio, which are 
then averaged to provide a single value which can easily be used in analysis software. The aim 
of this research is to fully quantify the fabric response, with no constraining assumptions of 
plane stress which may not be appropriate for coated woven fabric behaviour (Chapter ..J.). 
The non-linear characteristics of fabric stress-strain behaviour make it difficult to establish a 
single function which fully represents the fabric response. Biologically analogous methods (e.g. 
genetic programming) could be used to determine a suitable function to represent the test data, 
but interpolation and extrapolation would be unreliable without extensive checks on the form of 
the function. To ensure good interpolation between data points, and realistic extrapolation 
beyond the data set, a representation of the test data with some physical relevance to the fabric 
response can be used. Day (1986) provides a different approach based on the representation of 
non-linear stress-strain behaviour in soil mechanics in which the mean and difference of the 
principal strains are related. This approach is analysed in more detail in Chapter 4. A set of 
equations based on force equilibrium in the fabric unit cell can be used to model the test data. 
This is an effective method of data fitting, but in this research the unit cell model has been 
utilised as a predictive tool (Chapter 5) with a simpler approach sought for representing the test 
data (Chapter 4). 
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2.4 PREDICTIVE MODELLING 
2.4.1 Yarn models 
Considerable research has been carried out in this area (Morris, Merkin & Rennell, 1999; 
Hearle & Sakai, 1978; Hearle, 1969; Naik & Madhavan, 2000; Zimliki et aI, 2000a, b; 
Thwaites, 1980), the aim being to predict yam properties from knowledge of the fibre 
properties and spinning process (§2.1.1). 
It is difficult to accurately predict the behaviour of a yam in a coated woven fabric because the 
yam undergoes changes during the coating and weaving processes (§2.1.2 & 2.l.3). For this 
research the yam has been taken as the fundamental unit of the fabric (§5.2.1). Incorporation of 
a yam model (e.g. Moghe, 1980) would be useful for reverse engineering of the yams, to 
determine the effect on fabric behaviour of changes to the yam structure (§5.6). Yam modelling 
has recently been incorporated successfully in finite element fabric models (Durville, 2003; 
§2.4.2.1). 
2.4.2 Predictive fabric models 
"Fibres, yarns and fabrics are not regular structures capable of description in mathematical 
form, even to the degree of approximation attainable by the simplest physical measurements. 
To reduce observations on actual specimens to quantitative relations of any general validity, 
statistical methods are necessary, with all their reservations of error, variation and 
uncertainty. " 
Peirce (1937), p. T45 
Fabric models models are typically developed for one of two purposes: 
I. As the basis for a set of equations which represent fabric biaxial test data (Kato, 
Yoshino & Minami, 1999; Pargana, Lloyd-Smith & Izzuddin, 2000; Tan & Barnes, 
1984; Uetani, Fujiwara and Ohsaki, 2002). Parameters in the equations are varied for a 
given set of data until the model reproduces the test data with an acceptable degree of 
accuracy (§2.3.2). The model is only predictive in that it provides stress-strain data in 
the intervals between the experimental data points. 
2. To predict the fabric biaxial stress-strain behaviour without the need for biaxial testing, 
using measurements of weave geometry and yam and coating properties as input data. 
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Fabric models are typically formulated to describe the behaviour of the fabric unit cell. which is 
the smallest repeated unit in the fabric. In a plain woven fabric the unit cell is simply two 
crossed yarns, with the model including one half wavelength of each yarn (Figure 2-36). 
Fabric shear strain is frequently assumed to be uncoupled with direct strains (Pargana, Lloyd 
Smith & Izzuddin, 2000; Day, 1986) and hence rarely forms an integral part of the biaxially 
loaded unit cell model. 
Realistic modelling of weave geometry, and how it changes under applied load, is the key to 
developing an accurate fabric model. In 1937 Peirce wrote his seminal work "The Geometry of 
Cloth Structure". This describes the fundamentals of fabric geometry and Peirce's formulations 
have been utilised in virtually all fabric models to the present. Peirce identified the 
measurements required to define the weave structure, assuming infinitely flexible, cylindrical 
yarns (Figure 2-41). 
<- ......•......... 'P2 ............. -» 
Fig. J. 
Figure 2-41. Notation for geometry of plain weave fabric, Peirce (1937) 
Crimp (c) is defined as "the percentage excess of length of the yam axis over the cloth length" 
(p.T50). The level of crimp is fundamental for determining the lateral contraction of the fabric 
which results from crimp interchange. Peirce describes a limiting condition called 'crimp 
jamming': assuming a circular yarn cross-section, a maximum level of crimp is reached once 
the thread is in a semi-circular configuration. Architectural fabrics tend to have an open weave 
and non-circular (flattened, elliptical) yarns so this should not affect their behaviour. Using the 
notation in Figure 2-41 geometric relationships are derived to describe the fabric structure: 
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Equation 2-11 tt 
Equation 2-12 
Equation 2-13 
Equation 2-14 
Peirce (1937) considered ways in which a real fabric differs from his idealised structure: 
• The neglect of yam rigidity cannot always be justified, 
• Shear forces, bending moments and lateral pressures have a considerable influence on 
the balance of crimp, 
• Compression of the threads (yams) at crossovers will result in an elliptical yam cross-
section, and a resultant change in the level of crimp. Peirce identified that determining 
the contact length or area between the yams is critical for modelling the crushing 
behaviour. 
• Peirce accepted that threads do not behave in an elastic manner, but decides to carry 
out the analysis as if they were elastic, "modified by such estimation of the effect of 
deviations as is possible" (Peirce, 1937, p.T73). 
Two key aspects of the model formulation are the shape of the yam cross-section and the shape 
of the yam wave-form. For models with a point contact between yams at crossovers these are 
independent. For a geometrically consistent model with a finite contact length they are 
fundamentally linked. 
Peirce (1937) realised that under load an ellipse would better represent the yam cross-section 
than a circle. This was modelled by substituting the circular radius with the minor axis of the 
ellipse. However the effect of an elliptical thread was not rigorously considered. Peirce's use of 
circular cross-section yams with flattening corrections led to fundamental errors in the 
geometrical relationships (Olofsson, 1964; 1966). An alternative is the 'racetrack' section, 
consisting of a rectangle with semi-circular ends, Kemp (1958), Figure 2-42. 
tt Equation 2-11 to Equation 2-14 are reproduced from Peirce, 1937 
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The racetrack yam shape provides more realistic fabric geometry, is better for determining 
limiting conditions due to crimp jamming and provides an intermediate step to the more general 
analysis of non-circular yams (Kemp, 1958). For the flat yams used in architectural fabrics 
(Figure 2-12 & Figure 2-13, p.37) the rhombus provides a more accurate representation of the 
yam cross-section (Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin (2000)). Finite element models impose 
fewer limitations on the form of the yam cross-section which can be modelled (§2.4.2.1). 
Yam crushing, i.e. changes in the yam out-of-plane thickness (or 'radius'), result in significant 
variation in the level of crimp in the unit cell and hence influence the warp and fill strains 
(Kawabata, Niwa & Kawai, 1973a; Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin, 2000), Figure 2-43. The 
main simplification in Peirce's (1937) model of the fabric unit cell is that the crushing of yams 
(due to contact with other yams and tensile extension) is not considered, Menges & Meffert 
(1976). Changes in yam radius are caused by out-of-plane crushing forces at crossovers and 
contraction under tensile extension (i.e. yam Poisson's effect). 
(a) ( b) 
Figure 2-43. (a) Incompressible yarn, (b) compressible yarn; reproduced from Kawabata, Niwa 
& Kawai (1973a) 
A simple crushing spring between orthogonal yams at cross-overs can be used to model 
crushing due to out-of-plane contact forces (Menges & Meffert, 1976). Determination of the 
spring constant for this element is problematic (§2.2.2); Dimitrov and Schock (1986) suggested 
that the determination of this value would be pure guesswork, and so the resulting curve would 
be "mere cosmetic" [p.861]. Dimitrov and Schock (1986) developed Menges & \1effert's 
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(1976) model of PTFE-coated glass fibre, extending it to include "bedding down of yams" (the 
take-up of any initial gap between the yams) which is assumed to be irreversible. An initial gap 
between yams is assumed, expressed as a fraction of weave length in terms of a "dimensionless 
bedding factor". Results are only given for a stress ratio of 1: 1. A discontinuity in the stress-
strain response is introduced by the yams coming into contact once 'bedding down' has taken 
place. This discontinuity is more severe than that which occurs in reality; it is suggested that the 
initial gap between yams could be changed to a progressive spring element to dampen the 
effect of bedding down. This would be particularly relevant for coated fabrics in which the 
coating would dampen any yam movement. 
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Figure 2-44. Comparison of model and test data, reproduced from Dimitrov & Schock, 1986 
Dimitrov and Schock (1986) state that the fit of their model to the test data is not good for 
stress ratios other than the fabric's natural stress ratio. This is the ratio of applied loads which 
does not result in any crimp interchange, equal to 1: 1 for a balanced fabric. This implies that 
the model formulation does not provide a good representation of the crimp interchange 
mechanism. 
The coupling of yam extension and crushing force at crossovers to give the total change in yam 
out-of-plane thickness has a "profound impact on the overall response of fabrics", Pargana, 
Lloyd Smith and Izzuddin, 2000, p.2. The rhomboid yam is modelled as a mechanism of elastic 
elements and rigid links, and yam crushing causes the lateral and axial stiffness of the yams to 
change (Figure 2-45). 
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Figure 2-45. Fabric unit cell and modelling of yarn, reproduced from Pargana, Lloyd Smith & 
Izzuddin (2000) 
The unit cell can be modelled with a point contact between yarns (Figure 2-46a) or a finite 
contact length (Figure 2-46b), (Peirce, 1937). 
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Figure 2-46. Two options for yarn contact (Peirce, 1937) 
A point contact combined with negligible bending stiffness provides the familiar smvtooth 
model (Tan & Barnes, 1980; Menges & Meffert, 1976; Dimitrov and Schock, 1986; Pargana et 
aI, 2000). The sawtooth model enables crimp interchange to be modelled using force 
equilibrium (Menges & Meffert, 1976; Figure 2-52) or minimisation of strain energy in the unit 
cell (De Jong & Postle, 1978). Use of a point contact results in a lack of geometric consistency 
between the warp and fill yams. Paragana et al (2000) represent the yam cross-section as a 
rhombus, but a point contact is used and hence the yam cross-section is not consistent with the 
crimp shape of the orthogonal yam (Figure 2-47). The result is a gap between the yams. This 
gap may occur in uncoated fabrics with a high yam bending stiffness, but would be unlikely in 
coated architectural fabrics. 
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Figure 2-48. Sinusoidal yarn configuration, reproduced from Wang (2002) 
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Wang (2002) uses a similar formulation to the sawtooth model but instead of a triangular 
sawtooth a sinusoidal yam shape is adopted. This provides a more realistic representation of the 
yam waveform, and should give a more accurate measure of decrimping strain (i.e. the 
difference in length between a crimped yam in the as-woven fabric and a straightened yam). 
The sinusoidal model is not fully utilised; the vertical force developed by the yarns (Fe in 
Figure 2-48) is calculated simply as the vertical component of the force in the yam when the 
yam is at its steepest gradient. This gives an out-of-plane force similar to that provided by the 
sawtooth model, and does not account for the variation in out-of-plane force along the yam. A 
full analysis of the vertical forces generated by the curved yam provides scope for further 
development. To determine these out-of-plane forces the contact area between the warp and fill 
yarns must be considered. 
For architectural fabrics orthogonal warp and fill yams are in contact with each other for almost 
their entire length (Figure 2-12 & Figure 2-13, p.37). Hence consideration of a finite contact 
length with out-of-plane contact forces occurring along this length is appropriate. Olofsson 
(1964; 1966) developed a model with no a priori assumptions about the yarn wave form: the 
yam weave geometry is a function of the forces applied to the yarn, the initial set (i.e. the 
residual yam crimp when it has been removed from the fabric) and the yarn bending stiffness 
(Figure 2-49). This provides a fabric model which more closely resembles the fabric as seen 
under the microscope than the sawtooth model. 
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"If we consider the geometric-mechanical interdependence as fundamental, it [Peirce's (1937) 
model] is quite inadequate" [Olofsson (1964), p.T542]. A finite contact length at yam 
crossovers results in a model with geometric consistency between the warp and fill yams, rather 
than the yam section just being defined by its 'radius'. The yam waveform fits the orthogonal 
yam cross-section throughout the contact length, Figure 2-50. This enables the yam volume to 
be taken into account (Freeston, Platt & Schoppee, 1967; Boisse, Gasser & Hi vet, 2001) and 
gives an inherent interaction between changes in yam cross sectional area (due to both tensile 
extension and inter-yam forces), out-of-plane thickness and weave shape. The assumption of a 
constant yam cross-sectional area and consistent yam geometry negates the need to define the 
yam crushing stiffness: "Ideally the .yarn can also mry its cross-sectional shape (although flot 
area} ... " [Glaessgen et al (1996), p. 44]. Finite element unit cell models are well suited to 
modelling consistent yam geometry (§2.4.2.1). 
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Figure 2-50. Geometrically consistent model, reproduced from Boisse, Gasser & Hivet (2001) 
Menges & Meffert (1976) carried out the first significant work on coated woven fabrics; 
analysing a model of PVC-coated polyester fabric including the effect of the coating. This was 
the first fabric model directly applicable to architectural fabrics. The model uses a typical 
sawtooth formulation; the fabric is "considered to be a load-bearing structure consisting of 
deformable bars that lie in the direction of the warp and woof [fill] axes. These bars are 
connected together by flexible joints located at the crossovers of the fibres in the fabric", 
Menges and Meffert (1976), p.12, Figure 2-51 & Figure 2-52. 
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Figure 2-51. "Model for calculating the biaxial stress-strain characteristic", reproduced from 
Menges & Meffert (1976) 
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Figure 2-52. Calculating the biaxial stress-deformation characteristic, reproduced from Menges 
& Meffert (1976) 
The coating simply consists of spring elements joining the yarn crossovers, arranged in parallel 
with the warp and fill directions. The shear resistance of an uncoated plain woven fabric is 
commonly assumed to be negligible (§2.1.4.3), hence fabric shear resistance is attributed to the 
coating. This can be modelled by introducing coating springs diagonally between crossovers 
(Figure 2-51), or by modelling the coating as an isotropic linear elastic panel (Tan and Barnes, 
1980). 
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Figure 2-53. Inclusion of shear in fabric model, reproduced from Tanov & Brueggert (2003) 
PTFE coating has a high Poisson's ratio and can contribute to lateral fabric contraction under 
load (Dimitrov and Schock, 1986). Both PVC and PTFE coatings exhibit significant creep 
under sustained load. As a result, time-stress curves are required for accurate modelling of the 
coating response (Dimitrov and Schock, 1986). The effect of the coating stiffness on the fabric 
biaxial response is shown in Figure 2-54~ 
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Figure 2-54. Effect of coating stiffness on biaxial behaviour, reproduced from Stubbs & Fluss 
(1980) 
The sawtooth model consists of straight yams with infinitely flexible joints, with yam bending 
stiffness assumed to be negligible (Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978; Menges & Meffert, 1976; 
Kawabata, Niwa & Kawai, 1973a). Whether yam bending stiffness should be included in the 
unit cell model is a moot point. The bending stiffness of the fabric as a whole is commonly 
assumed to negligible for tensioned structural applications (§2.1.4.4). However, the yam 
bending stiffness may be significant on the scale of the unit cell model. In his 1937 treatise, 
Peirce stated that the neglect of yarn rigidity cannot always be justified. Stubbs & Fluss (1980) 
suggest that the lack of agreement of their model with test results at low load is due to yam 
bending stiffness (and 'other effects') being ignored. Similarly, Olofsson (1964; 1966) stated 
that Peirce's work was flawed because yarn bending and yam torsional resistance are neglected. 
Skelton (1980a) developed a unit cell model based entirely on the bending of circular arcs 
(Figure 2-55). 
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Figure 2-55. Circular arc geometry, reproduced from Skelton (1980a) 
Clearly the determination of the yam flexural rigidity, G, is fundamental to the accuracy of this 
model. Yam bending can be modelled with varying degrees of association between the 
constituent fibres, and the model of yam bending in which there is no movement between fibres 
is adopted. Skelton considered the fibres as being arranged in a rectangular array, with the 
bending stiffness calculated as for a beam. Many papers on yam modelling since 1980 show 
this approach to be over simplistic for yams in non-coated fabrics (§2.1.1). However, in coated 
fabrics the coating impregnates the yam reducing the interfibre movement. The model output 
"appears to be adequate for the determination of trends, but it is not good enough for detailed 
predictive purposes" [Skelton (l980a), p.467]. Any limitations in the model are blamed on 
uncertainty in determination of the yam flexural rigidity and inter-yam forces. For example, a 
finite contact length would give different yam bending moments compared to the typical point 
contact. For architectural fabrics composed of flat yams (Figure 2-12 & Figure 2-13, p.37) the 
changes in curvature of the yams will be small during crimp interchange, making significant 
bending effects less likely. 
Fabric models are commonly formulated with the assumption of elastic behaviour for both the 
yams and coating (Menges & Meffert, 1976; Stubbs & Fluss, 1980; Pargana et aI, 2000). Peirce 
notes that yams behave in an inelastic manner, but adopts an elastic analysis, "modified by such 
estimation of the effect of deviations [from elasticity] as is possible" (Peirce, 1937, p.T73). 
Non-linear yam behaviour can be included using a multi-linear or polynomial representation of 
the yarn stress-strain curve (assuming yam test data is available and representative of the in-situ 
yam; §3.1.2). Yam stiffness for glass fibres can be "described analytically by a parabola 
fitting. For the nether [lower] regions the load extension behaviour can be approximated by a 
second order polynomial" (Dimitrov & Schock, 1986), p.862). 
Yam and coating properties are time dependent with significant hysteresis and creep (§2.1.1 & 
2.1.3). The end use of the model can preclude the inclusion of time-dependent effects. 
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Typically fabric models are developed to represent the fabric response for use in structural 
analysis (§2.3.2), with no scope in the analysis for inclusion of time dependent effects (§6.2A). 
Uetani, Fujiwara and Ohsaki (2002) formulated a simple model for visco-elastic fabric 
behaviour. The aim was to model fabric response ~or . I l' approximate y one week after 
construction for cutting pattern calculation (§ 1.l.3). Each yam was represented by three 
parameters (Figure 2-56). The viscoelastic property was modelled by the Voigt element 
consisting of a spring and dashpot connected in parallel. If the rate of loading or unloading is 
large the dashpot is effectively fixed, giving elastic behaviour determined by spring 'E'. If the 
rate of loading is small the dashpot can be ignored and the elastic behaviour is determined by 
the two springs in series. The parallel part is called the 'viscoelastic part'; the remaining spring 
is called the 'elastic part'. 
7]w 
Figure 2-56. Orthogonal three-parameter model, reproduced from Uetani, Fujiwara and Ohsaki 
(2002) 
The results provided by Wang's (2002) model clearly show hysteretic loading and unloading 
curves, but with no residual strain (Figure 2-39). This is achieved by using yam stress-strain 
curves directly in the model to relate yam tensile stresses and strains. In this way most models 
which use a value of Young's modulus to describe the elastic yam behaviour can readily be 
modified to model viscoelastic behaviour. However, determination of the visco-elastic yam 
(and coating) response is not straightforward. 
Models which aim to represent a given set of test data (§2.3.2) are calibrated against that data to 
determine various parameters. These parameters may represent physical quantities (e.g. crimp 
amplitude or yam crushing stiffness) but still be determined by trial and error to give the best fit 
to the data set (Kato, Yoshino & Minami, 1999). 
For a truly predictive model the input parameters must be independent of the biaxial test data. 
The aim of the model developed in this research is to determine the biaxial response of the 
fabric without biaxial testing (§5.2). Fabric weave geometry and yam shape can be determined 
by measuring fabric cross-section images, but specific details relating to how the measurements 
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are taken are rarely mentioned in research papers. The key material properties required for most 
unit cell models are the yarn and coating tensile stiffnesses. To avoid the difficulties associated 
with removing yarns from the fabric and testing them, another approach is to infer yarn and 
coating properties from standard uniaxial strip tests (Menges & Meffert, 1976; Dimitrov & 
Schock, 1986). The initial part of the uniaxial stress-strain curve, before the initial crimp in the 
yarns has been straightened, can be attributed to the coating stiffness. This is best seen in the 
fill direction. Once the yarns have been straightened the uniaxial strip test will closely resemble 
the yarn tensile response (Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978). The coating stiffness should be 
deducted from this uniaxial strip stiffness to give the yarn stiffness. Stubbs and Fluss (1980) 
developed a model with parameters based on two uniaxial tests. Model parameters are varied 
until the theoretical uniaxial stress-strain curves are mapped onto the experimental curves. In 
this way other inaccuracies or simplifying assumptions in the model are corrected, at least for 
the uniaxial parts of the model response. This does not compromise the predictive nature of the 
model, as no biaxial test data is required for the calibration. 
2.4.2. 1 Finite element fabric models 
" .. . a new approach based on the combination of geometric and mechanical models" 
Tarfaoui & Akesbi, 2001, from Abstract 
Finite element (FE) modelling of the fabric unit cell is a recent development from the 
mechanical models described above (§2.4.2). The earliest paper cited here was published in 
1996 (Glaessgen et aI, 1996), and the majority of the work has been carried out in the last 
couple of years. Whilst FE modelling has been deemed unsuitable for use in this research 
(Chapter 5) there is much to be learnt from FE unit cell models, in particular about the realistic 
modelling of yarn waveforms and interyarn contact. 
The majority of research on FE unit cell models is applied to woven composites; typically 
untwisted glass fibre yarns set in a resin matrix (Glaessgen et aI, 1996; Gasser, Boisse & 
Hankler, 2000; Boisse, Gasser & Hivet, 2001). Because the yarn is untwisted the fibres can 
slide relative to one another, resulting in negligible bending stiffness. During composite 
forming the matrix is liquid and does not impede yarn movements, thus effectively requiring: an 
analysis of an uncoated fabric. 
FE models of woven fabrics are similar to mechanical unit cell models in their approach: 
modelling the geometric and material non-linearities of the fabric by consideration of the fabric 
unit cell. The unit cell analysis provides an understanding of fabric behaviour which can then 
be applied to the whole continuum. The principal advantage of FE models is the reduction in 
the number of simplifications required to generate a viable model, in particular less 
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simplification of the yarn geometry is necessary. Boisse, Gasser & Hi vet (200 1) present a 
model "consistent with the geometry of the plain weave woven mesh" [p.1395], (Figure 2-57). 
Yarn undulation and interyam contact can be modelled, allowing the unit cell to be modelled 
"without any restriction and any simplifying assumption" (Tarfaoui & Akesbi, 2001). 
Warp 
Figure 2-57. Finite element unit cell model, reproduced from Gasser, Boisse & Hankler, 2000 
Tarfaoui & Akesbi (2001) considered using Peirce's flexible yarn model (i.e. the basic 
sawtooth), Peirce's elliptical model and Kemp's racetrack model (Figure 2-58). However, all 
three of these yarn structures were abandoned in favour of a sinusoidal yam structure . 
• 
b 
c: 
Figure 2-58. Yarn configuration in three fabric models, reproduced from Tarfaoui & Akesbi, 
2001 
Better utilising the flexibility of the FE model, Glaessgen et al (1996) defined the centreline of 
each yam with a Bezier curve which interpolates a set of support points. Ellipses located at 
intervals along the Bezier curves are used to generate the yarn surface. 
Durville (2003) made no initial assumption about the yarn waveform. An arbitrary starting 
configuration was used (Figure 2-61 a) and, with a simple definition of the weave pattern, 
contact detection ensures a realistic yarn configuration. Different parameters gaw different 
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weave pattern with no change to the model formul ati on (Figu re 2-6 1 b. c ). Tradlli onal 
mechani cal models are well suited to plain weave fabric, but the model formulation require, 
ubstanti al modifi cati on fo r twill or other weave pattern s (Tarfoui & Drean, 200 I ). Thi.., method 
works we ll for uncoated fabrics with min imal crimp set. To appl y thi s approach to architectural 
fabri cs the model would need to include a target leve l of crimp in each direc tion. to account for 
the crimp set that is introduced during weav ing and part icu larl y coating. 
Figure 2-59. Weave patterns , reproduced from Ourvil le , 2003 
Full account can be taken of the contact area between yarn s and the variat ion in contac t force .., 
ac ross thi s area . With the correct formul ati on the model can accoun t for ya rn interac ti on (and 
consequent ya rn crushing) and effects on behav iour due to changing ya rn geo metry. Whi b t 
coating is absent from the models reviewed, the coat in g could be ITlodell ed as a geo met ri ca lly 
consistent entity, not approx imated by spring elements betwee n crossove rs. FE modeb are 
potentially ex tremely useful for modelling shear behaviour as no addit ional modell ing or 
formul ation is required, just a change in the applied load ing (Durvil le, 2003 ; Fi gure 2-60). 
Figure 2-60. Model of shear defo rmation , reproduced from Ourville , 2003 
Det rminati on of appropriate non-l inear, viscoe la ti c yarn and coating prope rti e~ i.., crUC ial fl)r 
FE fabric models. As fo r mechanical model (§ _.4 .2) e. tabkhing the le\ el or yarn cfu,h ing.. 
due to both tran erse compre sion, longitudinal ten. ion and the interacti on bet\\ ccn them. I' 
riti al (Bois e, Ga ser & Hi vet, 200 I ). 
T a urat I determine cru hing parameters requir se ither: 
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• Yam testing invol ving remo val of the yams from the fabri c and dedicated te~t 
equipment (Figu re 2-8 & Figure 2-28), 
• Test data from as-produced yarn s, ideall y modified to account for the effect of the 
weaving and coati ng process on the yam properties, 
• Calibration of the mode l against uni axial or biaxial test data, 
• Predictive yam models based on fibre properties. 
Gasser, Boisse & Hankler (2000) determined yam crushing stiffness empiri ca ll y, but 
commented that it would be beneficial to determine the crushin g behaviour from yarn , tructure. 
The yam crushing modulus is increased as transverse and/or longitudin al strains increase. U~e 
of yarn models is more popular in FE model s than mec hanical models. FE analys i. is better 
suited to modelling the fibre interactions (including mi grati on and microbuckli ng, §:? . I.I. 
Figure 2-7), whereas formulating equati ons to describe these mec hani sms would be 
cumbersome. Durville (2003) modelled the unit ce ll with the yarn fibre as the fund amenta l unit: 
"The unknown initial configuration is obtained as afirst result of the simulatioll by tightening (/ 
sta rting a rbitra ry assembly of fibres " (Figure 2-61). 
Figure 2-61. Yarn model , reproduced from Durville , 2003 
Bigaud & Hamelin ( 1997) conducted their analys is at three leve ls, with the first 'mi . c ro~copi c' 
level being used to predict the behav iour of the yarn . 
• Microscopic: determine the materi al properti es based on constituents (fibre + matri x) 
• Mesoscopic : define properties of meso-element (8 mi cro-elements) 
• Macroscopic : mechan ical properties of unit cell (aggregate of meso -e l eme nt ~) 
Typically an energy minimisati on approach is applied, wi th energy penalti es for o\ e rl apping. 
ya rn s used to ensure a feasible configuration (Bigaud & Hamelin , 1997 ; Glaessgen et al, 1996). 
Glaessgen et al ( J 996) used Lagrange' s principle of minimum work is used to de termine thL' 
initial fabric geometry: 
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Equation 2-15 
1=1 
Equation 2-16 
IT' 1 1 J C" .) Ii I b = 2 br;~c " 
Equation 2-17 
Equation 2-1 8 
where L is the total energy in the sys tem, C/, Chi and er/ correspond to tension, bending and 
twist coeffi cients of the ith yarn , Ci is the longitudinal strain , K, is the local cur\·ature. and 0, i~ 
the linear twist of the ith yarn . N is the number of yarns forming the unit ce ll, I, is the arc length 
along the centreline of the ith yarn , W{J is the penalty for yarn inter ec ti on and A, is the \\ork 
done by applied external loads. If two yarns overl ap the energy penalty preve nts th at st ructure 
being accepted. A hi gh penalty is used fo r ri gid ya rn , and a carefu ll y chose n penalty is u~ed to 
represent ya rn deformati on. 
Similar to the mec hani cal uni t ce ll models (§2.4.2), pub lished paper rarely pro\'ide detailed 
compari son of the model output with biaxial test data . Glaessgen et ai's ( 1996) model exhibi t ~ a 
typical stress-strain response for a woven fabric; at low strain the respo nse is non-linear due to 
crimp interchange, at hi gher stra ins linear yarn extension is domin ant. Compari son or th e model 
output with ex perimental results shows that the model fails to pred ict important part s of the 
response (Figure 2-62) . 
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Figure 2-62 . Comparison of experimental and predicted axial stress-strain response of plain 
weave fabric , reproduced from Glaessgen et ai , 1996 
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Gasser, Boisse & Hankler's (2000) model shows reasonable b 
agreement etween the 
experimental results and model prediction (Figure 2-63). However, the behaviour of the 
uncoated, glass-fibre yams used in composite forming is much simpler than the behaviour of 
architectural fabrics. For example, the results show no negative strain due high levels of crimp 
interchange. 
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Figure 2-63. Comparison of model and test data, reproduced from Gasser, Boisse & Hankler, 
2000 
2.4.3 Conclusions 
A mechanical model of the unit cell, the smallest repeated unit in the fabric, can be used to 
predict the fabric response to in-plane loads. The key deformation mechanism, crimp 
interchange, is easily modelled using a simple sawtooth representation of the weave shape. 
Many models described in published papers seek to represent the test data rather than predict 
the fabric response without biaxial testing. These models, with parameters calibrated against 
test data, often poorly match the fabric stress-strain curves. These comparisons are typically 
carried out at a limited number of stress ratios and for only a single type of fabric. In this 
research the model will be kept as general as possible (i.e. appropriate for PTFE-glass fibre and 
PVC-polyester fabrics in range of weights), using comparison with comprehensive test data to 
assess the model validity. 
The fundamentals of the sawtooth model are well established (Peirce, 1937; Menges & i\leffert. 
1976) and will be used as a basis for this research. In recent papers on fabric models a good 
correlation between model and test data still has not been achieved, but several useful 
possibilities for further development are identified which will be pursued in this research. These 
include use of a sinusoidal yam waveform, use of a constant yarn cross-sectional area and 
maintaining consistent geometry between the yarn waveform and the cross-section of the 
orthogonal yarn (Chapter 5). 
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Finite element models of the unit cell present fewer constraints than the mechanical models 
discussed above. However, they are difficult to modify for different fabrics, and accurate 
assessment of the constituent material properties (in particular yam crushing stiffness) is vital. 
Key aims of the unit cell model developed in this research are ease of use, general applicability 
and accessibility to the design engineer. Because of this the simple mechanical unit cell model 
has been used. 
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Fabric testing 
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3.1 UNIAXIAL TESTING 
3.1.1 Fabric strip testing 
Uniaxial strip tests for coated woven fabrics are defined by BS EN ISO 1421: 1998 "Rubber- or plastics-
coated fabrics - Determination of tensile strength and elongation at break". This test is commonly used in 
industry to determine fabric ultimate tensile strength. The British Standard specifies that SOmm wide 
strips are used, with a gauge length of 100mm and the jaws of the tensile tester at least 200mm apart. 
The choice of strip width is a compromise. As strip width is increased, lateral contraction (due to crimp 
interchange, and possibly Poisson's effect in the coating) increases. The distance between clamps must be 
increased to prevent lateral restraint from the clamps causing a significant biaxial state of stress in the 
strip. If the strip is too narrow, accurate measurement of the strip width becomes critical. This is 
problematic when fabrics can only effectively be cut to the nearest thread, which may be around 1 mm for 
a heavy PVC fabric (e.g. Ferrari 1502). For a strip width of 50mm, whether the cut is made on one side of 
a thread or the other results in a 2% variation in width. Strips are cut from the roll of fabric in warp and 
fill directions (Figure 3-1). Ideally warp strips are cut from the centre of the roll to avoid shear effects in 
the strip due to bowed fill yarns. This is not always possible as the strips may need to be arranged around 
the cutting of biaxial test specimens (§3.3) if the available fabric for testing is limited. This was the case 
during the initial stages of this research. Strips used in this research were cut no closer than 20mm from 
the edge of the roll; the edge fabric may not be typical due to inconsistencies in the coating or the effects 
of edge grips used during the manufacturing process. 
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Clamping of woven fabrics without weakening the fabric at the jaw or allowing the fabric to slip is 
problematic and requires careful clamp design. The roller jaw with triangular inset (Figure 3-2) was 
developed for testing geotextiles and provides a good starting point. The two main types of architectural 
fabric present different clamping problems: 
1. PTFE coated glass-fibre has a low coefficient of friction and is easily damaged if folded or loaded 
over an edge. The roller system does not provide enough friction: load is transferred back to 
where the fabric is wrapped round the triangular insert, and fails prematurely because the fabric is 
loaded over an edge. If the PTFE-glass fibre fabric is wrapped around the roller with a piece of 
PVC-polyester fabric the level of friction is increased and failure is remote from the rollers. 
2. PVC-polyester fabric has a higher coefficient of friction, hence the load tends to be held by 
friction and is not evenly distributed around the roller. This can lead to instantaneous slippage 
which liberates slack fabric from further round the roller, resulting in a sudden drop in load. The 
solution is similar to before; by wrapping the PVC-polyester with a strip of PTFE-glass fibre the 
level of friction is decreased and a smooth loading curve is achieved. Again failure is remote 
from the rollers. 
Strain was measured over a 100mm gauge length using a laser extenso meter which scans between two 
reflective strips adhered to the fabric surface (Figure 3-3). Recording the cross-head displacement would 
not be sufficiently accurate as slippage at the clamps would be recorded as fabric strain. Using the laser 
extensometer, clamp slippage gives no reduction in strain measurement accuracy. Because the test is 
displacement controlled (see below), slippage at the clamp does give a drop in load and should be 
minimised. 
The test is carried out at a constant rate of strain, i.e. constant cross-head speed. For the rate of strain of 
the fabric strip to be the same the initial distance between the clamps must be the same for each test. This 
is because it is the rate strain per unit length which is important. The test standard specifies a strain rate of 
I OOmmlmin. The fabric is tested to failure (Figure 3-4 & Figure 3-5). 
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Figure 3-3. Uniaxial fabri c testing 
Figure 3-4 . Fa ilure of PTFE / glass-f ibre strip 
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• 
Figure 3-5. Fai lure of PVC I polyester strip 
The uni ax ial tes t procedure adopted for this research was in iti all y based on BS 3424-2 1: 1993 "T e~ t i n g: 
coated fabric s - Part 21 : Method 24. Method for determinati on of elongati on and tension se t". The t e~ t 
piece dimensions are the same as BS EN ISO 142 1: 1998, the difference bein g th at the rate of strai nin g 
specified in BS 3424-21: 1993 is Smm/min . The aim of thi s tes ting is to determine the s tres~-~ t rain 
response of the fabric ; this is not the specific purpose of either standard , and hence neither has more 
validity than the other. Tests were carried out at a range of loading rates (e .g. 100, 50, 20, 10. ,') & 
2mm/min) to determine the effec t of rate of load ing on the stress-strain reo ponse of both PTFE-g l a~s fibre 
fabri c and PVC-polyester fabric (Figure 3-6 & Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6. Rate of loading , PVC-polyester 
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The tests show that for PVC-polyes ter fabric the rate of straining (within the range tested) has virtuall y no 
effec t on the stress-strain res ponse, or on the failure stress . For PTFE-glass fibre fabri c strain ra t e~ up to 
50mm/min give similar results. However, for a strain rate of 100mm/min the results are signifi ca ntl y 
different (but still very similar for loads up to typ ica l design stres ' of 2S 9'c UTS ). At 100mlll/ illin the 
PTFE-glass fabric ex hibits increased leve ls of stra in at hi gher loads compared to lower rate~ of loadin g. 
This part of the fabric res ponse is dominated by ya rn tensi le exten sion , and the increased qrain may he 
due to brittle failure of glass fibres . Because of thi s tests on PTFE-glass fibre have bee n lim ited to 
50mm/m in , whereas tests on PVC-polyester have been carried out at a range of ~ train ra t e~ up to 
I OOmm/min (Figure 3-6 & Figure 3-7). 
Cyc li c load tests were calTied out on a limited numbe r of fabric . to in ve. ti ga te hys teresis effec t" (Fi gure 
3-8) . The aim was to determine how the initi al behaviour of the trip (mea<.,ured by a "inglc load 
app li cati on to failure, de cribed above) compares with the behavi our aft er cyc lic loadin g. " 0 ca llcu 
'mec hanica ll y conditi oned' behav iour (§3.3.3 .3). Six load cycles were applied het\.veen a 10\\ 'pre"ll'l' "'' 
load (approximately 0.1 kN/m) and 25 % UTS . A furth er six cycle were applied bet\.\ een 0.1 " 11 m anu 
50% UTS. The control sys tem on the tensile test machine failed to enable exac t upper and lo\\ er Il)du" tl) 
bUd. However, the re ultin g cyc lic loadi ng is ufficient to . how trend. in the fahric h ha\ lour . The 
loading and unloadin g cur are di tinct, but after each hysteretic load the cyc le the re"idual rahnc 'tra1ll 
i. mall. After ix load y les the subsequent stre s-s train curve i. almost id ntical to the re, ul t, \\ ltlll)ut 
I ad lin g. Thi s low I I of r sidual train ma be du to the high rate or loau Llppl1" .. ttil)n 
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(lOOmm!min). Thi s i appropriate for wind loadin a of fabric truct h' h . 
b ure v. IC occur~ rapIdly , but Ie 
appropriate for longer term snow loadi ng which is more likely to lead to high le vel · of reo idual train. 
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3.1.2 Yarn testing 
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Figure 3-8 . Cyclic un iaxial strip test 
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Yarns can be removed from both PTFE-glass fibre and PVC-po lyester fabrics by pu lling the yarn frolll 
the edge of the fabri c . First the fabric is cut in line with the yarn direc ti on, and then a small cut is made 
behind the first yarn fro m the edge. The resulting 'tab' is gripped with pliers and the ya rn i ~ pulled fro lll 
the edge of the fabri c. This is ac hi eved much more ea il y for heavie r fabri cs in which the stronger ya rn.., 
are less likely to break during ex trac ti on. This is particularly true of PTFE-glass fibre fabri c'>; ya rn '> can 
be eas il y remo ved fro m Taconic Solus 14 10, but tend to break during removal for li ghter fabric.., . Thc 
ex tracted ya rn s can be used to determine tensile and tran sverse cru hing properti es (~2.2.2). The le\el of 
res idual crimp in the ya rn (or crimp set) can be determi ned by comparing the length of the relllO\eU ) arn 
with zero ax ial load and with a small ax ial load (sufficien t to straighten the yarn but not stretch it) . 
A the yarn s frequentl y break during ex trac tion, it is clear that the load necessary to pull the yarn fro 111 the 
fabric i very close to its fa ilure load. It i inevitab le that some of the remo\ ed yarn~ \\ ill ha\c hcen 
damaged, and thi s will alter sub equent tes t re ults. Mea urement of crimp se t may not be a true retlectJun 
of the level of crimp in the fabric, as the yarn wi ll have bee n straightened and/or inel <hticit) tr,llllL'U 
during trac ti on. 
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Altern at ive methods for remo ving the yarn from a coated fa bri c includ b . h PTFE . e urnJ ng t e oatIng from a 
glass-fibre fabric or di ssolving the PVC coating from a polyester fa b " . bl ~ fl C u. lng a sUlta e . oh ent. The e 
techniques have not been tried for thi s project the concern being th at th b f b . Id b , . e a. e aflC\\OU ealtered 
during the stripping process. When two pieces of fabric are welded together and then peeled apan the 
weak point is often the bond of the coating to the base cloth and so the coatl'ncr . I d (F' , b IS pee e a\vay Igure 
3-9). However, the yarns are still held in place by the coating on the other side, and ex trac tion frequen tl y 
causes the yarns to fail. 
Figure 3-9 . Peeling we ld to remove coating 
These difficulties are avo ided if the yarns are removed from the un coated ba e fabric. Non-coat~u 
polyester and glass-fibre fabrics have little dimensional stability and yarn s can eas il y be slid ou t of the 
fabric . If the fablic testin g is project spec ific, non-coated samples may be di fficult to obta in. -, material 
properties may vary between rolls or batches, a samp le wou Id need to be cut fro m a particular roll before 
oati ng. Samples of the finished fabric are easily acquired a they are always ava il able for cOlllren-,atl()n 
te ting. The coatin g process may change the yarn propertie ; sinterin g of PTFE onto gla. s fibre fabric and 
oa tin g penetration between yarn f ibres in a polyes ter fabric C 1.1 A) . For thi s reo earch. the ~arn 
prop rtie ar needed to inform a predictive model whi ch aims to not require ." pecial i t te ting ( '.- . ~ ). 
T ting a in gl ya rn require peciali tjaw and , train mea urement pre, enL difficultie:-. . 
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Determination of the visco-elastic yam and coating properties would be beneficial to enable a \iscoelastic 
fabric model to be developed. Thorough investigation of the time dependent response of the yarn. 
including the effect of loading rate from wind gust to long term prestress would require extensive testing. 
The effect of ambient temperature is also significant. The coating has a significant effect on the visco-
elastic behaviour of coated woven fabrics (§2.1), hence it may be more useful to carry out this t: pe of test 
on the finished fabric rather than individual yams. 
Yarn properties are required for use in the predictive fabric model (§5.4.2), but a key aim of the model 
development is that all input parameters can be measured from standard tests that do not require overly 
specialist equipment. Hence yam testing was deemed to be unsuitable, and yarn properties were inferred 
from uniaxial strip tests (§3.1.1). No yarn tests were carried out for this project. 
3.2 FABRIC IMAGING 
The predictive fabric model developed in Chapter 5 requires measurements of the fabric cross-section 
geometry (crimp amplitude and wavelength, yarn cross-section dimensions), without the use of specialist 
equipment. This is to ensure that the model can be used widely in industry without prohibitively 
expensive investment in equipment. 
Scanning electron microscopes [Ansell, Hill & Allgood (1983), Happold et al (1987)] or specialist c.C.O. 
(Charged Cathode Device) digital imaging equipment [Blum & Bidmon (1987)] have been used 
historically to obtain images of the fabric cross-section. Both techniques provide high quality images 
suitable for fabric geometry measurement. In particular the scanning electron microscope provides 
extremely detailed images which are useful for studying the yarn structure, coating composition and 
fabric damage. Fortunately, recent advances in digital camera technology mean that high quality, low cost 
C.C.D. imaging is now available, with sufficient resolution to be used for measurement of the fabric 
geometry. 
In this research a Nikon Coolpix 4500 digital camera was used, with an additional macro lens (cost in 
2002: camera £400, macro lens £50). Over the next few years it is expected that these costs will drop and 
image quality will increase. The key features of the camera are: 
• 4.0 effective megapixel C.C.D. with a true (non-interpolated) image resolution of 2,272 \ 1.70-l 
pixels, 
• Macro mode enabling images to be taken of objects 20mm from the lens. reduced to 10mm with 
the addition of a 1.5x macro lens. 
Subject lighting is always difficult for macro photography; the camera lens is so close to the subject that it 
tends to block incident light and cast a shadow. For this research diffuse natural light was us~d, but a 
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macro li ghting unit is ava ilab le consi ting of a ring of light emitting diode _ mounted around the len to 
evenl y illuminate the subj ec t. Use of the 4x opt ical zoom also enabled the camera to be further from the 
subj ect th an would otherwise have been poss ibl e. U e of digital zoom is not recommended a_ it re ult 1Il 
a reducti on in image quality. 
The fabric is held between two supports. The upper support ha a steel rule \\ ith 0.5mm graduation.., 
mounted flu sh with the edge of the fabric. The lower support i rece sed 0 that it i out of focu _ and doc, 
not di strac t from the subj ect of the image (Figu re 3-1 0). The fabric is lit u. ing natural light. T) pical 
images of PVC-pol yes ter and PTFE-glass fibre fabric are shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-11. 
Support blocks 
Fabric sample 
Steel rule with 0.5mm 
graduations 
10mm 
approx. 
r , r 
Lower block set back 
to be out of focus 
Figure 3-10. Fabric imaging set-up 
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Figure 3-11. PVC-polyester fabric cross sections 
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Figure 3-12. PTFE-glass fibre fabric cross sections 
Camera settings used are as foll ows: 
• Image quality: Max imum. Hi gh qu ality non-compressed Image (TIFF format ), approx imatel) 
10MB per image, 
• Lens Converter set to 'Wide' , appropriate for Macro Lens add-on, 
• Ex posure mode: Aperture Priority. Aperture set as small as pos ible - i.e. f9.8 or f1 0.7. gi\ing 
long exposure (not a pro blem as tripod mounted) and max imum depth of fi eld. Thi s i.., important 
as close-up photography can result in a very small depth of field (e.g. lmm); mJ\imizing the 
depth of fi eld is vital to ensure all of the fabri c cros sec ti on is in focu 
• White balance: Auto, appropriate for natural li ghting, 
• Zoom: optical zoom lightl y less than max imu m (maximum opti cal zoom interfere" \\ ith 1l1:l([() 
focu ing) , 
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Spot metering: the camera focuses on a single user-selected point i.e. on the fabric at the centre 
of the frame, 
No flash, 
Macro mode, 
Timed shutter release used to avoid camera shake. 
BIAXIAL TESTING 
There are currently no British or European standards for biaxial fabric testing; however the European 
collaborative group TensiNet (www) has recently published a design guide which collates current good 
practice and recommendations on all aspects of fabric structure design (Mollaert & Forster, 20(4). 
Development of the biaxial test protocol presented in this thesis (§3.3.3) is based on this guide, pre\ious 
published work, numerical modeling, methods used in industry and the few available relevant 
international standards. 
The plane biaxial test best represents the loading of a fabric structure and is commonly used in industry 
[Ansell, Barnes & Williams (1984); used by Architen-Landrell (www), Laboratorium Blum (www) & 
Ferrari (www)], and hence has been adopted for this research (§2.2.3). 
It is vital to distinguish between the initial behaviour (appropriate for compensation values and 
installation planning) and the medium to long-term behaviour of an in-situ fabric which has been 
subjected to repeated loading. It is this in-situ behaviour which should be used for structural design, and 
which this research aims to quantify. 
3.3.1 Analysis of cruciform test piece 
The aim of a biaxial test is to develop an area of fabric with a known, uniform stress field oYer 
which the strain can be measured. The shape of the fabric sample, method of load application and 
location in which the strain is measured are all critical in achieving this. Geometrically non-linear finite 
element models have been used to investigate the stress field in a cruciform test piece under biaxial 
loading. The effect of slits in the cruciform arms and variations in load ratio and material properties ha\e 
been considered. The aim of the numerical analysis is to determine: 
1. The effect of slit configurations and clamp types to inform the design of cruciform test piece. 
2. A suitable gauge length for measuring fabric extension, 
3. How the stress le\'el within this gauge length relates to the applied load. 
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Figure 3-13. Cruciform options . 
Four cruciform configurations have been analysed (Figure 3- I 3): 
(a) No slits in the cruciform arms, 
(b) Three ISOmm long slits, 
(c) Eleven I SOmm long slits, 
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(d) Eleven full length slits with each strip loaded independentl y and free to move transve rse 
to the direction of the app lied load . 
Cruciform dimensions are those used by Arc hiten-Landrell (Chep tow, UK, www). The central sq uare of 
the cruc iform is 300mm on each side. Cruciforms used in industry vary from around 100mm (Ferrari, 
www) to 1000mm (Laboratorium Blum, www) . The 300mm central squ are is large enough to ensure that 
a sufficient number of yarns have been included to avoid significant inaccurac ies due to a single broken 
yarn or inconsi stenci es in the number of yarns included in the area of interest. Even for the hea\ ie"t 
fabrics tested (e.g. Taconic Solus 1410 or Ferrari Fluotop 1502) a 300mm squ are will contai n 
approx imately 400 yarns - suffici ent to give a good di stributi on of yarn properti e<' and en. ure an) "i ngk 
yarn is negli gible . A larger cruciform wou ld lead to prac tical problems with the inc rea~ed te" t rig 
dimensions and hi gh loads required, particularly as the ri g i expected to be used in future ror bia\ial 
fai lure testing. 
To model the fabric cruciform typical materi al propertie fo r a balanced v,'eave T) pe III PVC -pol: c"ll'f 
fab ric ha e been used : EWaJll = E fil l = 600kN/m , G = 30kN/m and \' = 0.3; \-I,'here E = Young' rlllxlulu . ) 
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= hear modul us and v = Poisson 's rati o. Thi fabric model i crude: coated woven fabri s ha\e highl: 
vari able materi al properties dependi ng on the applied stresses. To make the anal),. i~ \o\idel) applicable the 
sensit iv ity of the model to change in material propert ies ha been inve tigated . The double thic"-n . " 
welded strips (used to fo rm a loop for clampin g) have been modeled with value . of ela. ti and . hear 
moduli doubled. Direct stresses have been recorded along the cent re-lines of the 300mm central . quare of 
the cruciform. 
In iti al results from the cruciform model u ing a membrane finite element fo rmu lation in Oasys' (\\ \\ \\ ) 
GSA soft ware produced unex pected asymmetric results (Figure 3-14). 
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Figure 3-14. Asymmetric res ults of cruciform model 
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For example, the stress distribution is non-symmetric about the line A-B, despite a symmetrical stress 
state being applied to a perfectly symmetrical model. The cause of this asymmetry has been identified as 
the inability of the finite element formulation to accurately model the effect of combined large direct and 
shear strains. The resolution of this problem is outside the scope of the research presented in this thesis. 
This finite element formulation is not unique to Oasys' GSA, but is widely used throughout the industry. 
A new membrane element formulation without this limitation is being developed as part of a PhD 
research project at the University of Newcastle (2003-2006). The importance of this research is 
highlighted by the fact that the research is being funded by a consortium of interested companies 
(Architen-Landrell, Arup, Tensys and Ferrari). 
As an alternative, the cruciform model has been analysed using LUSAS (www). An orthotropic plane-
stress model has been used with eight-noded quadrilateral thin-shell finite elements. This is not subject to 
the small strain assumptions referred to above. Unlike a membrane element, the thin-shell element does 
not have zero bending stiffness. However, in this analysis the bending stiffness is irrelevant as the 
cruciform is flat and is fully restrained in the out-of-plane (z) direction to avoid instability at unsupported 
fabric edges. All four cruciform types give a uniform stress distribution in the middle of the central 
square, with edge effects becoming significant around 50mm from the edge (Figure 3-15, Figure 3-16 & 
Figure 3-17). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3-15. Two clamping methods, (a) single clamp & slits; (b) individual clamps 
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Figure 3-16. Stress variation along cruciform centreline. 
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Figure 3-17. Stress distribut ion in cruciform . 
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The cruciform with no slits (Figure 3-13a & Figure 3- 16) gives the lea t variation acros~ th e 300111J11 
c ntral square. The increased stress between 100mm and 150mm in the other three spec imen~ i~ largely 
due to stres concentrations at the ends of the slits. However, the cruciform with no slib gi\e~ the lo\\(:"t 
level of tress in the central squ are. With a ratio of app lied loads of 2: I (Figure 3-16b) the direct ~trc " 
( x) at the centre of cruciform (a) is 27. 1 kN/m, onl y 90.3 9c of the applied load. With II ~Iit. (t) pc c) the 
tre, is 28.6kN/m , 95.3 % of the app li ed load. The slit in the cruciform arms all ov. the arm" to "predJ 
providing I ss transver e res traint to the transfer of load to the central quare . Similar re~ult~ are U1"Cll"eU 
in th commentar to MSAJ/M-02-1995 (p. IO) ; without , lit. th anal y, i: gi\'e, a ~tre~" at the centre t)r the 
p cim n of 72. J o/c of the app li ed load . Thi i a much greater reduction than the 90.3,} reponed ab\)\L' 
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This may be due to differences in crucifonn dimensions or the type of material being tested. With slits the 
stress at the centre of the cruciform is 92.19c of the applied (MSAJfM-02-1995, p.l 0). 
The slits may be more important than is suggested by these analyses. During a real test a combination of 
decrimping and creep can give strains in the fill direction in the order of 259c. A large shear deformation 
of the cruciform arms would be required and shear lock-up could occur; restraint from the cruciform arms 
with no slits could be very significant. Because of this it is advantageous to use as many slits as is 
practicable. Use of independent clamps (Figure 3-13, type d; Figure 3-17b) solves the problem of shear in 
the cruciform arms, but results in a slightly higher variation in stress across the central square of the 
cruciform than the II-slit, single clamp option. Independent clamps are much more difficult to realise 
than a single clamp plate; the individual clamp units need to be mounted on a track with bearings to allow 
them to move perpendicular to the direction of load, even when under high levels of load. The II-slit, 
single clamp configuration (Figure 3-13, type c) provides the best combination of load transfer and e\en 
stress distribution, combined with simplicity of manufacture and operation. 
For all of the cruciform models the stress level in the central square is significantly less than the applied 
stress. Part of the applied load goes into spreading the transverse cruciform arms: in the central portion of 
the specimen the load is acting on a width greater than the 300mm to which it was applied. It is common 
to report biaxial stress-strain data as applied load (per unit length) against measured displacement. These 
results show that a stress reduction factor should be used to reduce the applied load per unit length to the 
stress level in the central square predicted by the model. This reduction factor could alternatively be seen 
as an effective width over which the load is acting. 
The sensitivity of the analysis to variations in material properties has been investigated. Modification of 
the elastic moduli (between 600kN/m and 1200 kN/m) resulted in changes in the stress level in the 
cruciform for the same applied load (Figure 3-18a). The difference between the highest and lowest values 
in Figure 3-18a is 0.73kN/m or 2.4% of the applied load. This suggests that for fabrics with large 
variations between warp and weft properties further investigation of the stress field in the sample may be 
justified. For example, during initial fabric loading the weft modulus can be negative (due to crimp 
interchange) - this could lead to a very different stress state to that implied by the applied load. 
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Ex = Ey = 600 
--e- Ex = Ey = 1200 
Ex=600. Ey=900 (Nx) 
_____ E x=600 , E y=900 (Ny) 
--+- Ex=600. Ey=1200 (Nx) 
-+- Ex=600. Ey=1200 (Ny) 
150 
Figure 3-18. Effect of material properties on cruciform stress distribution. 
Ani sotropic materi al properties give asymmetric stress field s; for Ex = 600kN/m and E) = 1200kN/m the 
differe nce between Nx and Ny is 0.S8kN/m, giving a stress ratio of 0.98: I. Thi s difference i ~ small and i:-, 
ex pected to be neglible compared to fab ric variabi lity and experimental elTor (§2.2). 
An increase in shear modulus led to a small reduction in the stres leve l in the area of inte re~t (Figure 
3- 18b) . Fabric shear response is known to be non-linear and prone to ' lock-up ' when adjacent) arn, come 
into side-by-side contact [Skelton, 1976] - leading to a sudden increase in shear stifl'nes-.. Thi.., \\l ulJ 
reduce the abi lity of the cruciform to transfer load to the central square. 
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The rati o of the app lied loads has little effect on the tres level. Changing from 1: 1 (F\ = F~ = 30L'\/m) 
to 5: 1 (Fx = 30kN/m, Fy = 6kN/m) increased the direct stre s ( x) at the centre of the ~pecimen b) 
0. 12kN/m or 0.4% (Figu re 3-1 9) . Thi s sugge ts that any result s determined at one particular . tre . ~ ratio 
should be widely applicable to any combination of loads. As di cu ed previou 11', the effect of "hear 
lock-up or hi ghl y non-linear fabric behaviour may change these results, whic h hould onl) be ~een a" an 
indication of the cruciform response. 
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Figure 3-19. Effect of stress ratio on cruciform stress distribution. 
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A load reduction factor should be used to modify the applied load to the expected stress level in the area 
of interest. The load ratio has little effect on the resultant stress level. For the balanced PVC-polyester 
material properties the mean direct stress (Nx) over the 200mm gauge length varies with load ratio as 
follows: 1: 1 ---. 28.57kN/m, 2: 1 ---. 28.60kN/m, 5: 1 ---. 28.69kN/m. This gives a reduction factor of around 
0.95, or an effective width of 315mm. 
3.3.2 Test rig design 
The test rig built for this research is based on the 'floating' design innovated by Architen-Landrell 
(Chepstow, UK). Loads are applied in warp and weft directions by two reaction frames (Figure 3-21, 
Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-20). The upper frame is mounted on four spherical bearings and is free to move 
in the plane of the fabric. 
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Upper 'floating' frame free 
to move on bearings 
(a) Cruciform set up for testing, no load applied 
(b) Cruciform load at 1: 1 stress ratio 
Load applied by hydraulic 
actuators mounted on frame 
Figure 3-20. GSA model of test rig and fabric cruciform 
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Figure 3-21 . Biaxial test rig (1) 
Figure 3-22. Biaxial test rig (2) 
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The fabric manufacturing process results in bowing of the weft yams and hence the \\arp and \\efr Jam 
are not necessarily orthogonal : for the fabric s tested the angle between warp and fill varied bet\',een 9.-P 
to 85 .6°. Angles were measured at the centre of each cruciform before te ting. For PVC-pol) e rer fabri ~ ::. 
the angle varied from 89.4° to 88.3° with a mean value of 89 .1 °. The bowing i often more e\ere in 
PTFE-glass fibre fabric s, with measured values of 89.3° to 85.6° (mean value of 88. 1°). Be au . e of thi . 
the cruciform samples have been cut in line with the warp and weft yarns, not nece ari ly orthogona lly. 
Thi is appropriate as fabric s will always resist loads along the line of the yam because the yarn: are 
stiffer than the coating, and the fabric shear stiffnes is relativel y low (until lock-up occur. §2. IA. 3) . 
End of cruciform arm is folded 
back to this line & welded 
Fill arms aligned with 
fill yarn s, not necessa rily 
orthogonal to warp 
12 No. 2Smm 
wide slits 
1S0mm 
---
-.--
1S0mm 
SOmm 
- - - --r 
144mm 
r 
1S0mm 
N.B. Non·orthogonality of warp and fill yarns exaggerated for clarity 
Warp 
.. 
I 
I 
Figure 3-23. Cruciform cut in line with yarn direct ions 
When load is applied to the cruciform the 'floating' upper frame become aligned with the cruciform / 
measurement of fabri c bia ial behaviour \\ ithout introuuclIlg fabric axe. Thi s allows more acc urate 
unwanted hear effect . Warp and weft train ha e been mea ured u ing two laser e\ten,>ol1leter . 011(' 
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positioned above the cruciform and the other below. The top la er exten ometer ha been mounted on the 
frame such that it follows the fabric centre-line po iti on and orientation (Figure 3-2-+ & Figure 3-2 ). 
Figure 3-24. Biaxia l test rig , cruciform during test 
Figure 3-25. Biaxial test rig , close-up of cruciform during test 
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Load is applied using hydraulic actuators and is measured with load cell d h 
- mounte on t e actuator end 
The reac ti on frame all ows equ al and opposite loads to be applied to the specl'men 
whil st onl y hav ing to co nt ro l one hydrauli c cylinder per axis. 
3.3.2.1 Design details 
Clamp mounted 
on longitudinal 
bars 
Lower frame ---~ 
Heated 
enclosure 
Figure 3-26. Biaxial test rig , side view showi ng clamp and bearings 
in a gi \en directi on 
Laser 
extensometer 
mounted on 
upper fram e 
Upper frame 
Bearing plate 
Bearing & 
mounting block 
Laser 
extensometer 
Bearing plates have been sized to all ow fo r combined trans lat ion (25 7c strain in fill direction of 7001ll1ll 
sample = 175mm di splacement) and rotati on (up to 10°). 
Adjustable feet have been attac hed to the fo ur legs to enable the frame to be le\'ell ed. Thi" i ~ \ ital It) 
ensure that there is no load on the fabric due to gravity ac ting on the con iderab le weight (arrm) \imalel) 
145 kg) of the fl oating upper frame, Fo r example, if the frame was 1 ° off level then the hori zo ntal Corcl' 
acting on the fabric would be, ignoring fr iction , equal to : sin 1 ° x 145kg x 9.81 m<2 = 2-L T = O.Ol' ''+ 
k 1m width . With the lower frame level and the upper frame seated on bearings there i\ negli gJt,il' 
re traint to the movement of the upper fra me. 
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Clamp plates have been des igned to hold the fabric up to failure load, v. hil t minimi . ing damage to 
prevent premature failure at the clamp . A circular steel bar (1 O.Omm or 12.5mm diameter depending on 
fabric thi ckness) is held within a circul ar enclo ure formed between two tee l plate \\ hich arc bolted 
together (Fi gure 3-27). For the biaxial tests carri ed out for thi re earch the end of the cruciform arm" 
were bent over and welded and the steel bar was inse rted in the re ulting . Ieeve (Figure 3-:2 al. Thi, 
method of clamping is ex tremely robust, but does require spec iali st we lding equ ipment (cruciform.., \\ere 
welded by Architen-Landrell ). However, the same clamp arrangement will ati fac toril) ho ld non -\\elded 
samp les (Fi gure 3-28b). The fabric is wrapped around the bar with an additional piece of PYC-pol)e ter 
fabri c on each side. The internal piece increases fri cti on between the fabric and the bar, the outer piece 
protects the cruciform arm from damage where it is loaded again st the clamp. This meth od ha.., been 
shown to give no slippage up to fa ilure, and fa ilure occurs away from the clamp pl ate. 
r 
Threaded hole for 
longitudinal bar (2 No) 
I 
10.0 
I 
16.0 
I 
10.1 , 
45 .0 
18.0 
01 6.0 
- 15 .0 -
2 No. clamp plates mounted on the frame are similar 
but this part is a flat plate welded to the frame 
;' 
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32.0 
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clamping fabric wrapped around 
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Figure 3-27. Section through clamp plate mounted on long itud inal bars 
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(b) 
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PTFE-glass fibre 
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I 
Two add itional layers 
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Figure 3-28. Two clamping methods 
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Use of a scanning laser extensometer (Hounsfield 500L, www) enables accurate, automated, non-co ntact 
strain measurement between two refl ecti ve strips ad hered to the fabric surface. The ex tensometer can be 
set to measure either tensile or compress ive strain , giving an output of zero to one volt which represen ts 
zero to 100% strain . Stra ins ranging from around -10 to +25 9'c need to be measured based on the assumed 
upper stress level of 25% UTS (§3.3.3.2). A met hod has been de ve loped to enable the ex tensometer to be 
used to measure both positi ve and negati ve strain . 
The laser is normall y calibrated by zeroing the readout whilst it is reading the distance betwee n the 
refl ecti ve strips on the unstrained sample. All subsequent strain readings are relati ve to thi s initi al gauge 
length . To enable pos iti ve and negati ve stra in s to be measured a small er initi al calibration length ( L () , 
Figure 3-29) is used, so that the strain read ing on the unstrai ned sample i , say, 15 9C (E ,n,l ). By ~ubtracting 
thi 15% fro m all subsequent read ings the laser can measure from -15 to +859'(" strain (Er). Howe\ er, the~e 
strains are a proporti on of the initi al ca li brat ion length, not the gauge length . Thi s means th at the recorded 
stra in va lues (Er) need to be mod ified to gi ve the percentage strain of the gauge length . 
200mm gauge length I Er I I I 
I I 
< ) I~I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
< ) ,< ) , 
Calibration length (Lo) E'nll 
Figu re 3-29. Laser calibration nomenclature 
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Lo = 200 
1 + Cinit 
Equation 3-1 
Equation 3-2 
where E/ is the recorded strain (Er) expressed as a percentage of the gauge length. Combining Equation 
3-1 and Equation 3-2 gives: 
Equation 3-3 
For each test the initial strains (Cinit in warp and fill directions) were noted, and strain readings were 
adjusted as per Equation 3-3. 
A heated enclosure is used to maintain the cruciform at a constant temperature. A wooden box mounted 
under the cruciform holds two adjustable strip lights which provide a variable level of heating. A sheet of 
Perspex above the cruciform with PVC-polyester flaps at the sides reduces heat loss. Slits in the Perspex 
and wood allow the laser extensometer to operate. A digital thermometer is used with a remote probe 
placed on the fabric surface to monitor the temperature. The level of heating is controlled manually. 
There is no provision for cooling, but the ambient temperature did not exceed the target temperature at 
any time. A temperature of 23 ± 2°C is maintained. 
The hydraulic cylinders are controlled manually usmg two pressure relief valves. The hydraulic 
cylinders are powered by two independent constant pressure pumps. This means that the cylinders will 
deliver a constant load even if high levels of strain occur in the test piece and hence in the cylinder. In 
practice the applied load can vary for a given position of the pressure relief valve, and frequent 
adjustments can be required to maintain a given pair of loads. 
Knurled brass wheels on threaded bars mounted on the end of the hydraulic actuators have been used to 
apply low loads, up to around 1 kN, or 3.3 kN/m. It is difficult to control the hydraulic actuators at low 
load with sufficient accuracy, and so knurled brass wheels have been used to enable manual application of 
low loads. This method works well and enables low levels of load (e.g. prestress) to be applied very 
accurately. However, any creep strain in the fabric leads to a rapid drop in load and so frequent 
adjustment is required to maintain a constant load. 
Strain gauges on the bars just behind the clamp plates ensure that the load measured by the load cell at 
the end of hydraulic cylinder has been successfully transferred to the clamp plate, and hence to the fabric. 
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3.3.2.2 Safety 
The key safety concern for the biaxial test rig is ensuring that the floating upper frame, \\ eighing in 
excess of 145kg, does not fall off the bearings. When a cruciform is clamped in place it holds the upper 
frame in position. However, if the sample were to fail or when the sample is removed the upper frame is 
free to move and could easily slide off the bearings. Several approaches have been adopted to ensure the 
safe operation of the test rig: 
• Loops of rope have been tied around upper and lower frames at each of the four comers. They 
are slack enough to ensure that they do not interfere with the test. The frame might leave the 
bearings, but the ropes would come tight and prevent it falling off the lower frame. 
• When the cruciform is being removed and replaced the upper and lower frames are clamped 
together at one comer using a piece of steel angle and two G-clamps. 
• If the test rig is used for biaxial failure testing it is recommended that the upper frame is 
supported from above (e.g. by overhead crane in a heavy engineering workshop) to prevent 
damage to the bearings and bearing plates due to sudden movement when the cruciform fails. 
There is also scope for the upper frame to pivot on the bearings and fall. Calculations were carried out to 
check that the upper frame was stable in all feasible positions. Other safety considerations when using the 
test rig are: 
• Wearing safety boots at all times, 
• Not reaching between the upper and lower frames In case fabric failure results In sudden 
movement of the upper frame, 
• Not standing by the ends of the hydraulic cylinders, again in case fabric failure results in sudden 
movements, 
• Checking the hydraulic connections are secure and in good condition, 
• A voiding skin contact with hydraulic fluid, 
• A void looking directly into the laser beam emitted by the laser extensometers. 
3.3.2.3 Test rig specification 
• Extremely stiff steel frame ensures negligible frame deflection at working loads, 
• Level frame ensures no unwanted load effects from floating upper reaction frame, 
• Maximum strain 25%, 
• Maximum rotation of fabric warp and fill axes from orthogonal: ± 1 0°, 
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Applied load, limited to 20kN (= 66.7kN/m width) by operating range of loadcell. Hydraulic 
cylinders will apply 100kN (333.3kN/m width). Load cell measurement accurate to ±O.OSk:\". 
Strain measurement. Laser extensometer accurate to 1 part in SO 000; gauge length = 200mm 
giving accuracy of ±0.004mm, i.e. accuracy will not be compromised by extensometer but by 
other factors, for example distortion of the analogue signal from the laser extensometer to the 
data logger, 
Data logging: synchronised readings have been logged at a specified frequency of up to one per 
second. Data recorded are two applied loads, two strains and output from eight strain gauges. 
• Temperature control is manual hence accuracy depends on the operator; ±2°C can be achieved 
easily, usually ±1 0c. Maximum and minimum temperatures have been recorded for each test. 
3.3.3 Test protocol development 
3.3.3.1 Overview 
Cyclic loading is required to provide data on fabric service behaviour rather than initial behaviour. The 
cyclic load pattern aims to simulate loading on a fabric structure: prestress plus wind and snow loads. 
Test protocols used in industry and previous research (Doering, 1993) provide a starting point for 
development of a biaxial test protocol. However, with little published work in this area and little 
justification or explanation available for existing procedures, the protocol proposed in this research has 
primarily been developed through extensive testing. 
Test regimes used in industry e.g. Laboratorium Blum, Stuttgart (Blum, 1980; Blum & Bidmon, 1987; 
Blum & Bogner, 2002) and national standards [MSAJ/M-02-199S] have typically been developed to 
provide suitable data to inform a plane stress model rather than fully explore the response of the fabric. 
This test protocol has been developed with no preconceptions about how the test data will be used; the 
aim is to explore the fabric behaviour as thoroughly as possible. 
Current test methods require a new sample to be used for each biaxial stress ratio. However, a general 
mechanical conditioning regime has been developed which enables a series of biaxial tests to be carried 
out quickly and efficiently on the same sample. This enables the stress-strain response of the fabric to be 
explored thoroughly, not just tested at a limited number of stress ratios. The validity of this method has 
been checked by re-applying stress states at different stages of the test and comparing the resultant strains. 
These repeat readings show whether the test regime affects the subsequent behaviour of the sample. 
The principal limitation of the biaxial test rig, as currently functioning, is that the rate of loading: cannot 
be controlled accurately. Proposed modifications to the test rig include using servo-controlled valves to 
automate testing and improve load accuracy (§6.2.2). The biaxial test rig is designed to maintain constant 
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loads, hence cyclic load regimes must be based around maintained constant loads (square wave) rather 
than constantly changing loads at a given rate (sawtooth). Uniaxial tests have been carried out to 
determine the sensitivity of the fabric response to the rate of loading (§3.1.1, Figure 3-6 & Figure 3-7). 
The test protocol was initially developed from tests on PVC-polyester fabrics (a range of weights and 
thicknesses manufactured by Ferrari and Verseidag), with subsequent testing of PTFE-glass fibre fabric 
(manufactured by Taconic and Verseidag). The framework for the test protocol is three stages: prestress, 
mechanical conditioning and testing. Factors that have been investigated in developing the protocol are: 
• Load levels (§3.3.3.2), 
• Mechanical conditioning (§3.3.3.3), 
• Residual strain (§3.3.3.4), 
• Load history (§3.3.3.5). 
3.3.3.2 Load levels 
The test regime is stress controlled, which is appropriate as the range of expected stresses is known and 
the strains are required. 
The cruciform is held at prestress prior to testing to prevent initial high levels of creep from 
interfering with test results, and to simulate the normal load condition of an in-situ fabric. The 
prestress level is based on typical levels used in structural design, and is defined as a percentage of the 
strip ultimate tensile strength (UTS): 1.3% UTS for PVC/polyester fabric and 2.5% UTS for PTFElglass 
fibre fabric. The strip UTS provides a useful basis for defining test loads as it is usually provided by 
manufacturers and is defined by BS EN ISO 1421: 1998. These percentages are typical of values used in 
industry. However, values vary widely depending on factors such as geometry and expected load patterns. 
The values given here simply provide a standard base load level for testing. If the test was being carried 
out for a particular project, the prestress levels could be modified to ensure the test data was as accurate 
as possible for that application. It is important to note that the aim of the initial application of prestress is 
not to determine compensation values (§ 1.1.3). Compensation values are particular to each project and 
depend on exact prestress levels in warp and fill directions, and are routinely determined by specialist 
contractors such as Architen-Landrell (www). 
The maximum design / test load is based on tear propagation, which occurs at approximately 25~ UTS 
(Happold et aI, 1987). The conditioning load (§3.3.3.3) is 107c higher than the design / test load, the aim 
being to subject the fabric to loads slightly beyond the extremes which will be experienced during the 
test. 
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3.3.3.3 Mechanical conditioning 
The fabric must be mechanically conditioned such that the behaviour measured i /l ot the initial 
behaviour but the typical behaviour of an in-situ fabric. The aim i that a conditi oned fabric \\ ill 
ex hibit the same strain s for a given state of stress for repeated app lication of thi : ~tre S • rate. For 
material s which exhibit significant level of creep, the effect of creep mu . t be remo\ ed before thi" 
compari son can be made (§3.3.3 .4). Thi s will give consistent result throughout a te t. and enable repeat 
readings to be taken usin g a sin gle sample. The re ults should repre ent the beha\'iour of an in-situ fabric 
th at has been ex posed to environmental loads (e.g. wind and snow) better than a test on a \ irgin fabric . 
The purpose of the cyc lic conditi onin g can eas il y be seen from the behav iour of a uni axial strip tes t under 
cyc lic load (Figure 3-30). 
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The mec hanical conditioning cycle is app li ed repeatedl y until the warp and fi ll strain s are sim il ar for 
repeated applicati ons of a given stress state. However, after loadi ng, coated woven fabric s ex hibit hi gh 
levels of res idual strain due to creep and hysteresis of the yarns and coating, and internal fricti onal effec t,> _ 
To determine whether a fabric is conditi oned the strains during each cycle have been compared ((tier 
residual strain has been subtracted from the readings (§3.3.3.4). 
A va ri ati on in strain between cyc les of less than 5% of the actual strain is deemed to be acceptable . 
Testing on various PVC/polyes ter fabrics has shown that typically three, and occa ionall y four. cycle" are 
sufficient. If the ac tual value of stra in is small then the 59'c criterion may be too onerous. in \\ hich (the a 
vari ation of no more th an 0.1 % stra in has been deemed to be acceptab le. 
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3.3.3.4 Residual strain 
Preliminary bi ax ial tests have been carried out which in volved applying \'arious combination~ of load" up 
to the des ign load for around three hours. The test was repeated at twenty-four hour intenah. \\ ith the 
applied load being approximately maintained at prestress between te ts. After four te, t there \\ a<; a gap of 
seventy-two hours and then one fin al test (Figure 3-32). After each test the f!ll st rain has increa"ed 
significantl y. The creep at prestress is negli gibl e over the period of time required for teo tin g. it i" the 
res idual strain in the fabric after a test at hi gh loads which is signi ficant. Similarl y. duri ng a cyc lic 
uni ax ial tes t the strain at prestress steadil y increases (Figure 3-30). 
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Figure 3-32. Residual strain in test on PVC-polyester fabric. 
For results from repeat tests (and within a single test) to be compared meaningfully it is ncccssar~ 
to subtract the residual strains from the results. In fac t, it is useful to remo\'e the effect of rc"iJual 
strain from the results for several reasons: 
• 
• 
• 
Strains from conditioning cycles can be co mpared direct ly with one another to establi"h \\ hen the 
fabric is suffici entl y conditi oned, 
d f d· tl e ' ame 'dIllPJc '\I1J for The stress-strain response can be compare or repeat rea lIlgS on 1 , l • l 
different samples whi ch may have been loaded at different le\'eL or for differcnt timc" and 
henc have different Ie els of res idual strain (Figure 3-33 & Figure 3-3-+). 
Sk win o- of the results due to increased level of re idual train at high load~ i <}\ oid l'd. 
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Figure 3-33. Five tests on PVC-polyester fabric , (a) with creep and (b) with creep removed 
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Verseidag B6853 PVC-polyester fabric 
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Figure 3-34. Warp and fill surfaces with creep removed 
The Japanese standard on membrane material testing (MSAJIM-02- 1995) i the onl y reference when~ a 
similar process of remov ing res idual strain has been found: "if \\ 'e assume a 10l\' !el 'e ! of pretell,\ioll . it 
lIIay sometimes be necessary to set the stress under this cOlldition as the startillg point", "th e illit ioll}()illt 
of the curve in the tell sile test is set individually for each stress ratio" (p.6). Prestress has been chosen 
as a reference state; the modified warp and fill strains ha ve been deemed to be zero under 
prestress. Thi s is an arbitrary choice - any stress state cou ld have bee n chosen for zero strain. The 
reference stress state must be app li ed regularl y during the test to enable res idual strains to be subtractcu 
accurately. Hence prestress is a natural choice as it wi ll be applied at the start and end of the te'>t and 
between each part of any load regime. Strains have been compared each time prestress is arpli eu (in bl1 th 
warp and fill directi ons simultaneously) and the re idual strain is ded ucted from the strain reading'> in that 
interval. The reduction in train is proportional to the applied load and the time for \""hi ch it ha '> been 
applied; based on the assumption th at the greater the applied load the greater the rate or cree p (Figure 
3-35) . 
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Figure 3-35. Removal of residual strain 
Results with residual strain removed are appropriate for elastic structura l analysis. Res idual strain s mll st 
be included in the analysis, however, for calculation of long term stress states and re-tensionin g 
requirements. 
3.3.3.5 Load history 
A fundamental question is: "Does the maximum load which has been applied to a fabric recently 
(or ever) affect the subsequent response of the fabric?" The concern is th at once a fabric has been 
subj ected to the max imum design load (e.g. 25 % UTS), the test results may not be va lid for med ium term 
behaviour (e.g. 2 year expected loading) where the maximum load may never exceed, say, 107c UTS . 
Tests have been can'ied out wit h two different maximum load levels with the aim of determinin g whether 
separate tes ts are required for different load level s. The fabric was mec hanica ll y cond itioned to a load 
10% hi gher than the maximum load for each tes t (§3.3 .3.3). 
The results (Figure 3-36) show the response to medium term loads (purple & ye ll ow) and long term 10aJ" 
(blue and red) for a PVC-polyester fabric. Residual strain has been removed from al l resulb follO\\ ing the 
convention that strain at prestress is deemed to be zero (§3.3.3.4) . The simil arity of the~e "urfacl''' 
indicates that the maximum load applied to the sample during the test does not ,' ignificantl) affect the 
, ub qu nt behaviour. A single tes t has therefore been adopted for all load le\'els . 
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Once the fabric is conditioned it is important to ensure that the sequence of test loads do not affect 
the subsequent response of the fabric. The effect of recent load hi story on the bi ax ial re pon. e of the 
fabric has been in vestigated. A reference stress state was cho en , which was then approached from eight 
different previous stress states (Figure 3-37) . 
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Figure 3-37. Load paths to investigate recent load history 
The level of strain variation due to recent load hi story is significant ; 0.62 S7c in the warp direc ti on and 
0.76% in the fill direction, compared with mean strain va lues of 0. 16% and 1. 33 % respec ti ve ly (Figure 
3-38). A hi gh stress in warp or fill direc tion results in a hi gh strain in that direc ti on (Figure 3-38, load 
path 4 and 6 respec ti vely). 
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Further in vestigation was carried out using four different reference states of stress, and approaching each 
from various prior load states (Figure 3-39)_ 
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Figure 3-39. Load paths to investigate recent load history, multiple reference states 
Two different max imum load levels were used, desc ribed as medium and hi gh. For each load leve l fOllr 
different target stress states were used. Stress states B, C and 0 were approached usin g three di ffercnt 
load paths, state E was approac hed using four different load path s. The aim of the te ts was to asse~~ the 
level of strain variation due to recent load hi story for a wide range of stress rat ios and magn itudes. 
Results are the average of two separate tests on Verseidag B6853 PVC-polyes ter fabric. All re~ lllt<., ha\e 
had residual strains removed. There is good agreement between repeat readin gs (mean difference bet\\een 
the two tests: warp, 0.13 % strain , fill O.IO o/c strain ; max imum difference between repeat t e~t<.,: \\ <'U-P 
0.38% strain , fill 0.21 % strain), and a fairl y good correlat ion between med ium and hi gh le\'el" of applied 
load. The strain variations due to different prev ious stress states are very significan t (Tab le 3-2 ). 
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Strain variation Strain variation 
Stress state Stress (percentage strain) (percentage of mean 
(Figure 3-39) level strain) 
Warp Fill Warp Fill 
B Medium 0.21 0.25 -2.31 2.52 
B High 0.35 0.10 -2.44 0.54 
C Medium 0.35 0.42 3.50 13.86 
C High 0.54 0.54 2.17 6.64 
D Medium 0.23 0.22 1.42 -1.48 
D High 0.53 1.02 1.68 -4.22 
E Medium 0.48 0.36 10.72 -50.00t 
E High 1.19 0.73 9.97 14.66 
All values are for adjusted test data, i.e. with residual strain removed 
Values are means of two tests on Verseidag B6853 PVC-polyester fabric 
t If the mean strain is small, the 'percentage of mean strain' becomes prone to 
large variations 
Table 3-2. Effect of recent load history 
Thorough testing of all 'approach directions' (i.e. previous stress states) for all stress states is clearly too 
time consuming. Hence it is proposed that radial load paths (from prestress) are used to give loading and 
unloading behaviour (Figure 3-40). This is appropriate because: 
1. It is the type of load path the structure will typically experience for a single load event (a gust of 
wind, snow load), i.e. from prestress to a loaded condition and back to prestress, 
2. The loading and unloading behaviour will give a good indication of the variability due to recent 
load history, 
3. It gives frequent applications of prestress to enable accurate residual strain removal for 
determining the underlying elastic characteristics of the fabric. 
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Figure 3-40. Radial load regime 
3.3.4 Biaxial test protocol 
The tes t is carried out at 23 ± 2°C. The protocol consists of th ree part s: pres tress ing, conditi onin g and 
testing. 
Prestress of 1.3% UTS (strip ultimate tensile strength , BS EN ISO 142 1: 1998) for PYC/polyester fabri c 
and 2.5 % UTS for PTFE/glass fibre fabric is app lied for approximately 17 hours. 
Conditioning cyc les (Figure 3-31) are applied until the strain difference between repeated s tre~s ~ t a ( e:--. i:--. 
less than 5% of total strain . Strains are compared with res idual strai n removed . A conce~"ion in thi" 
criterion is required for very low strain s where 5% may not be ac hi evable. 
A test protocol consisting of radial load paths extending from prestress to 25 7c UTS is propo:--.ed (Figure 
3-40). 25 % UTS is the max imum des ign load based on a factor of afety of four to pre\ent tear 
propagation. The cruciform is subj ected to evenly spaced radial load path (Figure 3--+0. A-G), applied in 
the ord r D, B, E, H, C, G, A, F to di stribute hi gh warp and fill load throughout the te\! (Figure 3--+ I ). 
Load path H determine the fabric re ponse at loads below pre tres . Strain s are recorded for both the 
I ading and unload in g part of each radial arm each tre s tate i, held for at least one minute to all~)\\ 
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in itial rapid creep to subside. Warp and fi ll loads and strain are logaed . f' · d h 
b e\ery l\e econ s t roughout the 
te t. The average of at leas t five consecutive readings is taken to define a data point. 
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Thi s protoco l effi cientl y populates the stress space with strain data and freq uentl y returns to pre~trt.''''''' to 
enable accurate removal of residual strains. Thorough testing of the effect of load hi , tory on each "tre" 
tate is infeas ibl e; the loading and unl oad ing results gi ve a good indicat ion of the Inel of \ ariJhilir;. . 
Each radial arm of the load regime is typ ical of the load paths the structure will experience in a 'ingk 
load event (a gu t of wind or snow load) , i.e. from prestres to a loaded condition and bad. to prt'''tre'''' ' 
The hi gh re idual strai ns at the end of a typ ical te t (warp train = O.9 CK . fill strain = I J.L"; In hgurc 
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3-41) show the importance of removing residual strain from the test results to prevent distortion of the 
response surface. 
The test protocol demonstrates a principle for biaxial testing. The details are not fixed; for example, the 
number of radial arms and data points will vary depending on practical considerations. time constraints 
and the level of detail required. Further testing can be carried out for stress states that are important to a 
particular design. 
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3.4 TEST PROG RAM 
Strip tensile 
Prestress (kN/m) Design / test load Conditioning 
Fabric Material 
strength (kN/m) (kN/m) load (k~/m) 
(Type') 
Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE-
Solus glass 124 100 3.10 2.50 31.0 25.0 34.1 27.5 
1120 (05) 
Taconic PTFE-
Solus glass 150 116 3.75 2.90 37.5 29.0 41.3 31.9 
1300 (06) 
Taconic PTFE-
Solus glass 160 160 4.00 4.00 40.0 40.0 44.0 44.0 
1410 (07 ) 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 140 120 3.50 3.00 35.0 30.0 38.5 33.0 B18059 (06) 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 160 140 4.00 3.50 40.0 35.0 44.0 38.5 B18089 (06/07) 
Ferrari PVC-
702T polyester 56 56 0.73 0.73 14.0 14.0 
15.4 15.4 
(I) 
Ferrari PVC-
1002T polyester 84 80 1.09 1.04 21.0 
20.0 23.1 22.0 
(II) 
Ferrari PVC-
1202T polyester 112 112 1.46 1.46 
28.0 28.0 30.8 30.8 
(III) 
Ferrari PVC-
1502T polyester 200 160 2.60 2.08 
50.0 40.0 55.0 44.0 
(IV/V) ! 
Verseidag PVC-polyester 114 100 1.48 1.30 28.5 25.0 31.-+ 27.5 B6853 (III) , 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 i 
Table 3-3. Fabrics tested & stress levels for testing 
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The loads to apply to the fabric were calculated from the values in Table 3-3. The stress levels \\ere 
multiplied by 0.3 to give the load to be applied to the 300mm wide cruciform, and then divided by 0.95 to 
account for the reduction in stress in the centre of the cruciform (§3.3.1). Two samples of each fabric 
were tested, both taken from the same roll. 
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3.5 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
There are no British or European standards on biaxial fabric testing, and little published justification of 
test regimes used in industry. Test regimes are typically developed to inform a plane stress model rather 
than fully explore the fabric response. 
A biaxial test rig has been built based on the 'floating' concept innovated by Architen-Landrell. which 
applies load to a cruciform test piece in the direction of the warp and fill yarns (not necessarily 
orthogonally). The cruciform with slit arms has been adopted, and the stress state within the cruciform 
has been analysed using finite element models. This enabled the appropriate gauge length to be 
determined. The cruciform analysis indicated that a load reduction factor (equal to 0.95) is required to 
convert the applied load to the expected stress in the area of interest. 
A new biaxial test protocol for architectural fabrics has been developed based on extensi ve testing of 
architectural fabrics. Application of prestress followed by mechanical conditioning provides repeatable 
stress-strain data suitable for medium to long term structural design. The test protocol efficiently 
populates the space of feasible stress states; it is not restricted to a limited number of stress ratios. A 
method of removing residual strain from the test data has been developed to prevent skewing of the 
response surface due to creep during the test. Removal of residual strain also enables accurate comparison 
between repeat tests and with predictive models. Test results with residual strain removed are appropriate 
for the elastic analysis currently used for membrane structure design. 
PVC coated polyester and PTFE coated glass-fibre are by far the most commonly used architectural 
fabrics. Tests have been carried out on both types of fabric in a range of weights from several 
manufacturers (PVC/polyester, types I-IV/V; PTFE-glass types G5-G7). Two tests have been carried out 
on each fabric. 
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Biaxial test results and implementation 
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4.1 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
The biaxial test regime developed in this research (§3.3.4) provides a more thorough population of the 
stress-strain data space than previous work in the field (§2.2.3.2). Testing has been carried out on a range 
of PVC-polyester and PTFE-glass fibre fabrics at stresses from zero to 25Cft of their ultimate tensile 
strength. The data can be represented as a series of conventional two dimensional stress-strain plots 
(§4.1.1) or, to comprehensively visualise the fabric response, as a pair of three dimensional response 
surfaces (§4.1.2). 
4.1.1 Classical stress-strain plots 
This familiar form is useful for identifying characteristics of the fabric response and comparing fabric 
behaviour with other materials. It enables comparison with previous fabric test data, which typically 
consists of stress-strain data for a small number of warp to fill stress ratios, e.g. ~: 1, 1: 1, 1 :2. (§2.2.3.2). 
Stress-strain plots can be produced using results from the new test protocol by plotting the stress-strain 
results along each arm of the radial load regime (§3.3.4). Strain measurements have been recorded for 
both increasing and decreasing load; the hysteretic behaviour of coated woven fabrics results in distinct 
loading and unloading curves. In previous work the warp and fill strains are typically plotted against the 
warp stress, the corresponding fill stress being defined by the stress ratio. Because the radial load paths 
start at prestress (rather than zero load) the stress ratio along a radial arm is not constant. Specifying one 
stress level (e.g. warp) on the graph would not fully describe the stress state in the sample. Instead the 
root-mean-square of the warp and fill stresses have been used to give an indication of the stress 
magnitude. Reference to the radial load arm diagram is required to determine the applied loads for a given 
data point. This shows the limitations of trying to plot a relationship between four variables on a two-
dimensional graph, and led to the use of response surfaces (§4.1.2). 
The stress-strain plots are useful for examining the fabric behaviour In detail: non-linear response 
characteristics (e.g. sudden changes in gradient and gradient reversal), hysteretic response envelopes and 
comparison between repeat tests and between different fabrics are all easily examined using stress-strain 
plots. The high levels of residual strain in the fill direction (Figure 4-1 & Figure 4-2) are caused by the 
initial crimp in the fill yams straightening during the conditioning cycles and during the test. This 
straightening of the fill induces additional crimp in the warp, giving some negative residual strain in the 
PTFE-glass fabric (Figure 4-1). The same mechanism occurs in the PVC-polyester, but the creep of the 
yarn fibres ensures that strains in both warp and fill are positive (Figure 4-2). 
To minimise skewing of the test results a method has been developed to remow residual strain from the 
test data (§3.3.3.4). To assess the difference between repeat tests it is beneficial to uSe these adjusted 
results. Raw test data for two tests each on Taconic Solus 1300 PTFE-glass (Figure 4-1) and Ferrari 
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1202T PVC-polyester (Figure 4-2) show poor correlation between the repeat tests. The Solus 1300 results 
show a strain difference of approximately 27c in the fill direction, the 1202T results differ by 0.5°( in the 
warp direction. The adjusted results for the same tests (Figure 4-3 & Figure 4-4) show extremely good 
correlation: the strain differences between the original sets of data are largely due to differing levels of 
residual strain. This variation in residual strain levels may be caused by a different number of 
conditioning cycles being required, or the samples having been held at prestress for different lengths of 
time prior to testing. The adjusted data facilitates comparison of differences in the stress-strain response 
between the two tests, between different stress ratios and between different fabrics. A more rigorous 
assessment of the difference between repeat tests has been carried out by subtracting stress-stress-strain 
response surfaces fitted to the test data (§4.1.2, Table 4-2). 
Notes on Figure 4-1 to Figure 4-12: 
1. 'Warp l' and 'Warp 2' denote strains measured in the warp direction for tests 1 and :2 on 
different fabric samples, 
2. Results are not given for load path H (both stresses below prestress) as the limited number 
of data points at each stress ratio are not appropriate for plotting stress-strain curves. Load 
path H results are included in the response surface plots (Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-24), 
3. The root-mean-square (RMS) stress is used to represent the magnitude of the applied 
stresses, but it is important to realise that at high stress ratios the applied load in one 
direction will be considerably lower than that shown on the axis. This difficulty in 
representing biaxial stress-strain behaviour on two axes led to the use of stress-stress-
strain response surfaces (§4.1.2), 
4. Red circles 0 have been used to identify outlying data points which do not appear to fit 
with the trend of the test data. Due to the limited number of tests (two per fabric type) 
these potentially erroneous points have been identified using subjective judgement, not 
statistical analysis. 
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The non-linear characteristics of coated woven fabric behaviour are clear from the test results for all 
fabrics. There are numerous examples of gradient reversal (e.g. Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4: load path E, 
fill) and sudden changes in gradient (e.g. Figure 4-3: load path A, fill; load path E, warp). Negative strain 
is common in the warp direction. There are three types of negative strain: negative values of strain 
(Figure 4-1, load paths A-F, warp), negative stress-strain gradient (Figure 4-3, load paths A - D (warp), 
load paths E - G (fill); Figure 4-4, load paths A & B (warp), load path E - G (fill)) and negative residual 
strain (Figure 4-1, load paths A-F, warp). 
Tests were carried out on a wide range of fabrics (§3.4) and the test results for all of the samples show 
distinct similarities (Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-12). The structure of all of the fabrics is fundamentally the 
same, and these common stress-strain properties can be explained in terms of the balance of crimp in the 
fabric: 
Load paths A to D. High fill loads result in large strains in the fill direction. Straightening of the fill 
yams introduces crimp into the warp, giving negative stress-strain gradients. As the warp load increases 
through load paths B, C and D the negative warp stress-strain gradient decreases, becoming positive by 
load path D for the PVC-polyester fabrics (Figure 4-4 & Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-12). The balance of crimp 
gradually shifts as the stress ratio changes. 
Load path E. A transition point is reached when the level of crimp is more or less balanced and hence the 
warp and fill strains are both low. 
It may be expected that this would occur around load path D, for which the warp to fill stress ratio is 
approximately 1: 1. In fact, the crimp transition zone can be seen in the load path E results for all fabrics 
tested, with a warp:fill stress ratio that varies between 1.5:1 at low load to 1.7:1 at maximum load. This 
transition point, where for a given stress ratio no crimp interchange occurs, is called the natural stress 
ratio. When biaxial load is applied to a fabric "there exists a load ratio at which no crimp interchange is 
generated" (MSAJIM-02-1995). The natural stress ratio is not necessarily constant for a given fabric as it 
may vary with stress magnitude. During a test it is difficult to ascertain whether strain is occurring due to 
crimp interchange or yarn tensile extension. A more workable definition of the natural stress ratio is the 
stress ratio H'hich results in minimum strain in both warp and fill directions. Minimum strain refers to 
minimum absolute values of strain, with negative and positive strain being kept to a minimum. Because 
crimp interchange results in large strains at low load, minimising fabric strain should minimise crimp 
interchange. 
The fabric response at stress ratios close to the natural ratio is highly non-linear. Small changes in load 
ratio result in a change in the crimp configuration that gives large variations in strain levels and stress-
strain gradient (Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-12, compare load paths D and F). The fabric is considerabl y stiffer 
in this crimp transition zone than for other stress ratios. Particularly for PTFE-g\ass fabrics. the yam 
tensile extension is low at test loads, and the majority of fabric strain is the result of crimp interchange, In 
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the crimp transition zone the level of crimp interchange is minimal and the strain levels are low. For 
example, the adjusted results for Taconic Solus 1120 PTFE-glass (Figure 4-5) give maximum strains in 
warp and fill directions of around 0.79c for load path E, with strains at maximum load (2SC7c UTS) of only 
0.19c. This suggests that the stress ratio at high load (1.7:1) is very close to the conditioned natural stress 
ratio for the fabric. These strains are extremely low given the strain ranges of -7% to 60/c (fill, load path G 
and A respectively) and -5% to 2% (warp, load path A and G). For typical biaxial tests carried out at a 
limited number of stress ratios (e.g. 5: 1, 2: 1, 1: 1, 1:2 and 1 :5) this behaviour at 1.5 to 1.7: 1 might not be 
apparent. 
Load paths F - G. Beyond the crimp transition zone the warp stress dominates the fabric response. 
Straightening of the warp yams gives a positive warp stress-strain gradient, and a negative fill gradient 
due to crimp interchange. 
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When een in i a lati on, stre -strain plots for ome load path . ugge t that the fabric re:,pon e i: 
es enti all y linear (e.g. Figure 4-S, load path D; Figure 4-9 load paths B, C and G). Thi highlight:, the ri . k 
of tes ting at a limited number of stress ratios, which may ugge t that the fabric re~pon e can be 
approximated with a linear or bi-linear function . Thi s may be true for each individual tress ratio, but the 
fabric behaviour at the transition between these stress ratios wi ll not be captured. The complete :,tre. : -
tres -strain response can be better understood using a response surface repre entation (§ -J..1 .2). 
The load ing and unload ing curves demonstrate the co mplex hysteretic behaviour of the fabric. When 
trying to understand the hysteretic response it is necessary to look at the adjusted results (e.g. Figure -1--3 
& Figure 4-4) in conjunction with the actual strain va lues (Figure 4-1 & Figure 4-2). The hys teresis 
curves are quite straightforward to explai n for the original strain values; the unloading st rain lags behind 
the loadi ng strain for a given applied load. If the strain increases wi th increa ing load, then the unl oading 
strain is greater than the loadi ng strain (e.g. Figure 4-1 , load path A, fill ). Conve r ely, when the strain 
decreases on loading, the unloading strai n is less than the loading strain (e.g. Figure 4- J, load path A, 
warp). The leve l of hys teres i is small for PTFE-glass fabrics compared to the large strain variati ons for 
PVC-polyester. Thi s is eas il y understood by considering the material propertie : glas. fibres are 
e senti all y linear elastic with minimal hys teres is, polyester fibres are highl y hys teretic with large 
differences between loadi ng and unloading response (§2. 1.1). 
The load ing and unl oad ing behaviour appears to be more complex once the res idual . train has been 
removed (e.g. Figure 4-3 & Figure 4-4). The unl oadi ng curve can be to the left or ri ght of the loading 
curve, and for some stress ratios the loading and unl oad ing curves are virtuall y coincident. Thi s is simpl y 
a questi on of what proportion of the fabric strain is elas tic for each load path . With littl e res idual . train 
(e.g. Figure 4-1, load path Band D, fill ) the adj usted va lues are very similar to the raw data . With hi gher 
levels of residual strain (e.g. Figure 4-2 , load path A and C, fill ) the hysteres is loop is reve rsed. The exact 
shape of the hys teres is loop is not as important as the leve l of hysteres is. For some load path the 
difference between loading and unl oading strain is high: for example up to 3.S CJc with a strain range of 
7% (Figure 4-3, load path G, fill) or up to 3% with a strain range of 8CJc (Figure 4-11 , load path G, fill ). 
The variation between loadi ng and unloading strains varies from zero to SO CJe of the train range . Thi . is 
v ry significant for the characterisation of the fabric and for understanding the vari abi lity of the fabric 
re pan e (§6 .2.6 & 6.2.8) . Because the fabric is conditi oned these vari ati on in load in g and unl oading 
r ponse are not due to initial effects such as the 'bedding down ' of yarn and local de-l ami nation of the 
coating. The vari ations are medium to long term properties of the fabric respon e, cau:,ed by the 
can tituent materia l properties and possibly by gradual recovery of the coiled yarn tructure (*2. J ). 
There are everal anomalous points on the test data graphs. Because the correlation between the [\\ 0 te,('-, 
on each fabric is typical ly very good, it is often clear when a particular data point i. erroneou . The 
p t nti all outl ying point have been identi fied by in pec ti on as in ufficient data (two :,eh for each 
fabri ) wa a ai lab l to stati ti ca ll y check for outlier . Data point "hich are deemed to be erroneou, J.rc 
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circled in red on the graphs (e.g. Figure 4-12, load path C, warp). Because of the subjecti ve nature of the 
selection of the erroneous points they have not been removed from the test data for the purposes of 
comparison (e.g. between loading and unloading behaviour, and between repeat tests). The comparisons 
given are for all data points, and so represent the worst case. Occasional strain measurement errors mav 
have occurred due to the laser beam being reflected back to the extensometer from the fabric surface. This 
was particularly problematic for PTPE-glass fibre fabrics, and led to a non-reflective surface (a piece of 
paper) being placed on the cruciform between the reflective strips to reduce reflections from the fabric. 
The manual hydraulic control system used for this research was very sensitive and care was required to 
avoid suddenly increasing the load on the fabric. Rapid loading would give a different stress-strain 
response to the gradual load increments specified by the test protocol (§6.2.1). 
4.1.2 Response surface representation 
The test protocol proposed in this research (§3.3.4) effectively quantifies the biaxial stress-strain 
behaviour of coated woven fabrics for all feasible stress states up to the maximum design stress. More 
accurately this should be described as the stress-stress-strain-strain behaviour. Each data point consists of 
four values: warp stress, fill stress, warp strain, fill strain. Ideally a representation in four dimensional 
space (perhaps using a hypercube as the basis for the axes?) would fully encapsulate the test data. Given 
the limitation of two-dimensional media, two three-dimensional surfaces have been used, enabling all of 
the data for each test to be plotted on one graph (Figure 4-13). 
Response surfaces allow test data for all feasible stress-states to be represented on one graph. The lower 
bounds of the surface (x and y axes) are absolute as the compression stiffness of architectural fabrics is 
negligible, hence significant compressive stresses do not occur. The upper limits of the surface are 
bounded by the maximum design load, assumed to be 257c UTS (§3.3.3.2). This is sufficient for all stress 
states that will be encountered using current design principles. 
The stress-stress-strain surface representation enables visualisation of the complete data set and hence 
provides a better understanding of the fabric behaviour. The stress-strain graphs (Figure 4-3 to Figure 
4-12) show that initial high levels of strain at low load give way to stiffer fabric behaviour when crimp 
interchange is complete. However, response surfaces are required to see how the response changes as the 
load changes from, for example, high warp/low fill to low warp/high fill. Surface representations also 
provide the means to comprehensively assess the validity of predictive models (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 4-13. Test data plotted on stress-stress-strain axes , Ferrari 1202T PVC-polyester 
Minami et al (1997) joined biaxial test curves at several stress rati os to form re ponse surfaces in the 
stress-stress-strain space (§2.3.3). This concept has been applied to the test data : a facetted surface has 
been generated in MarIah pass ing through all of the test points (Figure 4-14 & Figure 4- 15 ). The test 
protocol provides loading and unloading data, hence two surfaces are plotted for eac h fabr ic ax is (warp 
and fill). The surface should pass through all data points, but there are data points arou nd the edge which 
are not interpolated by the surface. This is due to difficulties in defining the limits of the urface. The 
surface has straight sides (ali gned with the axes) in the x-y plane; if all of the scattered data points we re 
included in the surface then some extrapolation would be nece sary. To avo id thi s the Marlab functi on 
which defines the surface mi sses some points at the extremes of the data set. However, the surface i~ 
suffi cient for visualising the test data. For implementation in structural analysis u e of all data poinb i ~ 
required (§4.2.3). 
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Loading and unloading surfaces could be used as the upper and lower bounds of the fabric response. but 
neither consistently provides higher or lower values for a given stress state. It would be better to 'drop' 
upper and lower bounding surfaces onto the whole data set. Multiple sets of test data could be combined 
to define these upper and lower bounds. Alternatively, and more readily applicable to structural analysis. 
a mean surface can be used (Figure 4-16 & Figure 4-17) with the deviation of the loading and unloading 
data points from the mean providing a measure of confidence in the results (Table 4-1). This is 
appropriate as the measurement of loading and unloading data points has been included in the test 
protocol to give an indication of the variability due to recent load history (§3.3.3). Any real load eVent 
(e.g. a gust of wind) will give a complex load history dependent on wind direction, duration, canopy 
shape, etc. The loading and unloading results should be seen as the expected variability during any 
analysis. The difference of the two curves from their mean is given as the standard deviation of the data-
set, which is the root-mean-square deviation of the data points from their mean. The level of deviation of 
the data points from the mean surface is fairly consistent for all fabrics, but the values are different for 
PVC-polyester and PTFE-glass and in warp and fill directions (Table 4-1). Calculating the deviation as a 
percentage of the strain range gives a better idea of the significance of the variation. The mean deviations 
in warp and fill directions are 2.2 and 2.8% of the strain range, giving a range of values of around 5£Jc of 
the strain range. This suggests that the overall effect of recent load history is quite small, and that it may 
be reasonable to use the mean response surface in analysis. 
This appears to be in stark contrast to the large differences (up to 100% of the measured strain) between 
loading and unloading curves discussed in section 4.1.1. Reasons for this apparent discrepancy are as 
follows: 
1. The values gIven above are deviations from the mean surface, whereas In section 4.1.1 the 
differences quoted are between the loading and unloading curves. 
2. The differences discussed in section 4.1.1 are maximums; those given in Table 4-1 are mean 
values for all stress states tested. The difference between the loading and unloading curves is 
always zero at the two extremes of the curve. At maximum load the curves meet at a single data 
point, at minimum load (i.e. prestress) the curves intersect because the strain at prestress is zero 
by definition for the adjusted data. 
3. In section 4.1.1 the strain difference is compared to the strain values at a single point and it is 
seen that the difference is up to 100% of the measured strain. For example, if the loading and 
unloading strains are 1 % and 2%, the difference is 1 % which is 100% of the loading strain and 
50% of the unloading strain). In Table 4-1 the strain differences are compared with the total strain 
range for the test, which results in the difference being expressed as a smaller proportion. 
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Combined standard deviation Combined standard deviation of 
Material 
of loading & unloading loading and unloading surfaces 
Fabric surfaces from their mean from their mean (percentage of (TypeT) (percentage strain) the strain range) 
Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE-glass 0.15 I Solus 1120 (G5) 0.29 2.37 2 . .1.6 
I 
Taconic PTFE-glass 0.13 Solus 1300 (G6) 0.31 2.40 2.67 
Taconic PTFE-glass 0.15 Solus 1410 (G7 ) 0.08 3.31 1..1.6 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 0.19 0.43 2.11 B18059 (G6) 2.51 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 0.21 0.38 2.53 2.43 B18089 (G6/G7) 
Mean values for PTFE-glass 0.17 0.29 2.54 2.31 
Ferrari 702T PVC- 0.06 0.18 polyester (I) 1.71 3.23 
Ferrari PVC- 0.07 0.22 1002T polyester (II) 1.98 3.63 
Ferrari PVC-
1202T polyester 0.12 0.30 2.10 
4.31 
(III) 
Ferrari PVC-
1502T polyester 0.09 0.35 
1.54 2.90 
(IV/V) 
Verseidag PVC-polyester 0.11 0.28 2.11 2.80 B6853 (III) 
Mean values for PVC- 0.09 0.27 1.89 3.37 polyester 
Overall mean values 0.13 0.29 2.22 2.84 
All values are for adjusted test data, i.e. with residual strain removed. 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, § 2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 4-1. Deviation of loading and unloading surfaces from their mean 
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The re ults of two tests on the same type of fabric can be compared by ove rl ay ing the mean re pon. e 
urfaces (Figure 4-1 8 & Figure 4-1 9) and subtrac ting one from the other (Fi gure ~-20 & Figure -1--21 ). 
The root-mean-square va lue of the difference between the surfaces gi ve. an indicat ion of the \ariability 
between tests (Figure 4-2). 
Ferrari 1202T PVC -polyester fab ric 
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RMS difference RMS difference 
Standard deviation of 
between repeat tests between repeat tests 
R~lS difference 
Fabric Material (percentage of the between repeat tests (TypeT) (percentage strain) (percentage of the strain range) 
strain range) 
Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE-glass 
Solus 1120 (G5) 0.13 0.09 2.11 0.79 1.92 0.70 
Taconic PTFE-glass 
Solus 1300 (G6) 0.06 0.11 1.1 0.96 0.67 0.69 
Taconic PTFE-glass 
Solus 1410 (G7 ) 0.21 0.24 4.79 4.82 4.12 4.81 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 0.16 0.17 1.83 B18059 (G6) 0.98 1.18 0.98 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 0.15 0.20 1.70 1.27 B18089 (G6/G7) 1.50 1.26 
Mean values for PTFE-glass 0.14 0.16 2.31 1.76 1.88 1.69 
Ferrari 702T PVC- 0.10 0.11 polyester (I) 3.07 1.94 1.11 1.23 
Ferrari PVC- 0.19 1002T polyester (II) 0.44 5.25 7.19 2.45 2.93 
Ferrari PVC-
1202T polyester 0.14 0.11 2.52 1.48 
2.48 1.27 
(III) 
Ferrari PVC-
1502T polyester 0.29 0.45 4.75 3.67 
4.62 2.26 
(IV/V) 
Verseidag PVC-polyester 0.34 0.39 6.37 3.92 6.37 3.50 B6853 (III) 
Mean values for PVC- 0.21 0.30 4.39 3.64 3.41 2.2'+ polyester 
Overall mean values 0.18 0.24 3.35 2.70 2.6'+ 1.96 
All values are for adjusted test data, i.e. with residual strain removed. 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 4-2. Difference between repeat tests 
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With only two tests carried out on each fabric, the results in Table 4-2 cannot be taken as a conclus i ve 
measure of fabric variability. However, the values do provide a general idea of the level of variability and 
show some broad trends. Overall, PTFE-glass fibre fabrics give slightly more consistent results than 
PVC-polyester; explained by the almost linear elastic tensile properties of glass fibres, coupled with the 
high tensile modulus which results in a large proportion of the fabric strain being due to crimp 
interchange - a predictable, repeatable mechanism. The mean level of variability between tests for all 
fabrics is small: the difference between repeat tests being similar to the difference between loading and 
unloading results. Any further deductions would be speculative: extensive testing is required to establish 
the statistical distribution of fabric properties for a particular fabric type, batch or roll (§6.2.8). 
4.1.3 Creep & recovery 
Most of the results discussed above (§4.1.1 & §4.1.2) have been presented with residual strain removed, 
such that the strain at prestress is deemed to be zero throughout the test. This is valid for calculating the 
load-extension behaviour of the fabric. However, for patterning, installation and design of provision for 
re-tensioning, the actual levels of strain are required. Analysis of the levels of residual strain during the 
course of a test gives an indication of the expected in-service fabric strains. 
The biaxial test protocol provides frequent measures of the strain at prestress; Table 4-3 provides values 
at three stages of the test. Prestress values used in these tests (§3.3.3.2) are, 
PVC-polyester: 0.13 x strip ultimate tensile strength (BS EN ISO 1421:1998), 
PTFE-glass: 0.25 x strip ultimate tensile strength (BS EN ISO 1421:1998), 
with fabric strengths from manufacturers' data sheets. 
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Approximately 17 After three After test (after 5 
hours at prestress conditioning cycles minutes at 
Fabric Material Sample 
prestress) 
(Type') number 
Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill 
strain (%) strain strain strain strain strain (Ck ) (Ck) (Ck ) (Ck ) (7c ) 
Taconic PTFE-glass 023 1.44 -0.29 -0.33 6.39 0.57 5..+1 
Solus 1120 (G5) 
024 1.04 -0.15 -0.93 6.19 0.27 5.47 
Taconic PTFE-glass 042 0.07 2.04 -1.49 12.20 -0.45 10.87 
Solus 1300 (G6) 043* - -
-1.18 10.87 -0.33 9.50 
Taconic PTFE-glass 013 0.57 1.74 -0.20 6.93 0.40 1.78 
Solus 1410 (G7) 014 0.96 0.84 0.14 4.79 0.70 4.22 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 018 0.60 2.31 -1.26 13.88 0.45 11.61 
B18059 (G6) 021 0.88 1.33 -0.81 13.66 0.87 11.59 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 028 1.02 1.94 -1.19 13.69 -0.06 12.27 
B18089 (G617) 029 1.15 2.85 -0.87 13.85 0.25 12.61 
PVC- 040 1.17 -0.76 1.12 1.79 1.88 1.14 
Ferrari 702T polyester 
(I) 041 0.19 -1.85 0.22 0.50 0.94 -0.03 
Ferrari PVC- 002 1.31 -2.00 1.73 1.10 2.00 1.55 
1002T polyester (II) 004 0.44 -0.26 0.64 2.93 1.10 2.73 
Ferrari PVC- 037 1.41 -1.86 1.75 3.52 2.51 
3.38 
1202T polyester (III) 038 1.48 -1.54 2.03 3.72 2.92 3.16 
Ferrari PVC- 036 0.53 -4.15 1.10 0.55 
2.10 -0.02 
1502T polyester (IVN) 037 1.41 -1.85 1.78 3.53 2.54 3.38 
Verseidag PVC- 032 0.65 0.16 -0.71 
5.97 -0.16 5.76 
B6853 polyester (III) 034 0.54 0.03 0.12 7.42 2.10 9.82 
All values are for non-adjusted test data, i.e. including residual strain. 
t Data for initial stages of test lost due to a data-logging error. ! 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, § 2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 4-3. Residual strain levels at prestress 
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The Verseidag PTFE-glass fabrics gIve consistent values of residual strain, and the results can be 
explained in terms of fabric deformation mechanisms. After seventeen hours at prestress the initiall~ 
highly crimped fill yarn has straightened to give a positive strain, while the less crimped warp yam has 
straightened slightly to give a small strain (§3.2, Figures 3-11 & 3-12). These values are similar to those 
that would be used for compensation. After three conditioning cycles the fill strain has increased 
substantially to around 139c. This is higher than the 11.19c and 1O.59c theoretical decrimping strains 
calculated from fabric cross-section images for the two fabrics (§5.4.1, Table 5-6). The additional strain 
may be due to inelastic strain of the yarn. Whilst glass fibre tensile behaviour is essentially linear elastic, 
changes to the twisted yarn structure may result in inelastic strain (§2.1.1). The total decrimping of the fill 
yams caused by the conditioning results in an increase in warp crimp and corresponding negative warp 
strain. After testing at a wide range of load levels and ratios the balance of crimp has been partially 
restored, giving a decrease in fill strain and an increase in warp strain. 
The results for some fabrics are inconsistent and difficult to explain. After seventeen hours at prestress the 
PVC-polyester fabrics and the Taconic Solus 1120 PTFE-glass exhibited higher levels of strain in the 
warp direction than the fill. All of these fabrics, except Verseidag B6853, gave negati ve fill strains. This 
is contrary to the explanation given above for the Verseidag PTFE-glass fabric behaviour. One reason for 
the increased warp strains is that for some fabrics the prestress level used for this test protocol is higher in 
the warp than the fill. This is because the fabrics are stronger in the warp direction than the fill, and the 
prestress level is based on the strip ultimate tensile strength (§3.4). This may explain the high warp strain 
for the Taconic Solus 1120, Ferrari 1002T and Ferrari 1502T. However, Taconic Solus 1300 and the 
Verseidag PTFE-glass fabrics also have high warp prestress levels but behave as expected with high fill 
strain and low warp strain. 
All of the Ferrari fabrics consistently give low warp strains (zero to -49c) and positive fill strains. These 
fabrics are manufactured using the Precontraint system which tensions the fill yams during coating to 
give more balanced crimp in warp and fill directions in the finished fabric. This reduces the level of 
decrimping available in the fill direction, and provides more balanced fabric behaviour. However, with 
the exception of 1502T, the results show that these fabrics do have a greater level of crimp in the fill than 
the warp. 
The exact way in which prestress is applied may affect the resultant levels of warp and fill strain. Due to 
difficulties in manually controlling the hydraulic actuators on the biaxial test rig at low loads, prestress 
has been applied manually by using a wheel on a threaded bar (§3.3.2.1). This enables wry accurate 
control at low loads with no risk of an accidental sudden increase in load. Load application using this , 
method is displacement controlled. This means that as load is applied in one direction the load in the other 
direction changes due to crimp interchange. An iterative series of adjustments is required to achieve the 
desired prestress in both directions. The order in which the warp and fill loads are applied to the 
cruciform may affect the strain levels. Prestress has, principally, been applied in two or three increments. 
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with warp and fill directions being increased alternately. An automated control system is being installed 
(§6.2.2) which will enable loads to be applied simultaneously at constant rates. However, for this research 
there was no set system for which direction the load was applied in first. The two resultant loading 
scenanos are: 
• 
• 
Load applied in fill direction first. Crimp interchange results in loading of warp direction. so 
virtually all load application is made by extension in the fill direction. 
Load applied in warp direction first. Extension of warp yarns only results in minimal crimp 
interchange, hence extension in fill direction is also required. Only a small extension in the fill is 
required to reach prestress as less crimp interchange occurs with the already tensioned warp 
yarns. 
If crimp interchange was a linear elastic mechanism then the order in which the displacements/loads were 
applied would be immaterial. However, the effect of friction (inter-yarn and yarn-coating). inelastic 
coating extension and creep all result in inelastic behaviour; hence the order of load application may 
result in significant changes in strain level. These effects are particularly significant at low loads. Load 
cycling between zero (or a minimal holding load) and prestress (Doering, 1993) may negate these effects 
and prevent the initial load sequence affecting the prestress strains. 
This effect may be significant for compensation testing which requires accurate determination of strains 
at prestress. This also highlights the importance of the installation sequence: the order in which, for 
example, edge cables are tensioned and masts are jacked up may give different levels of warp and fill 
prestress for given applied displacements (§6.2.7). For the research presented in this thesis any 
discrepancies resulting from the initial application of prestress should not significantly affect the test 
results after mechanical conditioning. This can be seen in the strains at prestress after conditioning and 
testing (Table 4-3), which are more consistent than those before conditioning. 
After conditioning and testing, the PTFE-glass fabrics all give high fill strains (between 4.2 and 12.6o/c) 
with fairly consistent results for repeat tests (Table 4-3). For three fabrics (Taconic Solus 1120 and both 
Verseidag fabrics) the mean difference between repeat tests after conditioning is less than 0.6% strain. 
However, for the Taconic Solus 1300 and 1410 the differences are 1.3Y7c and 2.149c respectively. 
Similarly, after testing the Taconic Solus 1120 and both Verseidag fabrics gave very consistent results 
(mean difference of 0.147c), whereas for Taconic Solus 1300 and 1410 the differences were 1.387c and 
2.44%. The differences are very similar after conditioning and after testing, suggesting that they are a 
feature of the fabric samples. Whilst this suggests that the heavier Taconic fabrics may have less 
consistent material properties, further testing would be required to make any conclusive statements. 
Warp strains after conditioning and after testing range from 0.149c and -1.499c. Decrimping of the highly 
crimped fill yarns at high fill stresses is inelastic, leading to high levels of fill strain when the fabric is 
returned to prestress. The Precontraint Ferrari fabrics give much lower fill strains due to the more 
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balanced initial cnmp configuration. The Ferrari results contrast with the Verseidag B6853 P\'C-
polyester which has high fill and low warp strains similar to the PTFE-glass fabrics. While not providing 
an exact prediction of the fill strains, the theoretical decrimping strains calculated from fabric geometry 
measurements do fit the trends described above (§5.4.1, Table 5-6). 
Strains of around 14S7c suggest that scope for significant re-tensioning may be required in some structures 
to prevent loss of prestress and subsequent excessive movement of the fabric. It is important to assess 
how these strain values relate to a real structure. The test protocol applies stresses up to a design load of 
25% UTS. An in-situ fabric will infrequently be exposed to these stress levels, and they will tend to occur 
in localised areas (e.g. the top of conics and clamped comers). The structure will be exposed to loading 
between prestress and design load throughout its design life, not just for the five hours which it takes to 
complete a test. Long term strains (i.e. maximum expected in the design life of the structure) may be even 
higher than those in Table 4-3, due to a combination of extreme load events and long term creep. A stress-
area assessment of the structure, combined with expected load levels and durations, would be required to 
give some idea of an expected overall level of residual strain (§6.2.8). Care must be taken with re-
tensioning: after long term creep materials may have a failure strain independent of their failure load. 
With excessive re-tensioning this failure strain could be reached, leading to failure at low loads (§6.2.4). 
The recovery of the fabric after an extreme load event is important. If the high residual strains are 
temporary they may not contribute to long term strain. They would still be significant for ponding: if 
snow load results in excessive deflections, melt-water will accumulate, potentially leading to fabric 
failure (§ 1.1.2). Following one biaxial test the stress in the fabric was maintained at prestress for nearly 
four days to monitor recovery (Table 4-4). This data was not recorded for any other fabrics. 
Approx.17 Immediately 47 hours after 90 hours after hours at 
after test test test prestress 
Warp strain (9c) 0.71 0.86 0.80 0.76 
Fill strain (9c) 1.07 11.63 11.70 11.68 
Table 4-4. Recovery of Verseidag 818059 PTFE-glass 
Recovery of the fabric is negligible: the strain in the fill direction is largely due to inelastic decrimping. 
The fill strain can only be reduced by high loads in the warp direction re-introducing the crimp. 
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4.2 REPRESENTATION & IMPLEMENTATION OF TEST RESULTS 
4.2.1 Comparison of test data with plane stress model 
Use of biaxial fabric test data in structural analysis is typically set within a plane stress framework using 
elastic moduli and interaction terms (§2.3.3). The suitably of this approach for representing non-linear 
fabric behaviour has been assessed by comparing test data from this research with the 'best fit' plane 
stress model. Residual strain has been removed from the test results and the mean value of the loading 
and unloading curves has been calculated (Figure 4-22). This simplification approximates the inelastic 
hysteretic fabric behaviour with an elastic response. This simplification is necessary before trying to 
represent the fabric behaviour with a plane stress model. 
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Figure 4-22. Simplification of test data 
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Plane stress theory defines strains in terms of stresses, Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios. Applying 
plane stress theory to the principal warp and fill fabric axes gives: 
Equation 4-1 
Equation 4-2 
where e = strain, (J = stress, E = Young's modulus, subscripts H' and f denote warp and fill directions 
respectively, and l' = Poisson's ratio, defined as: 
Vwf = fill direction strain caused by unit strain in the warp direction, 
VI\\ = warp direction strain caused by unit strain in the fill direction. 
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The results for each pair of tests on one type of fabric have been combined into one data-set, and values 
of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio have been determined to minimise the root -mean-square 
deviation of the plane stress values from the test results (Table 4-5). This has been carried out using 
Microsoft Excel 2003 and the standard Solver add-in. No constraints were imposed on the values of 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. For each stress state tested the strains predicted by Equation 4-1 
and Equation 4-2 have been compared with the test results (Table 4-5). The plane stress equations define 
planes in the stress-stress-strain space which can be used to visualise the representation of the test data 
(Figure 4-23 & Figure 4-24). 
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RMS strain 
difference for all RMS strain 
Young's modulus 
Poisson's ratio:i: test data points difference 
Fabric Material 
(kN/m width) (percentage strain, (percentage of test 
(Type') sd = standard strain range) 
deviation) 
Warp Fill Vfw Vwf Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE-
Solus glass 960.7 371.7 1.87 0.57 0.53, sd 0.96, sd 7.21 
1120 (G5) =0.50 = 0.91 
6.-+1 
Taconic PTFE-
Solus glass 1229.3 416.7 2.02 0.50 0.41, sd 0.88, sd 6.82 5.99 
1300 (G6) = 0.37 = 0.81 
Taconic 
Solus PTFE- 2246.9 1161.7 1.36 0.49, sd 0.34, sd 0.60 9.72 4.93 
1410 
glass (G7 ) = 0.45 = 0.33 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 755.5 356.2 1.78 0.58 0.64, sd 1.38, sd B18059 = 0.58 =1.27 6.29 6.'+9 (G6) 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 852.2 341.5 1.91 0.54 0.75, sd 1.29, sd 7.93 B18089 = 0.7 = 1.23 6.61 (G6/G7) 
Mean values for 1208.9 529.6 1.79 0.56, sd 0.97, sd 0.56 7.59 6.09 PTFE-glass = 0.52 = 0.91 
Ferrari PVC-polyester 592.0 342.9 0.20, sd 0.33, sd 702T 1.01 0.35 = 0.18 = 0.30 5.35 .+.-+7 (I) 
Ferrari PVC- 0.34, sd polyester 772.8 463.0 0.98 0.46, sd 1002T 0.37 = 0.32 = 0.45 7.95 5.71 (II) 
Ferrari PVC- 0.51, sd 0.46, sd polyester 877.9 506.0 0.79 0.42 8.08 5.23 1202T (III) = 0.47 = 0.42 
Ferrari PVC- 0.45, sd 1.02, sd polyester 1192.2 536.1 1.59 0.37 6.33 6.58 1502T (lVN) = 0.41 = 0.94 
Verseidag PVC- 0.5, sd = 0.66, sd 
B6853 polyester 825.7 341.6 1.20 0.38 0.45 = 0.60 
7.54 5.18 
(III) 
Mean values for PVC- 852.1 437.9 1.11 0.38 
0.4, sd = 0.59, sd 7.05 5.43 
polyester 0.37 = 0.54 
All values are determined from adjusted test data, i.e. with residual strain removed. 
t According to plane stress theory Poisson's ratio cannot exceed 0.5. However, higher values are required to 
model the high level of warp-fill interaction and large negative strains which occur in woven fabrics under 
biaxial load, 
Vwf = fill direction strain caused by unit strain in the warp direction, 
Vfw = warp direction strain caused by unit strain in the fill direction. 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, § 2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 4-5. Plane stress representation of fabric test data 
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The overall correlation between the test data and plane stress representation is good. For PVC-polyester 
fabrics the variation between the test data and plane stress model is only twice as much as the \'ariation 
between the two repeat tests (Table 4-6). The plane stress representation is only slightly less accurate for 
the PTFE-glass fabrics, but the fabric response is more consistent between tests makino- the mean 6 to 
t> 
7.5o/c discrepancy between the test data and plane stress model more significant. The good fit of the plane 
stress model to the PVC-polyester test data can be attributed to the low level of crimp in the fabric, and 
the low tensile modulus of the polyester yarns. The low level of crimp (compared to PTFE-glass fabrics) 
results in less marked non-linearity. The low tensile modulus reduces the effect of the transition between 
crimp interchange at low load and yarn extension at higher loads. Whilst the mean deviation of the plane 
stress representation from the test data is good, the standard deviation is large (similar to the difference, 
Table 4-5). For some stress ratios and load levels the correlation is not so good, as can be seen in Figure 
4-23 & Figure 4-24. 
Even when mechanically conditioned, the response of PTFE-glass fabrics is highly non-linear due to 
significant crimp interchange at low load and tensile extension of the stiff glass yams at high loads. The 
repeat tests on PTFE-glass give much closer results than for PVC-polyester because the tensile properties 
of glass fibres are essentially linear elastic, unlike the non-linear, time dependent polyester yam 
behaviour (§2.1.1). For the PTFE-glass fabrics, in the fill direction the RMS difference between the plane 
stress model and test data is 3.5 times greater than the difference between repeat tests. 
RMS difference between two RMS difference between best plane stress representation and 
tests as a percentage of the 
test data, as a percentage of 
Material strain range, from Table 4-2. 
strain range, from Table 4-5. 
Warp Fill Warp Fill 
PTFE-glass 2.31 1.76 7.59 6.09 
PVC-polyester 4.39 3.64 7.05 5.43 
Table 4-6. Comparison of plane stress model with difference between repeat tests 
The relatively close correlation between the plane stress model and test data seems to be in stark contrast 
with previous work on the non-linear nature of coated woven fabrics (§2.1.4). One reason for this is that 
some previous research used stress-strain data for initial fabric behaviour (Clulow & Taylor, 196.3: Day, 
1986), which exhibits greater non-linearities than the mechanically conditioned response measured in this 
research. However, it is the conditioned behaviour which is appropriate for structural analysis, for which 
medium to long term material properties are required. Another reason for the apparent discrepancy is the 
way in which the results are visualised. Conventional stress-strain plots at a single warp to fill stress ratio 
may show significant non-linearities which are unsuitable for linear representation. Comprehensive data 
giving an overview of the fabric behaviour for all stress states may show that these non-linearities are not 
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as significant. However, the plane stress representation does involve considerable approximation; a 
method which fully utilises the test data without simplification would enable more accurate structural 
modelling and give higher levels of confidence in the design process. 
For a linear elastic orthotropic material subjected to biaxial stress, the Young's moduli and Poisson's ratio 
are related by Equation 4-3: 
Equation 4-3 
where: Ew is the warp direction Young's modulus, 
Ef is the fill direction Young's modulus, 
Vwf is the fill direction strain caused by unit strain in the warp direction and 
Vfw is the warp direction strain caused by unit strain in the fill direction. 
The values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio determined above (Table 4-5) do not fit this 
relationship. Consider the mean values for each fabric material from Table 4-5: 
PTFE-glass fibre: Ew I Vwf = 1209 I 0.56 = 2157, 
Ef I Vfw = 530 I 1.79 = 296, 
PVC-polyester: Ew I Vwf = 852 I 0.38 = 2242, 
Efl Vfw = 438 I 1.11 = 395, 
It is proposed here from inspection of the values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio in Table 4-5 
shows that these values adhere more closely to an inverse of the plane stress relationship for an 
orthotropic material. However, a constant (C) also needs to be introduced for the relationship to hold: 
Equation 4-4 
Values of C are reasonably consistent for each fabric material: 
PTFE-glass fibre: Mean value of C = lAO (standard deviation = 0.11), 
PVC-polyester: Mean value of C = 1.51 (standard deviation = 0.33). 
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For comparison, if a similar constant is introduced in Equation 4-3 the values are much more variable: 
PTFE-glass fibre: Mean value of C = 7.32 (standard deviation = 2.82). 
Mean value of C = 5.70 (standard deviation = 2.54). PVC-polyester: 
The inverse relationship introduced in Equation 4-4 is more apposite for coated woven fabrics than the 
plane stress relationship (Equation 4-3). Whilst having little association with plane stress theory. Equation 
4-4 provides a simple relationship between the Young's modulus and Poisson' s ratios which best 
represent the biaxial response of architectural fabrics. 
Informal peer review of this research questioned the validity of the values In Table 4-5 and the 
relationship defined by Equation 4-4: 
"This material would violate the reciprocal theorem and the conservation of energy. 
Consider a unit square of material. I will use s for stress and e for strain. If we consider two load 
conditions 
1. sa and Sb in the x and y directions respectively 
2. Sc and Sd in the x and y directions respectively 
If we apply 1 followed by 2 the strain energy is 
W = Y2 ( Sa.ea + Sb.eb ) + V2 ( sc.ec + Sd.ed ) + ( Sa.ec + Sb·ed ) 
If we apply 2 followed by 1 the strain energy is 
W = Y2 ( sa.ea + Sb.eb ) + Y2 ( sc.ec + Sd·ed ) + ( sc·ea + Sd·eb ) 
Now the strain energy should be independent of how we get there for conservation of energy so 
that implies that 
Y2 ( sa.ea + Sb.eb ) + Y2 ( sc.ec + Sd.ed ) + ( Sa·ec + Sb·ed ) = 
Y2 ( sa.ea + Sb.eb ) + Y2 ( sc.ec + Sd·ed ) + ( sc·ea + Sd·eb ) 
or 
( sa.ec + Sb.ed ) = ( sc·ea + Sd·eb ) 
Using a strain-stress relationship 
ex = A.sx + B.sy 
ey = C.sx + D.sy 
we get that 
( sa.sc.A + Sa.sd.B + Sb'Sc'C + Sb.Sd. D ) = ( sa.sc.A + Sb.sC.B + Sa,Sd'C + Sb,Sd· D ) 
or 
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Which is only satisfied if B = C. Or the standard relationship between E and nu for an orthotropic 
material; i.e. the nu values are not independent." 
Hendry. 2005 
This query is correct in the context of a homogeneous materiaL Fundamental to this research is the fact 
coated woven fabrics are not homogeneous materials: the interaction of warp and fill yams and the 
behaviour of the twisted yam structure mean that they are better described as a mechanism. It is this 
mechanical interaction, analysed in detail in Chapter 5, which causes the elastic moduli and Poisson' s 
ratios to not fit the relationship for a homogeneous material (Equation 4-3). This effect is augmented by 
the fact that the fabric is composed of two different materials. The mechanical properties of the fibres and 
the coating dominate the fabric response at different load levels (essentially coating at low load load, 
fibre/yam at high load). The lack of conservation of energy is due to frictional effects at crossovers, 
inelastic yam crushing and inelastic coating extension. 
The values of elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio provide a useful tool for approximating the non-linear 
fabric response surface with a best fit plane. It may be more appropriate to refer to these as arbitrary 
parameters which define a best fit plane, as opposed to than mechanical parameters or elastic constants. 
These values enable the test data to be used in analysis software with little or no modification (§4.2.3). 
The values provide convenient notation to define the extension and lateral contraction of the fabric for a 
given load state. Definition of elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios is not meant to suggest that the fabric 
behaves as a typical homogeneous material. It has already been established that fabric shear and bending 
do not correspond to the conventional definitions used for engineering materials. For example, simple 
shear is defined as a constant area deformation, whereas shear of woven fabrics results in a reduction in 
area (§2.1.4.3). It is proposed here that the biaxial tensile behaviour is also fundamentally different to 
other materials. Whilst Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios can be used to approximate this behaviour, it 
is clear that plane stress theory is inappropriate for accurately describing the non-linear biaxial behaviour 
of architectural fabrics. 
4.2.2 Stress-strain mean and difference functions 
Day (1986) proposed a novel method of representing biaxial fabric behaviour, without the constraining 
assumptions of plane-stress. Day carried out this research for Arup's design of the roof of the 
Schlumberger Research Centre (Cambridge, UK; Figure 4-25). 
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Figure 4-25. Schlumberger Research Centre (photographs : Arup) 
The original fabric test data has been retrieved from arch ives (Table 4-7 and Figure 4-26) 0 th at Day' 
work can be reproduced, and its utility as a departure point for thi s research can be a es ed. 
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Warp:fill stress ratio = 1: I 
Warp stress (kN/m ) 0 2.5 5 10 40 
Warp 0 0.53 0.52 0.5 1.26 
Strain (ge) 
Fill 0 1.93 3.06 3.99 5.74 
Warp:fill stress rati o = 5: I 
Warp stress CkN/m) 0 ') -_.) 5 10 40 
Warp 0 0. 1 1 0.27 0.53 2.01 
Strain (%) 
Fill 0 -0.05 -0 .08 -0 .04 -0 .0 1 
Warp:fill stress ratio = 1:5 
Warp stress (kN/m) 0 2.5 5 10 40 
Warp 0 -0 .17 -0 .78 -1. 8 -2.67 
Strain (%) 
Fill 0 1.27 2.17 3. 17 4.77 
Table 4-7. Original test data from Schlumberger archive 
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Figure 4-26. Stress-strain curves for Day's (1986) results . 
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Day used stress and strain mean and difference function to represent biaxial te t data for three 
ratio 
tre_ 
a(l (a.( + a 'l) Equation 4-5 
,) 
c 
C:r + Eu) Equation 4-6 
~(/ 
2 
T= (all - a r ) Equation 4-7 
2 
9= 
(~r - ~ .IJ) Equation 4-8 
2 
a" 
t () . ! 
= . Eo + 1- (9)· Equation 4-9 
T = / \Eo) + 1~(9) . Equation 4-10 
where CJx = warp stress, CJ, = fill stress, CJa = mean stress, £\ = warp strain , E\ = fill strain , £" = mean strain, 
T = stress difference, g = strain diffe rence and f I to 1'1 are functions that are to be determined usi ng test 
data . This work has been repeated to assess how we ll these function s mode l the complete fabric re , ponse, 
i.e. at stress ratios other th an those tested. Day used ' arbitrary curves ' for the mean and difference 
functions; thi s has been interpreted to mean multi-linear functions used to join the data points. 
Polynomials have also been used for thi s research (Figure 4-27), to assess whe ther Day 's method enab l e~ 
simple functions to be used to model fabric behaviour. 
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Figure 4-27. Representation of stress-strain mean-d ifference equations using fourth order polynomials. 
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Both multi-linear and polynomi al functi ons initi all y gave poor correlation v.hen med to calculate 
stresses from known strain s. H owever, w ith f3(ea) set to zero ( i .e. T = f~(g)) a rea onable correlation is 
seen between predicted va lues and tes t data (Figure 4-28 ). The correlation is good con . idering that 
polynomial function s were used and that iterati ve improvement (optimi ation) of the function . has not yet 
been carried out. An even better correlati on i s achieved using multi-linear function . , again \\ ith Uea) 
equal to zero (Figure 4-28). 
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Figure 4-28 . Curve fitting using polynomial functions to model stress-stra in mean-d ifference relationships . 
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St ress ratio = 5 :1 
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Figure 4-29 _ Curve fitting using linear interpolation to model stress-stra in mean-difference re lationsh ips . 
Consider the calcul ati on of the fun cti on for mean stress, Sa , equal to f1(ea) + f2(g) . For a stress ratio of 
1: I, f \(ea) is large compared to f2(g) and so f \(ea) domin ates the respon e_ This gi ve a good correlati on 
between test data and function output as f \(ea) is determined fro m 1: 1 tes t data . For stress rati os of 1:5 
and 5: I, f\ (ea) is small compared to flCg) hence the response is dominated by f~( g). Again good 
correlation is achieved as f2(g) is determined from the 1:5 and 5: I test data. 
A similar argument appli es to the stress difference functi on, T , equal to f3(ea) + f-t (g). For thi . example, 
f3(ea) = 0 seems to pro vide a good correlati on between the predicted response and test data. For a . tres~ 
rati o of I: I, fi g) is small compared to Sa, hence a value of f-t( g) = 0 would give an exact fit to the I : I 
curve. Non-zero values of C(g) gi ve so me dev iation from the test data . For stress rati o of l :S and 5: 1, 
f-t(g) is determined by the relevant test data and so produces a good fit to the test curves . 
Whil st providing a good correlati on with the tes t data upon which they are based, an important que~ti o n 
ari ses regardin g their general applicability: do these fun ctions provide reasonable value for other '-,tre " 
tates? Thus far the equati ons have essentially been used to curve fit the tes t data, with no e\ idence that 
th mean and di fference functi ons are suited to repre entin g the o\'erall fabr ic re . pon e. Can the"e 
functi on be further info rmed, and encap ulate information from, other tre ratio. ': Data for \\ arp to fill 
tre ratio of 2:5 and 5:2 ha e been deri ved by linear interpolation between the 1:5. 1: I and ~ : I Ie t 
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data. These va lues for stress rati os of 2:5 and 5:2 are not expected to accurate" repre sent the material 
behaviour, but they do represent a feasible response with which to test the utility of Da)' method. For 
Day's method to be applicable to mUltipl e stres rati os, the additional data point pro\ided by mean and 
difference function s for 2:5 and 5:2 rat ios must further inform the f2(g) and f-l (g) functi on . . Thi : i: not the 
case. The strain difference, g, for the hypot hetical 5:2 data bears no relation to the other cun e: (Figure 
4-30) . To ac hieve a good fit to test data for other stress ratios f1(g) and fig ) would need to be repre. ented 
by a different polynomial for each stress ratio . Thi s reduces the process to a curve fitting exercise. 
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Figure 4-30 . Possible definitions of f2(g) for four stress rat ios. 
Do the ex isting function s (based on the I :5, I: I and 5: I test data) give a reasonab le (i.e. feasible) 
prediction of the fabric response at other stress rati os? The correlation betwee n the interpolated te. t 
results and the calculated values is limited for the 5:2 and 2:5 ratios, in particul ar for the warp (x) 
direc ti on (Figure 4-3\ ). The general form of the response is predicted , but the magnitude of the stre ~e~ 
varies considerably. There are two poss ible explanations for thi s poor correlation: 
1. The stress-strain mean-difference functi ons are providing a better informed representation of the 
fablic behav iour, and hence do not match the crude linear interpolat ion between stress ratim u~ed 
as the ' test' values in these graphs . 
2. The validity of the stress-strain mean-di fference functions does not hold for . tress ratio" other 
than those tested. 
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Figure 4-31 _ Comparison of linearly interpolated test results and prediction using polynomial 
representation of stress-strain mean-difference functions . 
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To ga in a better understanding of the stress-stra in mean-difference functions , and how they wil l behave at 
intermediate stress ratios, response surfaces can be plotted to represent the functions . Day' s method is 
devi sed to enabl e the stresses to be determined for a gi ven known state of biaxial strain. It is therefore 
logical to consider strain-strain- tress surfaces, as shown in Figure 4-32 . 
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Figure 4-32. Response surface derived using stress-strain mean-difference functions . 
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The response surface is large ly fl at prov iding stable interpolati on betwee n the data point . hO\\ e\ er t\\ 0 
data points (at hi gh fill strain) clearl y do not lie on the surface . The response fu nc tion . can aL 0 be 
represented as stress-stress-strain surfaces for compari son with other surface fittin g tec hniques (Figure 
4-33 & Figure 4-34; scattered points represent the surface). The results are similar for the polynomiJ.1 
function s (not shown ). The surfaces generated usin g Day ' s method have very steep gradient., i.e. a SIllJ.11 
change in stress leads to a large change in strain . These areas of instabil ity occur at des ign s tresse~ and 
could lead to great uncertainty in the accuracy of the analys is. The surfaces tend towards ve ry hi gh strain 
va lues at stress level s which may be required for structural des ign. The shape of an interpolati ng surface 
fit (Figure 4-35) is totally different : the spline surface is fl atter giving a more co nt ro lled response. and a 
more intuitive interpolation between the data points. 
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Figure 4-34. Biaxial stress-strain response surface fo r fi ll strain generated from linear representat ion of 
Day's stress-strain mean and difference equations . 
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Figure 4-35 . Biaxia l stress-strain response surface for warp and fill strain generated using an interpolat ing 
spline in Matlab. 
Day's 'stress-strain mean-diffe rence' functions provide a meth od of fitting non-linear fabric stress-strain 
curves usin g polynomi als or multi-linear functions. Data for warp and fill behavi our for three stress ra t io~ 
is modelled with littl e fun cti on interaction. Surface plots of the function s show that they do not prov ide 
stab le interpolati on between the tested stress states (Figure 4-33 & Figure 4-34). Whil st ca lcul ati on at a 
wide range of stress rati os and magnitudes will always be required in structural anal ys is, there is no 
evidence to sugges t that these functi ons will successfu ll y model fabric behav iour at stress rati os other 
than those tested. 
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4.2.3 A new approach 
To successfully represent complex non-linear fabric test data for a wide range of fabrics (including as yt't 
untested fabrics) requires a method with no a priori assumptions about the form of the response, the levt'l 
of warp-fill interaction or the distribution of the data points. Development of the planar response surfact' 
given by plane-stress theory (§4.2.1) leads to surface fitting methods such as bi-linear or polynomial 
representations (§2.3.1). Any such method will result in some simplification of the original data, and may 
need to be modified for different types of fabric. For example, Testa, Stubbs and Spillers' bi-linear 
representation of fabric stress-strain behaviour requires the 'change point' to be modified for each tt'st. It 
has already been established that fabric shear and bending do not correspond to the conventional 
definitions used for engineering materials (§2.1.4.3 & 2.l.4.4). It is proposed that response surfaces are 
used, but without the constraining assumptions of plane-stress which are not appropriate for describing 
architectural fabric behaviour (§4.2.1). 
Previous researchers have used fabric tests carried out at a limited number of stress ratios (Day, 1986; 
MSAJ/M-02-1995; Minami et al, 1997; Blum, 2002). Using the new test protocol (§3.3.4), numerous 
stress states have been explored giving a much wider population of the data space. The test regime is 
stress controlled, which is appropriate as the range of expected stresses is known and the strains are 
required. However, during finite-element structural analysis, displacements are calculated from which 
warp and fill strains are determined and the corresponding stresses are required. Hence strain-strain-stress 
response surfaces are required to visualise the material response as it will be used in finite element 
analysis (Figure 4-36 & Figure 4-37). It is proposed that direct correlation between pairs of strains and 
corresponding pairs of stresses can be used for structural analysis. This avoids the inherent 
approximations and inaccuracy incurred when non-linear fabric behaviour is represented using a plane 
stress model (§4.2.1). 
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Figure 4-36, Stra in-strain-stress representation of test data, Ferrari 1202T PVC-polyester, two views 
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Figure 4-37. Strain-strai n-st ress mean surfaces , Ferrari 1202T PVC-polyester, two views 
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The strain-strain-stress surfaces are very steep compared with the corre ponding tre. ,> -\tre<; -_ traIn 
surface. Small changes in di splacement (s train ) give large changes in stre s. Thi will potentially mal-.e 
analysis using thi s data unstable. However, thi s is not a problem cau ed by thi s method: it is an inherent 
characteri stic of the fabric response. For accurate representati on of fabric behaviour thi hi ghl) :-.e n.- iti \t' 
response must be included in the analysis. Numerical stabili sati on tec hnique such as arc length co nt ro l 
found in elasto-plastic analysis may need to be employed. The steep gradient of the strain-strain-< tre. " 
surfaces increases the importance of including the variability of the test results (§6.2 .6) . 
When direct correlation between strains and stresses is used in a finite element anl ys i , urface gradient~ 
are not required. Consequently, a differenti ab le surface function does not need to be defined . A 'I ook-u p' 
tabl e of warp and fill strain s and stresses may be used to repl ace elast ic con tants in the analysis . This 
avoids the need to lineari se the test data usi ng elastic constants (§4.2. 1); the test data is included in the 
analysis with little modification , and no prior assumption about the form of the response. However, for an 
elastic analysis residual strain will need to be removed (Figure 4-22b, p.188). 
Various interpolation schemes exi st to fit local surface patches on to a spec ifi ed number of 'neare~t 
nei ghbours' to the point of interest (Chivate & lablokow, 1995 ; lUttl er & Feli s, 2002; Weiss et ai, 2002) . 
For simplicity, use of a triangular interpolation scheme is proposed to provide reli able, linear 
interpolation. Three pairs of strains (data points) are chosen which form a trian gle enclosing the pair or 
strains for which stresses are required (Figure 4-38). The position of the strain data point within the 
triangle is used to interpol ate between the three pairs of stresses at the corners of the triangle. 
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Interpolation within the triangl e can be carr ied using natural or area coordillates which are defi ned <1" 
rati of areas (Figure 4-39 , Equation 4-11 ; Cook et ai, 1989) . 
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~l Equation 4-11 
The x and y coordi nates of point P are known, these are the warp and fill strains for which the stresses are 
requ ired. Points I, 2 and 3 are the nearest three data points which form a triangle around the point of 
interest. The areas AI, A2 and A3 can be calculated by considering the projection of the four points (P, 1,2 
& 3) onto the x, y plane. Hence ~I' ~2 and ~3 can be calcu lated using Equation 4-12 (Cook et aI, 1989), 
where, with Xij = Xi - Xj and Yij = Yi - Yj, 
[ 
X2Y:3 - X:3Y2 
X:~Yl - :r 1 Y:~ 
X 1Y'2 - X '2Yl 
Y23 
YJl 
Yl'2 
Equation 4-12 
X:32 ] In 
X '21 
Equation 4-13 
The stress at point P is determined by mUltiplying the stres val ue of each data point by its area coordinate 
and summing, that is: ( :; ) ~ t [~, ( :;: ) 1 
Equation 4-14 
where i refer to the three data points and subscripts w and f denote warp and fill directions . 
Thi interpolation scheme provides a simple, workable solution. Another method would be to fit a 
polynOlTlial ' patch ' surface to a given number of neighbouring point and u e thi to determine the 
tre e at the point of interest. A different approach would be to u e genetic algorithm.' or ge netic 
programming (§2.3. 1) to generate two function for the warp and fill train-_ train-. tress re-'pon-,e 
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surfaces. Thi s would avoid the need for a database of test value and interpolation during the anal) ~i . 
However, a function whi ch correlates perfectl y with the test data (i.e. pa es through all data poinL) may 
not provide sensible results between data points (s imilar to the poor interpolati on pro\ ided b) mean and 
difference functi ons, §4.2.2, Figure 4-33 & Figure 4-34). The deviation of the fun cti on from a faceted 
mu lti-linear surface would need to be checked (and minimised) to avoid fluctu ating functi on \\ hi eh 
could gi ve spurious results between data points. This is demonstrated in Figure 4-40 for a cur\'e fit to 20 
data points; thi s is analogous to a surface fit to 3D data points but clearer. Linear interpolation also keeps 
the computati on time to a minimum. Thi s is important for geometrically non-linear finite element 
structural analys is whi ch requires an iterati ve solution and a potential ly large number of elemenL. 
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Unl ess testing is carried out to failure, extrapolation beyond the tested stress states will be required. For 
thi s research stress states from zero to 25 % of the ultimate tensile st rength of the fabri c have been tested . 
This provides data for all expected design stresses . However, several scenarios will require data for hi gher 
stres es in the analys is: 
1. A structure wi th hi gher stresses which wi ll need some modifications to reduce the fabric ..,trc~"' . 
Whil st the accuracy of the predicted stresses is not critical because the tructure \\ ill not be bui lt 
in thi s form , an indicati on of the stress distribution wou ld aid the design proce, S, 
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2. Small areas of high stress are common, for example at the top of conics and around clamp plates. 
These increased stresses may be allowable in areas of double-thickness reinforcement. 
Alternatively, some stress concentrations may be deemed to be due to limitations of the FE model 
(for example, due to an overly course mesh or unrealistically rigid edge constraints) and so may 
be ignored, 
3. Higher stresses may occur during the geometrically non-linear iterative analysis before the model 
converges on the final solution. 
In each of these situations it is important that the analysis is able to continue for stress states beyond the 
extremes of the data set and return feasible values. Extrapolation beyond the data set is therefore required. 
For the triangular interpolation method, the three points nearest the stress-state of interest will define a 
plane (in the strain-strain-stress space) which gives the level of strain at the point of interest. The two-
dimensional analogue of this is linear extrapolation from the last segment of a multi-linear fit (Figure 
4-40). This provides a robust solution which will give reasonable values. Alternatively, nominal values 
can be used beyond the edges of the data set (for both high and negative stresses) to maintain numerical 
stability. Use of a functional representation (e.g. polynomial patch or surface function determined using 
genetic algorithms or genetic programming) would make extrapolation straightforward but unreliable. 
Steep gradients can result in very high or low results with even a small extrapolation beyond the limit of 
the test data (Figure 4-40). This is difficult to mitigate as there are, by definition, no test data to provide a 
linear surface to check the function against. 
4.2.4 Feasible fabric strain states 
The population of the strain-strain space can be examined by plotting the data points on the strain-strain 
axes (Figure 4-41); effectively looking down the z-axis on the graphs in Figure 4-36 and Figure 4-36. The 
strain-strain space is unevenly populated; particularly for PTFE-glass there is a concentration of data 
points around the origin. With the highly sensitive strain-stress response it may be beneficial to use 
knowledge of the fabric response to modify the test protocol to further populate the sparse areas in Figure 
4-41 b. However, a strain controlled system is not recommended: it would be easy to speci fy strains which 
require stresses beyond the design stress, potentially resulting in fabric failure. The data points in Figure 
4-41 are from multiple tests on a range of fabrics at stresses from zero through prestress to 257c UTS. 
Hence the population of the strain space indicates the bounds of the feasible fabric response for that 
material type. 
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Figure 4-41 . Population of strain space; mult iple tests on (a) PVC-polyester, (b) PTFE-glass fibre 
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The PTFE-glass fabric has a very discrete response envelope; the behaviour is dominated by crimp 
interchange with little extension of the stiff glass fibre yams. In contrast the polyester yams ar~ more 
easily extensible giving a greater range of possible strain states. This type of diagram provid~s a new tool 
for quantifying and understanding the biaxial behaviour of different fabric types. Test data for individual 
fabrics can be plotted in the same way to characterise the feasible fabric strains. This could be us~d as a 
tool for choosing fabrics depending on the required strain behaviour. For example, a barrel vault roof may 
be installed by tensioning in the fill direction to induce prestress in the warp by crimp interchange. Th~s~ 
strain-strain plots show what level of negative strain is available in each fabric. A similar plot on three 
axes showing feasible warp, fill and shear strains would be extremely useful (§6.2.5). 
In Figure 4-41 the test data has been adjusted to remove residual strain during the test, which is necessary 
to avoid skewing of the data. However, for consideration of feasible strain states for use in design it is 
necessary to include residual strains (Figure 4-42). In this plot the residual strains are those determined 
during biaxial testing (Table 4-3). In this example strain levels after 17 hours at prestress have been taken 
as 'installation' values, i.e. expected post-installation or compensation strain levels (§ 1.1.3). 'Medium 
term' refers to fabric strains after the test, which may approximate strain levels after several extreme load 
events, perhaps after two to five years in service. With further compensation and medium to long term 
strain testing it would be possible to include the likely level of variation in the creep strains, to give larger 
zones of feasible stress for medium and long term design cases (§6.2.4). 
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4.3 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
A new biaxial test regime has been proposed and implemented that fully explores the design stress states 
of a fabric. Fabric samples have been mechanically conditioned to provide data relevant to medium to 
long term fabric behaviour, suitable for use in structural design. Biaxial test results for a range of PVC-
polyester and PIPE-glass fibre fabrics have been presented. 
Stress-strain plots for each radial arm of the test protocol show the variation in response at varying load 
ratios, including negative strain, gradient reversal and sudden changes in gradient. Loading and unloading 
curves give an indication of the potential variation in strain for a given stress state due to recent load 
history. Values vary considerably depending on fabric type and stress ratio, but are commonly 1 to 2lk 
strain which can be up to 100% of the total strain (e.g. Figure 4-4, load path D, fill at SkN/m). 
To better understand the fabric response, and to enable comprehensive comparison between repeat tests, 
response surfaces in the stress-stress-strain space have been used. When the overall fabric response is 
considered the loading/unloading variation and non-linearities are less significant than for individual load 
paths. The mean deviation between loading and unloading surfaces for all fabrics tested is 2.2gc (warp) 
and 2.8% (fill) of the strain range. All fabrics exhibited high residual strains in the fill direction after 
testing, in particular PIPE-glass fibre fabrics with fill strains of around 13gc. One long term recovery test 
was carried out which indicated that this is non-recoverable; however, thorough creep and recovery 
testing is beyond scope of this research. Further work on creep and recovery would be useful to aid design 
of re-tensioning details and ensure that prestress is maintained for the design life of a structure (§6.2.4). 
Current representations of fabric stress-strain behaviour are based on plane-stress assumptions, and tend 
to simplify the available data (e.g. use of secant elastic moduli). Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios 
were determined for each test so as to provide the best fit plane to the scattered data points. These planar 
representations provided a surprisingly good correlation with test data. The elastic constants do not 
comply with plane stress theory: this is reasonable because coated woven fabrics are not homogeneous 
materials: they are composites with the interaction of orthogonal yarns making them act as a constrained 
mechanism. 
It is therefore appropriate to move away from plane stress theory and develop a new method for 
representing architectural fabric behaviour. Day's (1986) work on stress and strain mean and difference 
functions has been reproduced to see if this provides a useful basis for defining fabric behaviour. 
However, the utility of his method seems to be limited to curve fitting data at a limited number of stress 
ratios, with poor interpolation between these stress ratios. Day's method employs a limited number of 
equations and is not suited to representing test data from a wide range of stress states, such as that from 
the test protocol de\'eloped in this research. 
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A new approach to incorporating fabric test data in structural analysis is proposed here: uSe of direct 
correlation between pairs of stresses and strains. This avoids the inherent approximation in defining 
elastic constants or other parameters to quantify the fabric behaviour. A simple triangular interpolation 
scheme has been proposed which is robust and avoids the risk of unreliable interpolation and 
extrapolation when using a functional representation of the data. 
The proposed method for using the test data in structural analysis is as follows. Prestress is applied to the 
model to determine the fabric geometry (form finding). This provides a reference geometry which is 
deemed to be 'zero strain'; and hence is compatible with the adjusted test data for which stresses are 
equal to prestress and strains are equal zero. The finite element analysis is then carried out using the test 
data with residual strain removed. The test data is incorporated directly in the analysis as a look-up table 
of values. Applied loads (e.g. wind and snow) cause displacements, which are resolved into warp and fill 
strains. Interpolation between data points determines the warp and fill stresses appropriate to the strain 
state. An iterative process gives consistent strains and stresses. Finally the membrane stresses can be 
checked against allowable stresses or incorporated in a reliability based analysis. This analysis procedure 
does not include residual strain or shear, both of which must be incorporated and are discussed in Chapter 
6. 
Strain-strain-stress surfaces show that the fabric is very sensitive to changes in strain: small changes in 
strain result in large changes in stress. This makes inclusion of strain variability due to load history and 
fabric variability vital. Because the test protocol provides results for all feasible stress states (from zero to 
25% ultimate tensile strength), plotting the test data on strain-strain axes demonstrates the range of 
feasible strain states which a given fabric can attain. The differing characteristics of PTFE-glass fibre 
fabric and PVC-polyester fabric are clear from the form of the strain response envelope. This type of 
diagram provides a new tool for quantifying and understanding the biaxial behaviour of different fabric 
types, and can easily be extended to include shear and creep behaviour. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Architectural fabrics have different mechanical properties due to variations in material propertie~ and 
weave geometry (yam diameter, weave pattern and coating thickness). Variability in the manufacturing 
process leads to inconsistency in properties between fabric batches, and even across the width of a single 
roll. Biaxial testing is frequently carried out at prestress to determine compensation values, but rarely at 
working loads to determine fabric stress-strain behaviour for structural design. There are few biaxial test 
rigs with sufficient load capacity for this type of testing. Prior to the development of a test rig at the 
University of Newcastle for this work, one of the only suitable test rigs in Europe was at the 
Laboratorium Blum, Stuttgart (www). The specialist nature of fabric biaxial testing makes accurate 
determination of material properties prohibitively expensive, especially for small structures. 
Uniaxial strip tests are routinely carried out by manufacturers to determine the ultimate tensile strength of 
a fabric in warp and fill directions. However, measurements of load and extension from these tests give 
limited information about the biaxial stress-strain behaviour of the fabric. The interaction of warp and fill 
yams (crimp interchange) results in complex, non-linear biaxial behaviour that cannot directly be inferred 
from uniaxial results alone. Despite considerable work in the field, predictive models based on constituent 
material properties and fabric geometry have so far failed to determine fabric response sufficiently 
accurately for use in structural design (§2.4). Previous work has typically focused on either PTFE-glass or 
PVC-polyester fabric. It would be useful to develop a model applicable to both types of fabric. Whilst the 
material properties are different for the two types of fabric, the fundamental deformation mechanisms are 
the same for both. A model which is sufficiently general for both PTFE-glass and PVC-polyester has 
scope for more general application: for other architectural fabrics (e.g. silicon coated glass and Tenara, 
manufactured by Gore, www) and fabrics used in other fields (e.g. medical textiles; Gupta, 1998). 
A model which predicts the biaxial behaviour of coated woven fabrics up to design working loads with no 
specialist testing or software would be of benefit for: 
• Determination of material properties for fabric structure design, 
• Rapid comparison of different types and weights of fabric, 
• Assessment of the impact on a structure of using several different fabrics, 
• Reverse engineering of fabric, i.e. understanding how fabric parameters (e.g. weave spacmg, 
initial crimp balance) can be varied to give the required fabric properties. This iterative process 
could be automated; the user would input the desired material properties and the necessary fabric 
parameters would be determined. This could be used to select the best fabric for a project from 
those available, or for a large project it would enable the designer to specify the fabric 
parameters. For example, Ferrari (www) can control the relative levels of warp and fill crimp 
using their precontraint system. Initially the system was developed tll pro\ ide balanced fabrics 
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with equal warp and fill crimp. For some structures this actually makes installation more difficult. 
specifically when fill prestress is introduced by tensioning the fabric in the warp direction with 
the fabric restrained in the fill direction. Crimp interchange results in negati \ e fill strain, and 
hence an increase in fill stress. This is particularly useful for installing barrel vault canopies. A 
predictive fabric model combined with the Ferrari precontraint system would enable designers to 
specify the required levels of crimp to give the correct fill prestress for a given structure. 
Predictive fabric models typically consider the fabric 'unit cell', the smallest repeated unit in the fabric. 
For a plain weave fabric this is simply half a wavelength of two orthogonal yarns intersecting on plan 
(Figure 5-1). 
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Figure 5-1. Plain weave unit cell 
Fabric properties which are typically incorporated in the model include the initial fabric geometry and the 
yarn/fibre and coating mechanical properties. For this work the yarn and coating have been taken as the 
fundamental fabric units. Predictive models have been developed to determine the yarn tensile behaviour 
from knowledge of the fibre properties and spinning process (§2.4.1). This extra level of analysis would 
not benefit this work because: 
1. Determining yarn properties directly is experimentally easier than testing individual fibres, 
2. Predicting the yarn properties would add another level of complexity to the model which might 
reduce its accuracy, 
3. The weaving and coating processes significantly affect the yarn properties: at best the yarn model 
would predict the properties of an as-spun yarn rather than an in-situ yarn in the coated fabric. 
One benefit of including a yam model is that the reverse engineering discussed above could be taken a 
step further, enabling the effect on the fabric properties of changes to the fibre type and spinning 
parameters to be determined. 
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5.2 AIMS 
To develop a predictive model that is: 
1. Capable of determining the in-plane stress-strain characteristics of coated woven fabrics under 
biaxial load, suitable for use in structural design, 
2. Truly predictive and that requires no adjustment of parameters to fit a given data set, 
3. Applicable to a wide range of fabric materials, types and weights, 
4. Easily accessible to the design engineer; with input parameters which can be measured using 
standard tests and/or commonly available equipment, 
5. Simple to set-up for different fabrics and does not require overly specialist software or computer 
hardware, 
6. Proven to work through numerical comparison with a range of fabric test data. 
5.3 MODEL FORMULATION 
5.3.1 Nomenclature 
Subscripts 1 and 2 denote warp and fill directions respectively, 
" 
r 
r area l,2 
w 
x 
y 
z 
A 
Area 
modified value under load, e.g. A = initial amplitude (unstrained), A' = modified amplitude with 
applied load, 
value after two load increments, 
yam radius; for non-circular yams r is half the yam thickness in the out-of-plane (z) direction 
(mm), 
value of r required to give a constant yam cross-sectional area (mm), 
half the yam width, equal to r for a circular yam (mm), 
warp direction, 
fill direction, 
out-of-plane direction, orthogonal to x and y, 
crimp amplitude (mm), 
yam cross-sectional area (mm\ 
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B segment of yarn cross-section used in sinusoidal model (Figure 5-13), B + 0 = cross-sectional 
area, 
C yarn crushing stiffness (kN/mm per yarn intersection, i.e. the spring constant for each ] am = 
C/2), 
D segment of yarn cross-section used in sinusoidal model (Figure 5-13), B + 0 = cross-sectional 
area, 
E yam tensile modulus (kN/mm per yarn), 
Ej coating compressive stiffness (kN/mm per yarn), 
Ek coating tensile modulus (kN/mm per half unit cell width, L), 
F applied load per unit cell, equal to the load per yam for a plain weave fabric (kN), 
Fe crushing force (out-of-plane (z) force developed by yam) per crossover (kN). 
F k force acting on coating (kN) per unit cell width (Fkl.2 acts over a width L2, I), 
F y tension force in yarn (kN), 
L half the length of unit cell (L = yarn wavelengthJ4) (mrn), 
P applied load per metre width of fabric (kN/m width), 
Q curve bounding sinusoidal yarn cross-section (Figure 5-13), 
T fabric thickness (mm), 
Tn yarn tension between nodes nand n-l (sinusoid formulation, Figure 5-10), 
Y yarn length, half the length of yarn in a unit cell (mm), equal to one quarter of the yam 
wavelength, 
E strain (o/c), 
e angle between yarn and fabric plane (0), 
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5.3.2 Sawtooth model 
/ 
./ 
F1 ./ 
~ I' 
'"'" 1 '-
z 
l(Y 
x 
Figure 5-2. Fundamentals of the sawtooth unit cell model 
Initiall y a simple sawtooth model (Peirce, 1937; Menge & Meffert, 1976: *2.4 .2) wa~ deve loped \\ ith 
inextensible yams, no ya rn crushing and no coating (Figure 5-2). These element s were then added to the 
model sequentially . The mode l beha viour is elastic - the~e is no considerati on of energy l o~ ~ and 
. . 
viscoelastic effects. Three eq uations are used to define crimp inte r~ hange equilibrium ( t e rm~ are defin ed 
in §5.3. 1): 
F e1.2 = F.lJ1.2 sin e1.2 
'It 
, 
. 
Equation 5-1 (Peirce. 1937) 
Equat ion 5-2 
Equation 5-3 
Equ ation 1 is a simple geo metric rel ati onship that is evident from Figure 5-2 . The sum of \ enical force .... 
in the unit ce ll must be zero as (assumin u neuli uib le bendin a tiffne ', ) the fabri c pro\ i de~ no re .... lraint to bOO 0 
lIt-of-plane forces (Equation 2) . The force in the yam i a component of the appl ied force (Figure 5-.-. 
Equation 5-4) . 
F1.2 Py l.'? = - --
co el .'2 Equation 5-4 
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This is true if the orthogonal yams do not slide over one another; i.e. inter-yam friction is modelled as 
being infinite. As inter-yam friction tends to zero, FYl,2 tends to FI.2. Any slippage at crossovers would be 
seen during testing, a proportion of the strain would occur at the edge of the fabric sample (Figure 5-3). 
As the coating restrains the yam movements and prevents slippage, the high friction (no slip) model has 
been adopted. As some slippage may occur, the two types of model may bound the actual fabric response, 
and ideally partial slippage may be required. 
(a) Unstrained yarn 
(b) Strained 'no slip' model 
F- _F 
(c) Strained 'slip' model 
F-
-F 
Figure 5-3. 'Slip' and 'no-slip' models 
To determine the yam tension (Fy 1.2) the applied load per metre width must be scaled down to the load 
per unit cell; for a plain weave fabric this is the load per yam (Equation 5-5). 
Equation 5-5 
Equations 5-1 to 5-5 provide the fundamental model of crimp interchange based on force equilibrium in 
the fabric. Yarn extension has been incorporated into the model with the yam assumed to be linear 
elastic (Equation 5-6). However, the elastic modulus can be varied (with stress or strain) using a multi-
linear representation to model non-linear tensile extension. 
[ (F')] , YI,1 YI,2 = Y1,2 1 + EI,2 Equation 5-6 
During model development a yarn crushing mechanism has been included, initially using a crushing 
modulus (CI.2) to determine the reduced yam radius (Equation 5-7). The yam crushing modulus is defined 
per yarn. 
, [Fel 2] T12 = T1.2 1 - -c . 
, 1.'2 Equation 5-7 
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Poisson's effects of a yam are more significant than for a single fibre Th t' h . f h . d fi b 
. e 19 tenmg 0 t e tW)ste ) re 
bundle under load results in a reduction in cross-sectional area (§2 1 1 & ') 42) Y . h Id b 
" -'" am extenSIOn S ou e 
coupled to yam crushing (Pargana et aI, 2000): in this model the crushing force is a function of the yam 
force (Equation 5-2), which in tum is dependent on the appll'ed load Hence t' d h' 
. yam ex enSIOn an crus 109 
are implicitly linked. 
Determination of yam crushing stiffness from tests is problematic: 
1. Testing of virgin yams may not be representative of the yam properties after weavmg and 
coating, 
2. Removal of yams from a coated fabric is difficult without damaging the yam, 
3. Testing of yams removed from the coated fabric does not account for the effect of the coatinO' 
b 
around the in-situ yam on it's crushing behaviour, 
4. Yam crushing tests are not standard practice or easy to carry out, and so do not comply with the 
objectives of this model (§3.1.2). 
Because of these difficulties, the yam crushing stiffness (C1,2) has been used as a parameter for 
calibrating the model against test data. The aim is to determine a crushing stiffness value that does not 
need to be modified for each fabric, as this would compromise the predictive nature of the mode. 
Acceptable options are: 
1. A single value which is constant for all fabrics, 
2. A value for each fabric type (e.g, PTFE/glass, PVC/polyester), 
3. A value which is a function of measured fabric attributes, C = f (fabric weight, fabric thicknes~, 
yam wave form, yam cross-section shape, yam and coating tensile properties). 
If a different value of C1,2 is required for each fabric the model becomes useless as a predictive tool. Yam 
crushing in the model has been limited such that r/ is always greater than half the original yam radius. 
This is an arbitrary constraint and is open to modification based on comparison with test results. 
Alternatively a progressively stiffening spring can be used (Dimitrov & Schock, 1986). Problems with the 
determination of the yam crushing modulus (§3.1.2) prompted a search for an alternative method for 
calculating the change in yam radius under load. One alternative is to maintain a constant yam cross 
sectional area (Freeston, Platt & Schoppee, 1967; Glaessgen et aI, 1996). As well as obviating the need to 
define the yam crushing stiffness, this enables the yam cross-section to be modelled such that it i~ 
consistent with the wave-form of the orthogonal yam. This is preferable to the yam cross-section being 
defined only by a radius, with the implicit assumption that the yam is circular, or an undefined ellipse. 
The transverse compressive forces vary with the sine of the angle of yam, The angle between the 
sawtooth yarn and the horizontal varies between zero and approximately .+5° depending on the fabric type 
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and stress ratio . The ya rn crushin g force vanes from close to zero to around 707c of the applied load. 
However, it has been assumed th at the compress ive deformati on of the yarn fibres i. negligible . Thl i 
reasonable for glass fibres, but for pol yester fibres crushing may be ~ ignifica nt. Determination of the fibrt? 
crushin g stiffness, and what leve l of fibre deformati on wo uld occur in preference to rearrangement. \\ ould 
make the model overl y complicated (§6.2.9). Hence it has been assumed that ya rn cru . hing i, dominated 
by the rearrangement of the yarn fibres, whi ch wi ll occur with constant yarn cros .. ec ti ona l area. lniti al 
' beddin g down ' of the yarn fibres may cause a reducti on in yarn cro s-sec ti onal area when the fabric i, 
first loaded, but thi s has been assumed to be negli gible in thi s work. Thi s initial affect i:-. more important 
for calculation of compensation va lues and res idual strain than predi cting the medi um to long term ela,tic 
stress-strain behaviour. 
A yarn cross-section consistent with the sawtooth unit ce ll geometry can be defined by four :-.traight line,. 
From the elliptical initi al yarn geometry it is appropriate to mode l the cro s sec ti on usin g an eq uil atera l 
parallelogram, or rhombus (Figure 5-4) . As load is app lied to ya rn I (Figure 5-5b) the widt h of yarn :2 
must increase to maintain a constant yarn area. Thi s may be reaso nable initi all y, but as 81 tends to ze ro 
(Figure S-Sc) the width of yarn 2 wi ll tend to infinity and the area to ze ro. 
--\ 
Verseidag B6853 (Type III) PVC-polyester fabric Warp yarn Fill yarn 
Figure 5-4. Rhombus yarn cross section 
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(a) Unstrained unit cell 
/ 
Unit cell width = 2L 
(b) Strained unit cell 
Rhombus yarn cross-section 
F +-
- J 
2L' 
(c) High stress ratio Constant area rhombus 
2F +-
--+ 2F 
8 tends to zero , w tends to infin ity 
Figure 5-5 . Rhombus yarn cross section deformation 
The rhombus is clearl y inappropri ate for mode lling the defo rmed yarn cross sec tion . An alternati\'e i.., to 
LI se a quadri lateral with one line of symmetry, or kite s/zape (Figure 5-6). The initial geometry is modell ed 
with a rhombus, which is used to ca lcul ate the yarn area from measurements of width and thi ckne,,~. 
When the unit cell deforms the yarn cross secti on changes from rhombus to a kite shape (Figure 5-6b). In 
the limiting case of ya rn I being straigh t, the cross sec ti on of yarn 2 wi ll be an i osce l e~ tri angle \\ ith 
height 2r' and width 2w' (Figure 5-6c). 
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(a) Unstrained unit cel l 
(b) Strained unit cell 
F +-
(c) High stress ratio 
2F +-
P" / Q" = P / Q 
P" 
Q 
Unit cell width = 2L 
Q' 
2L' 
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Rhombus yarn cross-section 
--/ 
/ 
P' / Q' = P / Q 
e' f; <p' 
--. F 
Q" =w" Constant area , kite shape 
9" tends to zero 
--. 2F 
2r" 
2L" 
Figure 5-6. Kite shape yarn cross-section 
The relat ive positi on of point A is maintained as yarn I moves; i.e . as yarn I extends the rat io P:Q i ~ kept 
constant, the width of ya rn 2 increases as ya rn I extends. The movement of point A to maintain a comtant 
ra ti o P:Q is not intended to model inter-yarn friction which will be mall, particularl y for g la~s-fibre 
yarn s. It is proposed that it is the extension of the coating (which corresponds to the ex tension of the) arn) 
whi ch determines the dimensions of the yam cross sec ti on. It is difficult to measure the exact geometry or 
th fabric as it deforms. To observe the fabric geometry under load would mean cutting the sample. \\ hich 
wou ld profoundly affect the state of stress and balance of forces in the fabric . Some re~earche r. ha\c 
att mpted to accurate ly measure the fabric thickness during biaxial load ing and make inference" about the 
fabric deformation from these measurements (Fontaine, Durand & Freyburger, 2002 ). Thi" ty pe of 
mea ur ment requires speciali st equipment and i not within the scope of this project. E\en \\ ith the,, \.? 
thi kne measurem nts it is difficult to determine how the yarn s and coating are contributing to the 
fabric thi cknes, although thi can be helped b measunng the maximum and minimum fabriC 
thi kn es, i.e. at th peak and trough of the yarn waveform. 
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The quadril ateral representati on of the yam cross-sec ti on provides a fea . ible. approx imate mode l of the 
yarn whi ch enables the yam thi ckness in the out-of-pl ane direction (r l.~) to be determined uch th at the 
yarn cro s-sec ti onal area is con tant and the yam hape is consi tent with the orth ogonal) am . A con wnt 
yarn volume has also been modelled, such that tensile extension of the yarn lead~ to a decrea~e in ) arn 
cro s-secti onal area (in effec t a yarn Poisson's effect). Difficulty in determining a \ alue for rhe ) am 
Poi son's rati o led to a constant area mode l be ing adopted fo r simplici ty. Use of a con~tant area or 
vo lume constraint removes the need to defin e the yarn crushing tiffness, the yarn thidnes"I being 
determined geometri ca ll y. 
The fin al step in bui lding up the sawtooth model was to add the coating (Figure 5-7). This is mode lled J"I 
a spring between the peaks of the sawtooth wave-for m (Menges & Meffert , 1976) . For simp li cit) . lat ral 
contracti on of the coating under tensile load (i.e. Poisson's effect) has not bee n included (~6.2.9) . The 
coating is largely res ponsib le for the time dependent a pects of fa bric be hav iour. In thi s mode l the fabric 
behaviour is assumed to be e lastic; viscoe las ti city could be int rod uced by mode lling the coating as a 
spring and damper (Uetani , Fujiwara & Ohsaki , 2002) . 
z Feu L Y1 .2 \~ L1.2 X,Y 
A 1.2 
Fu ~ ~ F1,2 
Ek1,2 
Figure 5-7. Inclusion of coati ng in unit cel l model. 
Calcul ati on of the effect of the coating is not as straight fo rward as calc ul ation of the yarn ex temion or 
change in yarn radiu s. An iterati ve process has been u ed to determine how much force should be appli ed 
to the coating (i.e. using direct substituti on). The equili bri um configurati on of the unit cell i~ calculated 
without the coatin<Y and the resultant chan<Ye in un it ce ll len<Yth prov ides a fir t approximation to the b' b b 
coating train. The force required to give thi s level of strain in the coating i ca lculated froll) the coatin g 
tiffness, and subtracted from the applied load ac tin g on the yarn . The equi librium configurati on of the 
unit cell is then recalculated using the modi fied yam force ; hence the coat ing strain i modifi ed and "10 on 
until a consistent set of forces and train is achieved. This iterat ive proce: . i ' nece~ "I a r) a the force 
cannot b di tributed to the yarn and coating in proportion to their relative stiffness becau e the ) arn 
ti ffne s i dependent on a combination of yam modulu (con tant) and crimp interchange ('-l itTne"l 
ari e with ya rn angle, which var ies with yarn force) . 
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Whether the coating should act in tension only or both tension and compression is debatable. The way in 
which the coating stiffness is determined from uniaxial tests only provides data on the tensile stiffne", 
(§5.4.2). Measurement of the compressive resistance of the coating is problematic; any in-plane 
compressive load on the fabric on a large scale will simply result in bending. Out-of-plane compression of 
coating removed from the fabric would be valid if the material was isotropic, but the polymeric nature of 
both PVC and PTFE coatings result in anisotropic properties (§2.1.3). Removal of coating and small scale 
compressive testing are not standard techniques, and are therefore not suitable for this model. However, 
during crimp interchange negative strains do occur, and hence compressive forces are exerted on the 
coating. Compressive coating stiffness and its effect on the model output is discussed further in Section 
5.5.2. 
Three elements of the model require an iterative solution: yam extension, determination of the yarn cross-
section and coating extension. This would make the model cumbersome to include directly in a finite 
element analysis as it would add a further iterative step to the already time consuming non-linear large 
displacement analysis. However, the model does not need to be used directly in the analysis. For a given 
fabric a set of data points can be generated at a number of expected stress states, for example for warp and 
fill stresses from 0 to 250/0 UTS at IkN intervals. Interpolation between this database of values could then 
be used in the analysis. Areas of the fabric response which are sensitive to small changes in stress or 
strain can be identified and additional data points calculated to reduce interpolation errors. This check 
could be carried out automatically; limits could be set for the maximum allowable stress and/or strain 
difference between neighbouring points, and further data points would be calculated to achieve this. This 
method of implementation is very similar to that proposed for the biaxial test data generated by this 
research (§4.2.3). 
Initially programming was carried out in Matlab (www: Matlab). However, it was found that the Excel 
Solver (a standard Microsoft Excel add-in) provides an effective tool for solving the model, and is 
universally available. For model development which requires many runs of the model, speed has been 
increased by installing the Premium Solver Platform (www: Solver), a third-party add-in to Ercel. The 
standard Excel Solver is adequate once the model is finalised. The input to the Excel Sol\'er is a list of 
variables, constraints and target values (Table 5-1). Multiple loadcases are analysed using a Visual Basic 
routine, and results are exported to Matlab (using the Matlab 'Excel Link' toolbox) for visualisation and 
comparison with test data. 
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Parameter 
Initial values from fabric 
geometry 
Material properties from 
uniaxial tests 
Initial values calculated from 
fabric geometry 
Applied load 
New values for yam geometry 
Excel Solver parameters: 
variables modified by solver 
Excel Solver parameters: 
constraints 
'Slip' model 
Area1.2 = 2 r1.2 wl.1 
YI,2 = ...J(AI.} + L I /) 
L'I,2 = ...J(Y\/ - A'1.22) 
A'1.2 = Y'1.2 sin 8'1.2 
W'1.2 = ( w1,2 / L2.1 ) L'2.1 
C1.2 = ( L1.2 - L'1.2 ) / L1.2 
Fy'1.2 = (F1.2 - Fk'I.J 
Y\,2 = Y1.2 [ 1 + ( Fy'l.2 / E12 ) ] 
rarea'U. = Area1.2 / (2W\.2) 
I Y' , r 1.2, 1.2, <p 1.2 
I I 
r 1.2 = rare a 1.2 
Fy\ sin 8'1 = FY'2 sin 8'2 
(A'1.2 / L'1.2 ) - tan 8 '1.1 = 0 
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'No slip' model 
As slip model 
As slip model 
As slip model 
As slip model 
As slip model except: 
Fy'l.2 = (F 1.1 - Fk\J / cos 8' 1.2 
As slip model 
As slip model 
Subscripts 1 and 2 denote warp and fill directions respectively, 
I = modified value under load, e.g. A = initial amplitude (unstrained), A' = modified amplitude with 
applied load. 
Table 5-1. Sawtooth model summary. 
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5.3 .3 Sinusoid model 
It is clear from images of the fabric cross-section th at the sawtooth arrangement does not pro\ ide the best 
poss ible representation of the yarn wave-form (Figure 5-8). 
Figure 5-8. Sawtooth representation of yarn wave-form 
Use of a more reali stic representation than the ubiquitous sawtooth may benefit model acc uracy 
(Olofsson, 1964 & 1966; Wang, 2002) . Sinusoidal or ot her curved yarn represe ntat ions are frequentl y 
used in finite element unit cell models, which impose fewer restraints on the geo metry (§2.4.2. 1). 
Methods used to model curved ya rn s include: 
• A eries of control points interpolated by a Bezier curve with ellipses definin g the ya rn cros~ 
section (Glaessgen et aI, 1996), 
• A sinuso idal waveform (Tarfaoui & Akesb i, 200 I; Wang, 2002) , 
• A model with no a priori assumptions about the yarn wave form, the geometry of the ya rn bein g 
a function of the applied loads and initi al set (O lofsson, 1964 & 1966). The initial se t is the 
residual shape of a yarn when it is removed from the fabric. 
Fourier analysis (Stroud, 1996) has bee n carried out on points measured along in-s itu ya rn s to determine 
the most appropriate function to represent the shape of the yarn . Twe lve points were mea_ ured along one 
wavelength of the yarn and the difference between the first three harmonics and the measured point~ \\'a~ 
calcul ated (Figure 5-9) . With the additi on of each harmonic the function , by definiti on, provides a better 
fit to the test data. However, the correlati on of the simple sine curve (or fundamental, ao + al ~in x) i~ 
xtremely good (Table 5-2). The mean deviation from the measured point is only LYle of the amplitude 
fo r the Taconic Sol us 11 20 PTFE-glass fibre and 1.7Cfc for the Verseidag B6853 PVC-po lye~ter. To 
define a simple sine function only requires measurement of the yarn amplitude and wave length (.' 5"+.1). 
If additional harmoni cs were used then further points would need to be mea ured on the yarn cro~"-
ec tion to determine the required constants (a2, aJ etc.) for each fabric. Additional harmonic~ would al\o 
incr a e the complexity of the calcu lation of yarn length and unit ce ll equi li brium. For thi\ \\orl-.. th~ 
fundamental ine function has been used. 
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Verseidag 86853 PVC-polyester 
360 
-- Fundamental + 2nd harmonic 
o Measured points 
-- Yarn bottom edge 
x = angle along the yarn waveform (degrees), 
y = fabric out-of-plane dimension (arbitrary units, yarns are approximately 1 mm thick). 
Figure 5-9 . Fou rier analysis of weave shape 
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All values expressed as a percentage of the measured yarn 
centreline amplitude (standard deviation) 
Material Fabric 1st + 2nd 
1st + 2nd + 3rd 
1 st harmonic harmonics harmonics 
ao + al cos x ao + al cos x + a2 ao + al cos x + a~ 
cos 2x. cos 2x. + a3 cos 3x 
PTFE/glass fibre Taconic Solus 2.54 (1.63) 1120 1.88 (1.15) 0.·+3 (0.3~) 
PVC/polyester Verseidag B6853 1.66 (0.90) 1.59 (0.92) 1.06 (O.n) 
Table 5-2. Fourier analysis of weave shape 
Use of a sine wave to represent the yarn provides a more accurate measure of yarn length for a given 
wavelength and amplitude, and hence may provide a more accurate determination of decrimping strain. It 
should also allow the out-of-plane 'crushing force' generated by the yarn to be calculated more 
accurately. Recent research using a sinusoidal yam wave-form (Wang, 2002) involved simplification of 
the calculation of the out-of-plane contact forces between the two yarns. Wang used the vertical 
component of the force in the yam at the steepest part of the sinusoid (§2.4.2). A synergy of Wang's 
sinusoidal waveform with Olofsson's (1964, 1966) concept of the applied loads determining the yarn 
wave form has been developed for this research. Contact forces at multiple points along the yarn are 
calculated which provide a sinusoidal yam geometry with the correct yam length. These forces are 
summed to give the out-of-plane forces which are necessary to determine crimp equilibrium. 
Yarns have negligible bending stiffness (§2.1.1) and so it is only the applied load and contact forces 
which determine the yam shape. Theoretically, in the area where the yarn is not in contact with an 
orthogonal yam it should be straight (§2.4.2; Figure 2-41, Peirce, 1937). There are several reasons why a 
sinusoid (as opposed to sections of sinusoid joined by straight lines) is appropriate for modelling the yarn 
wave-form in architectural fabrics: 
• Yams are in almost constant contact with the orthogonal yams, giving a short (or non-existent) 
length of 'free' yam (Figure 5-8), 
• Where the yams are not in contact is at the start, mid-point and end of the sine curve (i.e. 0'. 
1800 and 360°); these are points of inflection with a low rate of change of curvature - the sine 
curve provides a good approximation to a straight line in these areas, 
• The fourier analysis used to fit sine curves to the yam images showed that a simple sine wave 
provides an extremely a good fit to the fabric geometry throughout its length. 
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The yam has been modelled as being composed of many pinned bars with vertical forces (F\n) applied at 
each node and a horizontal force (F) applied at one end (Figure 5-10). The total length of the yarn in the 
unit cell is twice the sum of the yam segments (LYn) shown in Figure 5-10. For clarity the quarter 
wavelength shown has only been divided into four, in the model twenty-five subdivisions ha\e been used 
to approximate the curve. 
Z (out-of-plane) 
1 
L X,Y (warp, fill) 
·A 
/ 
, 0 ' 80 
--- .+'t-----
L 
Figure 5-10. Sinusoidal yarn model 
Measurements of fabric geometry provide the amplitude and wavelength, from which the initial shape of 
the sinusoidal yam curve are known. Hence angles 8, and 82 are known at each node. As in the sawtooth 
model, there are two options for modelling inter-yam friction: 
1. 'Slip' - zero friction between yams at crossovers. The yam is modelled as if it passes over a series 
of rollers: the yam tension, T, is equal to the applied load (minus any load taken by the coating) 
and so is constant. This is less realistic but simpler to model than, 
2. 'No slip' - infinite friction, no inter-yarn movement at crossovers, yam tension varies throughout 
its length due to contact forces with the orthogonal yam. 
The actual fabric behaviour may lie somewhere between these two extremes, but certainly closer to the 
'no slip' model as evidenced by the lack of yam pull-out at the edges of a test piece. The 'slip' version of 
the sinusoid model has initially been developed as it is considerably simpler with fewer iterative steps. 
The no-slip version has then been developed with varying tension along the yam (§5.3.3.2). 
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5.3.3.1 Slip formulation 
The sinusoid model has initially been formul ated assuming con ~ tant ten ~ i o n al ong the Jam (T I = T~ = ... 
= Tn)· Hence the ve rti cal forces (Fyi, F12 , ... ,FIn) are the onl y unknowm (Figure 5-1 0 ). The hori zo ntal 
react ion on the orth ogonal yam (necessary for force equilibrium with con. tant Jarn ten"i on) hu" been 
ignored. Resolving forces at each node provides a serie of out-of-pl ane fo rces ac tin g on the J arn . 
Equation 5-8 
Equation 5-9 
The di stribution of forces varies dependent on the ratio of wavelength to amplitude (Fi gure 5-11 ). Thi.., 
method prov ides a seri es of contac t forces (FII, F12 , ... ,FIn) appropri ate to the wem·e . hape. 
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Figure 5-11. Variation of contact force distribution 
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The ba ic sinusoidal model formulation has been de veloped assuming a constant yarn radiu" and no 
coating. Yarn tensil e ex tension is included in the simplest model as it is tri vial to calcu late: \\'i th co n..,t ant 
yarn ten ion and no coating the yarn extension is constant for a give n appl ied load . For equilih riulll the 
um of the out-of-plane force must be zero, that is: 
Equation 5-10 
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For a given load in g, th e magnitude of th e out-of-pl ane force depend- ole l\ on tl t" 
., _ le ~arn \\a\e arm (I.e. 
amplitude and wave length ). The initial yarn length is calculated from the measured fabric Q:eometn. The 
~ -
length of a since curve, s, is defined by an elliptic integra l of the second kind (Stroud. 1996. p.1 55 ): 
Equation 5-11 
Let ZI .2 defin e the initial sinusoidal yarn geo metry in terms of the measured crimp amplitude (A I .e) and 
yam wavelength (L I2 = wavelength 14): 
':: 1 ') = Ai ·) .'-UI/ --'-. (".1"1'» 
.- .- 2L 1.2 
Eq uation 5-12 
It follows that : 
rf .:: 71 . \ 1.2 ( lI.e 1.:2 ) 
- = -- cos -
ciT 2L1.'2 2L12 
Equati on 5-13 
Hence: 
( 71 A1.2)2 .. )(".1'1.2) 1 + -- 8117- -- d.r 2L 1.2 2L12 Equation 5-14 
The solution of thi s elliptic integral is not straightforward , but it can eas il y be eva lu ated numerica ll y u ~ in g 
Simpson's ru le. The initial yarn length is calculated by di viding the unit cel l (i.e. one quarter of the yarn 
wavelength) into a sufficientl y large number of sec ti ons and app lying Simpso n's rul e to sum the length of 
these straight lines (twenty-five segments were used for thi s work) . With constant temi on along the 
length of the yarn the strained yarn length for a give n load is simpl y determined using the yarn ela" ti c 
modulus (or modu li for a multi -linear representat ion of yarn behaviour) and remain constant for a gi\ en 
applied load . 
With constant yarn radii , the only parameters that can be altered to bal ance the out-of-plane force" 
(Equation 5- 10) are the unit cell lengths (LI.2) and ampli tudes (AI.2)' However, with a constant Jam 
length the unit cell length and amplitude are not independent but are related by Equation 5-14. In the 
model the yarn length (Y) is known , the amplitude (A) is a variable , and the corresponding unit cell 
length (L) is required. An iterati ve process is required to determine values of L for knO\\ n \ alue" of Y and 
A. To avo id slowing the model dow n a database of va lues for L, Y and A ha. been used. Val ue~ of L ha\t' 
be n calculated for all va lues of A from 0 to 1.5mm at 0.01 mm incremen ts, and \'alue: of Y from 0 to 
- .-mm at O.Olmm increments. This range of va lues should be sufficient for all architectural fabric for 
an rea onable applied loads . Clearl y Y must be greater than A. For a gi\'en pair of \alue\ of Y and A 
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linear interpolat ion is carried out between four values in the look-up table to Q:i\e a ~urfi c ienth a ' urate 
~ . 
value of L (effect ive ly rounding the va lues of Y and A to the neare~t O.OO.-mm ). 
With constant yarn radi i the values of Al and A2 are not independent (Equati on 5-1, p. 22.- ). Hence. in the 
simple form of the sinu soid model the onl y variab le is AI, from which \alue of A> LI. L2• F\ I and F\ 2 
can be calcul ated. To find the equilibrium configuration for a given pair of load, Al is \aried b) the Ereel 
Solver until FVI = FV2. 
A constant yarn cross-sectional area constraint has also been included in the mode l. The approach i\ 
very similar to that used in the sawtooth model (§S.3.2), but with the yarn cross-section being bounded by 
two intersecting sinuso ids as opposed to a rhombu s (for the un strained yarn) or kite shape (for the ~trained 
configuration). Thi s provides a more rea li stic represe ntati on of the yarn cros~-section. and a 
correspondingly more accurate calculation of the yarn cross-sectiona l area (Figure 5-12) . As for the 
sawtooth model, the result is a geo metricall y consistent mode l of the orth ogona l ya rns that doe~ not 
require definition of yarn crushing stiffness . 
Verseidag 86853 (Type III) PVC-polyester fabric Warp yarn Fill yarn 
Figure 5-12. Sinusoidal representation of yarn cross-section 
The initial cross-sectional area of the ya rn (area B plus C in Figure 5- 13) is calculated a~ fo ll ows: 
Z 
Warp yarn Fill yarn centreline 
~ 
I 
/" M/ 
I 
Z2 
x 92 -~--~~----------------~ 
Curve Q 1 
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Figure 5-13. Calculat ion of s inusoida l yarn cross-section 
Equation 5-15 
Equation 5-16 
( :2L:? ' I.-I J.:? [_. (71 (,171.2- :21('12)) (71.1112) ] . ( 08 -1'0,' -- - )11'1 , -., 1 71 '2!. :>. .! '2 T. 2.1 - .- - - , Equation 5-17 
-I ( ;;- .1' ) ~Q I =' :L I:oin -. -2 U·I .:2 Equation 5-18 
Equation 5-19 
! :! Il' I.:! ( _ . ) '). -I [ ( ) ]'21L' 1.2 . ".1 _u 1 '2. \ I "7 .1' D u = · 1:' , 1 :011 1 -.) -. - = _ - ('(I " -.-. u - (( 1. 2 t . 2 11 ' 1 2 II Equation 5-20 
Equat ion 5-21 
where A,\ and ~ are th e amplitudes of the cur\, s Q I and Q~ that bound the yarn c ro~ s - sec ti o n . All tenm 
are defined in §5.3.1. The wave length of curve Q I , ~ is not equal to the ya rn wa\'elength. it i ~ equal to fo ur 
times the ya rn width (4w), Equati on 5-20 & Equati on 5-21 . The intersec ti on point s of the t\\ O c lln e~ (t\1 
and N in Figure 5-13) lie at the end of half a wavelength of curve QI.2. Initi all y the model wa~ ~e t up \\ ith 
the wavelength of curve QI .2 equal to the yarn wave length. but thi s made the calculation of QI 2 more 
in volved because the appropriate amplitude and offset from the x-a xis had to be determined to en .... ure that 
the two curves intersected at points M and . Wit h the wa\'elength of Q I.~ equal to -h\ . onl y the correct 
amplitude needs to be calculated (Equat ion 5- 19) to ensure intersec ti on at M and N. Thi a\ oid .... addi ng 
another iterative stage to the calculation. In thi s form the model has three principal constraint.... : 
3. B' 1.2 + 0'1,2 = BI.2 + 0 1.2 i.e. the warp and fi ll yam cross-cec tional areas must remain con .... tant. 
B fo re the amplitude is mod ified (and the corresponding unit cell length is detem1ined from the 'L.Y .. -\· 
1 0k-up table) the out-of-plane force (FvI.2) are equal. As the amplitude change . . the Jam radii are 
r alcul ated to en ure the cros -sec ti onal ar as remain constant. To en. ure the fi rst con traint i .... met. '-\ 2 i 
al ul ated a the um of the radi i minus AI' Thic enables the three constrain t. to be met a etlicient l: J 
p . ible. 
Fi nall the coating has be n added to the model u. 1I1g the same method de \ eloped for the <1\\lOl)lh 
mode l ( 5.3.2 & Figure 5-7) . 
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5.3.3.2 No slip formulation 
As discussed in the development of the sawtooth model (~ 5 .3.2), the 'no slip' model may pro\'ide a better 
representati on of fabric behaviour as inter-yarn fricti on and , more significantly, restrai nt by the coating 
prevents yarn slippage at crossovers. In the no-slip sinuso id the tension in the yarn wi ll \'ary along rhe 
length of the yarn (TI ' T l , T3 and T .. have different va lues, Figure 5-14 ). 
z (out-of-p lane) 
-? x,y (wa rp, fi ll ) FV2 Y3 3 
~ 
I T ; 
2 f, 
82 
T, 
A 
Y1 
4 
, 0 I 80 
, < J 
-~ 
L 
Figure 5-14. Sinusoid yarn model (Figure 5-9 reproduced for ease of reference) 
Starting with the known applied load (F), forces can be resolved at node 4: 
And then at subsequent nodes along the yarn : 
F 
T .. = --
cos 0:1 
l j = TtCOS 03 
(0802 
T.", T-1 
F 1'3 = -.-'- - - .-
szn02 sznO:3 
Equation 5-22 
Equation 5-23 
Equation 5-24 
Equation 5-25 
Thi calcul ati on is carried out for the warp and fill yarn . As with the 's li p' model the amplitude i .... \aried 
until the um of the out-of-plane forces is zero (Equati on 5-10). In the ' no-clip' mode l thi .... re ult in J 
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change in yam tension, hence a change in yam tensile extension. This in tum changes the geometry of the 
unit cell, and hence the yam tension. This adds another iterative element to the calculation of crimp 
equilibrium. All other aspects of the model, such as yam cross-section calculation and coating stiffness. 
are identical to the slip model. All parameters for the slip and no-slip sinusoid models are gi\\~n in Table 
5-3. 
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Parameter 'Slip' model 'No slip' model 
Initial values from fabric 
LI.2, rl.2. A12. w1.2 geometry As slip model 
Material properties from 
E1.2, Ek1.2 uniaxial tests As slip model 
Applied load Fl.2 As slip model 
Area u (see Equation 5-15 to 
Initial values calculated from Equation 5-20) 
fabric geometry Yu calculated using Simpson's 
As slip model 
rule 
L'l,2 determined from look-up 
table which relates values of 
Y'1.2 and A'1.2 to L'1.2 
A'2 = r'l + r'2 - A'I As slip model except 
, 
w 1.2 = w1.2 Fy J.2 = ~ Tn12 , 
New values for yarn geometry £1.2 = ( L1.2 - L'u ) / L1.2 TI ;tT2 ;t ... ;tTn 
Fk'l,2 = Ek1.2 L'2.1 £1.2 Y'u = ~ Y'n1.2 
Fy'u = (F1.2 - Fk'1.2) 
Y'u = Yl,2 [ 1 + (Fy'1.2 / EI.2 ) ] 
rarea'1.2 = AH + A2.1 - z't. 
r'1.2 
Excel Solver parameters: A't As slip model 
variables modified by solver 
A'H 
r'1.2 = rarea't.2 
Excel Solver parameters: A'I + A'2 = r\ + r'2 (inherently 
constraints true as A'2 is calculated as r'l + 
As slip model 
r'2 - A'I) 
FVI = FV2 
Subscripts 1 and 2 denote warp and fill directions respectively, 
, 
= modified value under load, e.g. A = initial amplitude (unstrained), A' = modified amplitude with 
applied load. 
Table 5-3. Sinusoidal model summary. 
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5.4 MODEL INPUT DATA 
5.4.1 Fabric geometry 
Yarn dimension and crimp charac teri stic have been determined u ~ ln g measurement. of fabri ' (TO .... ,,-
ect ion images, Figure 5-J 5. 
z N p 
L Fill yarn x, y (warp, fill) 
Figure 5-15 . Measurements taken from fabric cross section 
For each fabric ten images we re taken , five in each direction, at different points along the sa mple (~] . :2). 
The image in Figure 5-15 is de cribed as a fi ll image as the fabri c has bee n cut along a fill ya rn. Of th e~e 
ten images, the clearest three in each direc ti on were measured and a\'erage values taken. For a~~e~~m nt 
of fab ric vari ability many more measurements would be required (§6.2). For thi s work the aim i ~ to a"~e~<; 
the model aga inst the test data from a particular fabric sample . It fo ll ow.' that u. ll1g mean \ alue" of 
III asurements from th at fabric sample is appropriate. 
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Point Measurements required Point Measurements required 
(Figure 5-15) x,y z (Figure 5-15) x,y z i 
I 
A ./ J ./ I 
B ./ K ./ 
C ./ L ./ 
D ./ M ./ 
E ./ N ./ 
F ./ 0 ./ 
G ./ P ./ 
H ./ Q ./ 
I ./ R ./ 
Table 5-4. Fabric measurements 
The measurements taken from the images are in arbitrary units dependent on the distance of the camera 
from the subject. The measurement of points Q and R on the steel ruler at the top of the each image 
enables the dimensions to be scaled. Q and R are separated by five half millimetre intervals (i.e. 2.5mm 
apart); subtracting Q from R and dividing by 2.5 gives a meaningful scale to the rest of the measurements. 
The calculation of warp measurements are given, fill measurements are the same with subscripts reversed. 
Subscripts 1 and 2 are used to denote measurements taken on the warp and fill images respectively. 
Warp yam wavelength = BI - Al 
Measurements taken on the fill image always provide the maximum (and most accurate) measurement of 
warp yam thickness. On the warp image the warp yarn thickness will only be correct if the cut has passed 
exactly down the centreline of the yam - which is very difficult to achieve. On the fill image (e.g. Figure 
5-15) the warp yarns have been cut through in section and provide a reliable measurement of ~ am 
thickness. This only provides measurements of yam thickness at the crossover point - the yam may ha\e 
different dimensions between crossovers. This is appropriate for the model as the yam thickness is 
modelled at the crossover. 
Warp yarn crimp amplitude = maximum of {(D I - FI + £1- GI )14j and [(G::. - C2 + H2 - D::.)/-J] 
Warp yam ~\'idth = mean of(J2 - h) and (L 2 - K2) 
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The sum 'AI + A2 - rl - r2' (where A = crimp amplitude, r = yam thickness and subscripts I and ~ denote 
warp and fill directions respectively) must equal zero for geometric consistenc: (Equation 5-1). Thi" sum 
can be used as a measure of the quality and consistency of the fabric measurements (Table 5-5), and is 
best expressed as a percentage of the fabric thickness. Some variation from zero is expected because: 
1. The geometry of several yam sections has been averaged, 
2. Some measurement inaccuracy is unavoidable, 
3. The yam geometry may be disturbed when the fabric is cut. 
Fabric Material (Type;-) Mean value of 
A]+A2-r]-r2/ T (Clc) 
Taconic Solus 1120 PTFE-glass (G5) 2.00 
Taconic Solus 1300 PTFE-glass (G6) 1.49 
Taconic Solus 1410 PTFE-glass (G7 ) 0.'+9 
Verseidag B 18059 PTFE-glass (G6) -2.23 
Verseidag B 18089 PTFE-glass (G6/G7) 1.70 
Ferrari 702T PVC-polyester (I) -0.04 
Ferrari 1002T PVC-polyester (II) 3.15 
Ferrari 1202T PVC-polyester (III) 0.31 
Ferrari 1502 PVC-polyester (IV N) 5.42 
Verseidag B6853 PVC-polyester (III) 2.12 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 5-5. Consistency of fabric measurements 
For the fabric model consistent fabric geometry is required. Therefore the crimp amplitudes (:\ h :\1) and 
yam thicknesses (rt, r2) must be adjusted. The adjustments have been made proportional to the magnitude 
of the value being adjusted to avoid, for example, a small warp crimp being modified out of all proportion 
to its value (Equation 5-26 & Equation 5-27), 
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Equation 5-26 
I (r1.2D) T1 .) = 1'1 2 + --
.- . S Equation 5-27 
where S = Al + A2 + rl + r2 and D = AI + A2 - rl - r2 . This gives a consistent geometry which defines the 
initial state of the unit cell model, without excessive modification of anyone value. These fabric 
measurements enable the theoretical maximum and minimum strains due to crimp interchange to be 
calculated (Table 5-6). These values provide some information about the fabric response, but other factors 
(e.g. restraint due to the coating and creep of the yam and coating) may modify the actual maximum and 
minimum fabric strains. Decrimping strain is defined as the fabric extension from its unloaded state to a 
state where the yams are straight, but no yam tensile extension has yet occurred. 
The differences between the values in Table 5-6 provide an insight into the difference In behaviour 
between the sawtooth and sinusoid models (Table 5-7). The sinusoidal representation always gives a 
greater yam length than the sawtooth for a given yam geometry, hence the decrimping strains are greater 
for the sinusoid model. The difference, between 17C;c and 20C;e of the mean value, is clearly significant to 
the model output. 
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Sawtooth model Sinusoid model 
Material Positive Negative strain Positive Negati\e strain 
Fabric (Type') decrimping strain due to crimp decrimping strain due to crimp (%) interchange (o/c) (CJc ) interchange (CJc) 
Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE-Solus glass (G5) 1.75 7.12 -10.09 -13.63 2.14 8.55 -12.10 -15.79 1120 
Taconic PTFE-Solus glass (G6) 1.38 8.26 -10.34 -12.71 1.69 9.89 -12.-+1 -1-l.65 
1300 
Taconic PTFE-Solus glass (G7 ) 0.55 4.31 -22.95 -1.90 0.68 5.23 -27.06 -2.28 1410 
Verseidag PTFE- 3.18 11.11 -18.91 -23.38 3.87 13.19 -22.13 -26.07 B18059 glass (G6) 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 1.65 10.48 -18.70 -12.15 2.02 12.-+7 -22.08 -13.88 B18089 (G6/G7) 
Ferrari PVC-polyester 0.59 0.95 -2.68 -1.99 0.72 1.17 -3.28 -2.-+3 702T (I) 
Ferrari PVC-polyester 0.43 1.27 -3.23 -1.72 0.53 1.55 -3.96 -2.10 1002T (II) 
Ferrari PVC-polyester 0.66 1.94 -9.48 -1.65 0.82 2.37 -11.-+5 -2.01 1202T (III) 
Ferrari PVC-polyester 2.57 1.49 -4.50 -8.75 3.14 1.83 -5'-+3 -10.52 1502T (IV/V) 
Verseidag PVC-
-5.93 -1.56 polyester 0.11 3.32 -4.85 -1.29 0.13 4.04 B6853 (III) 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 5-6. Theoretical decrimping strains 
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Difference, sinusoid minus Difference, sinusoid minus 
sawtooth sawtooth 
(% strain) (LJc of mean value) 
Fabric Material (Type') Decrimping Negative strain Decrimping Negative strain 
strain (LJc) due to crimp strain (LJc) due to crimp interchange (LJc) interchange (LJc) 
Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill Warp Fill 
Taconic PTFE- 0.39 Solus 1120 glass (05) 1.43 -2.01 -2.15 20.2 18.3 18.1 1-+.6 
Taconic PTFE- 0.31 Solus 1300 glass (06) 1.63 -2.07 -1.94 20.4 17.9 18.2 1-+.2 
Taconic PTFE- 0.13 Solus 1410 glass (07 ) 0.92 -4.11 -0.38 20.7 19.3 16.4 18.2 
Verseidag PTFE- 0.69 2.08 B18059 glass (06) -3.21 -2.68 19.7 17.1 15.7 10.9 
Verseidag PTFE-
B18089 glass 0.37 1.98 -3.38 -1.73 20.3 17.3 16.6 13.3 (06/07) 
Ferrari PVC-
702T polyester 0.14 0.22 -0.60 -0.44 20.7 20.5 20.1 20.1 (I) 
Ferrari PVC-
1002T polyester 0.10 0.29 -0.72 -0.38 20.7 20.4 20.1 
19.9 
(II) 
Ferrari PVC-
1202T polyester 0.15 0.43 -1.97 -0.36 20.6 
20.1 18.8 19.5 
(III) 
Ferrari PVC-
1502T polyester 0.57 0.34 -0.92 -1.78 19.9 
20.3 18.6 18.4 
(IV/V) 
Verseidag PVC-polyester 0.02 0.72 -1.08 -0.27 20.9 19.6 20.0 18.9 B6853 (III) 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 5-7. Theoretical decrimping strain differences 
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Decrimping strains can be determined experimentally from uniaxial tre~~-~train data for PTFE-gla" 
fib re fabric in the fi ll direction (Figure 5-1 6). The hi gh level of decrimping . train oupled \\ ith the high 
tensile modulus of the glass fibre yarns means that the decrimping part of the cun e i. di tinct from the 
tensil e extension. The tensi le behaviour of PYC-polye ter is more complex and the different part. of the 
curve cannot be attributed to a single deformation mec hani sm. 
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Verseidag B 18089 PTFE-g lass fibre fabric 
Two uniaxial strip tests to fa ilure: fill d irection 
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Strain (%) 
Figure 5-16. Determination of decrimping strain (experimental) 
Compari son of the theoretica l decrimping strain with va lues from tes t data may provide a starting point 
in determining which mode l, sawtooth or sinusoid, is more appropriate for mode lling coated wo \·en fabric 
behav iour (Table 5-8). 
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I 
Decrimping strain (9c strain, FILL direction) 
Fabric Material Experimental (see Figure 5-16) (Type') Sawtooth Sinusoid (A) (B) (C) model model 
Minimum Intersection Maximum 
Taconic PTFE-glass 5.2 Solus 1120 (G5) 7.3 7.7 7.12 8.55 
Taconic PTFE-glass 6.8 Solus 1300 (G6) 10.0 10.5 8.26 9.89 
Taconic PTFE-glass 2.7 Solus 1410 (G7 ) 5.7 6.9 4.31 5.23 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 6.8 11.9 12.4 II. 1 1 13.19 BI8059 (G6) 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 7.9 12.1 12.5 10.48 12.47 B18089 (G6/G7) 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1.4.1, Figure 2-15 
Table 5-8. Decrimping strains: theoretical and experimental 
Even with the easily interpreted PTFE-glass uniaxial fill-direction curve, it is difficult to ascertain an 
exact value of decrimping strain. The initial shallow part of the curve corresponds to decrimping with the 
restraint to extension being provided by the coating. The minimum value for the decrimping strain is 
when the curve first deviates from this almost linear behaviour (Figure 5-16, point A). However, at point 
A decrimping is not complete, the yarn is not yet straight. The increase in stiffness from A to C is rapid 
but not instantaneous. As the fabric is loaded in the fill direction, the level of crimp increases in the 
orthogonal warp direction. This increase in crimp results in out-of-plane coating deformation. The 
increase in length of the coating over the highly crimped 'dimples' in the fabric surface will require 
additional load to be applied before crimp interchange is complete (Figure 5-17 & Figure 5-18). 
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Coating Warp yarn 
\ / 
(a) As manufactured , unloaded fabric 
Dimpled fabric surface 
Applied 
load +-
Thick coati ng stretched over 
protruding warp yarn 
(b) Load applied in fill direction 
Fill ya rn 
-
Thickest coating over warp yarns 
Tension in coa ting results in 
out-of-plane forces which 
restrain crimp in terchange 
Figure 5-17. Coating strain over decrimping 'dimples' 
Figure 5-18. Dimpled fabric surface du ring uniaxial test 
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Applied 
load 
By point C (Figure 5-16) crimp interchange is clearly complete; the response is dominated by linear 
glass-fibre extension. This is the max imum value whi ch cou ld be attributed to decrimping. Ho\\ e\er. 
t nile extension of the yarn may have already started. The initi al part of the yarn e\ten<,ion cune i<, 
hall ower than the typical linear response due to slack in and between fibre in the tv,i~ted )am tructure . 
In fact, a the oating re trains crimp interc hange, yarn ten il e exten .' ion may .' tart before the \ arn 1 
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completely straight. This means that the definition of decrimping strain given above (p.2'+8) may not be 
appropriate for actual coated woven fabric deformation. It is more appropriate to calculate the decrimping 
strain from fabric cross-section measurements, with the sinusoid giving the most accurate measurement of 
yarn length (§5.3.3 & Figure 5-9). 
Comparison of theoretical decrimping strains with points A, Band C is still useful for to assess ho\\ the 
sawtooth and sinusoid models relate to the fabric behaviour. As expected from the foregoing discussion. 
the sinusoid model decrimping strains compare well with the maximum experimental strains (C). The 
sawtooth model, giving lower strain due to the straight line approximation to the yarn curve. gi\es strains 
between A and B. This inaccuracy in the sawtooth model may actually make it more accurate as a 
predictive tool as it inadvertently counteracts some of the simplifications in the model. Explicitly. the out-
of-plane restraint provided by the coating (Figure 5-17) is not included in the model. but this effect may 
be approximated by the shortened yarn length inherent in the sawtooth representation. 
5.4.2 Material properties - elastic moduli 
Determination of the tensile modulus of the yarns and coating is vital for the unit cell model. It is possible 
to remove yarns from the fabric and test them individually, but this is a specialist process that is not 
usually carried out and may damage the yarns (§3.1.2). Isolation of the coating for tensile testing is 
extremely difficult. Samples of PVC or PTFE, if available, would not necessarily yield the correct results. 
For example, the properties of the PTFE may be changed by sintering during the coating process. Even if 
the coating modulus was known, it is not straightforward to utilise in the model as the thickness of the 
coating is difficult to measure and varies considerably. Likewise samples of uncoated yarn may not be 
representative of the yarns in the coated fabric due to changes during the coating process and possible 
impregnation of the yarns by the coating (although in practice there is usually little impregnation). 
Yarn and coating tensile properties have been evaluated using stress-strain data from standard uniaxial 
tests (§3.1.1). The principal is that the initial part of the stress-strain curve at low load corresponds It) 
coating stiffness, with yarn tensile properties becoming dominant at high loads. This approach has been 
adopted by several previous researchers (e.g. Menges & Meffert, 1976; Testa, Stubbs & Spillers, 1978). 
This is appropriate for this work which aims to develop a predictive model which does not require 
specialist testing. 
Uniaxial tests on PTFE-gJass fabric gIve physically intuitive test results which are easy to interpret 
(Figure 5-19). In the warp direction the stress-strain curve rapidly becomes steep and near linear. \Vith 
minimal crimp in the warp direction the response is dominated by the yarn and coating properties. In the 
fill direction there is an initial period with a large increase in strain at low load when the fill yarns are 
decrimping. Assuming negligible yarn bending stiffness (§2.1 AA). the gradient of this part of the curve is 
equal to the coating stiffness. When decrimping is complete the yarns start to extend and the gradient 
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becomes simil ar to th at in the warp directi on. In Figure 5-1 9 th e ten ~ i1 e modulu of the coating I, grJdlenl 
A, the warp and fill yarn moduli are 'C minus A' and 'B minus A' re , pec ti \ el;. 
The uniaxial test data shown in Figure 5-1 9 shows th e fabric re pon~e to failure. For , tructural dt' , ign 
stresses are limited to, at mo t, 25 9c of the ultimate tensile ·trength (line P, Fi gure 5-1 9). The, e e\l relllt' 
stress levels will occur rarely (for example during a 50-year wind) and onl y occur in ct' rt ain art'<.1-. of tht' 
structure (e.g. at the top of conics and in clamped comers), not throughout the canop; . T; pi ca l \\ or~in g 
loads may be between prestress and line Q. The uni ax ial test data s u gge~t s that at thi.;; load It'\ t' l full 
dec rimping in the fill direction may not occur. This expl ains why the res idual st rains of around 1:' (( 
following the biaxial tests on PTFE-glass fibre fabric s may not occur for a real . tructurt' . The fabric i, not 
fully decrimped during installation , or due to typical loads in , say, the first month or year befort' routint' 
inspection and retensioning occurs . Thi s may leave the structure prone to slac kening foll o\\ ing an 
ex treme load event which would mobili se the 15 9c res idual strain , but thi s would depend what art'a of th t' 
structure reaches stress level s near the design stress. 
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Figure 5-19 . Uniaxial test data for PTFE-g lass fabric 
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The interpretation of results for uniax ial tests on PVC-polyester is more difficult (Figure 5-20). A, 
ex pected the fill strip gives large strains at low loads due to decrimping, hence gradient A I can bt' u,eJ a, 
a nleasure of coating stiffness. For the stress-strain response at hi gher loads it seem~ appropriatt' fro m the 
graph to use three values of elastic modulus to describe the yarn behaviour at different load, (B" I· C 'I 
and Dw.r) . Howeve r, if the coating modulus (Ar) is subtracted from these gradienh to gi \ t' the) Jill 
modulus (as used above for PTFE-glass) then gradient Cd i reduced almost to ze ro. Con"ideration or 
typical polymer tensi Ie properties (§2. 1) sugges ts that the tiffness of the PVC coa ti ng ma) dmr 
dramatically after a critical level of strain : the coating may not ,' ignificantl y afrec t the re.;;pon e In reglt)!l 
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C".r. The gradient B,d, C,\.I" and D,d were therefore used a~ the:> arn . tiffne . e. \\ ith no modification. 
The uni ax ial data shown in F igure 5-20 is for a test to fai lure. wherea_ for thi _ \\ ork. on l) the material 
properties up to the max imum workin g load (as umed to be 25 CJc ultimate ten..,il e trengt hl are rele\ ant 
(Figure 5-21 ). Gradi ent BId dominates the yarn response at typical working load:.. \\ ith gradient C'I 
being significant for extreme load events. Compari son with test data during model de\e lopment u,ing a 
bilinear yarn stiffness (gradi ents Bwf and C\\.f) gave poor corre lation at hi gh load:.. It \\a. clear that u,e of 
single va lues of warp and fill yarn modulus equal to grad ients B\\ and Bf are appropri ate. 
Ferrari fabric s are made using the precontraint system which results in approx imately equal crimp in \\ arp 
and fil l directions (known as a balanced fabric) . Thi s makes identifi cation of the coating s tiffn e~s frolll 
uniaxial test data less obvious than for other PVC-polyes ter fabric s. For the fabric s te~ ted for thi s \\ ork. . 
the fi ll direct ion did have a sli ghtly hi gher leve l of crimp th an the warp. al lowing the coating s tiffn e ~:-, to 
be determined from the small initi al part of the fill curve. 
7.0 Verseidag 86853 PVC-polyester fabric 
6.0 P = maximum design load, 
Q = typical working load. 
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Figure 5-20. Un iaxia l test data for Verseidag PVC-polyester fabric to failure 
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Figure 5-21. Uniaxial test data for Verseidag PVC-polyeste r fabric at working loads 
Use of single values of Young's modulus (Table 5-9) based on the gradient of the initial par1 of the test 
cu rves has been found to gi ve extremely good corre lation with test data (§5.4 .2). 
The very high va lues of glass-f ibre yarn st i ffness (around 5000kN/m) confirm that virtuall y all ex tension 
of PTFE-glass f ibre fabri cs occurs due to cr imp interchange. Thi s concurs with the strain-strain pl ots in 
Chapter 4 (Figure 4-4 1) which show a d iscrete envelope of poss ib le strain states for PTFE-g la~ ~ fibre 
fabrics . 
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Warp yam elastic Fill yam elastic Difference 
Fabric Material (TypeT) modulus modulus (as a percentage 
(kN/m width) (kN/m width) of warp modulus) 
Taconic Solus PTFE-glass (G5) 5430 1120 4320 20 . .+ ! 
Taconic Solus PTFE-glass (G6) 1300 4910 3460 29.5 
Taconic Solus PTFE-glass (G7 ) 8650 1410 8650 0.0 
Verseidag PTFE-glass (G6) 4440 4730 -6 . .+ B18059 
Verseidag PTFE-glass 5440 4600 15 . .+ B18089 (G6/G7) 
Mean for PTFE-glass fabrics 5770 5150 I 1.8 
Ferrari 702T PVC-polyester 450 340 2.+.9 (I) 
Ferrari 1002T PVC-polyester 840 570 32.7 (II) 
Ferrari 1202T PVC-polyester 850 560 34.0 (III) 
Ferrari 1502T PVC-polyester 1110 830 25.1 (IV/V) 
Verseidag B6853 PVC-polyester 1260 480 62.0 (III) 
Mean for PVC-polyester fabrics 900 550 35.8 
t For definition of fabric types see Chapter 2, §2.1A.l, Figure 2-15 
Table 5-9. Warp and fill yarn moduli (from uniaxial tests) 
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5.5 PREDICTIVE MODEL OUTPUT 
5.5.1 Methods for representing model output and assessing model validity 
Predictive models are typically used to generate stress-stress-strain response surfaces because computer 
analysis of the models lends itself to calculating strains for a wide range of stress states (Blum & Bidmon. 
1987; Pargana, Lloyd Smith & Izzuddin, 2000). These response surfaces are rarely compared with 
comprehensive test data, making assessment of the validity of the models difficult. Clear compari"on with 
appropriate test results is frequently absent (§2.4.2). The aim of this section is to assess the quality of the 
predictive unit cell model through comparison with test data from rigorous tests on a range of 
architectural fabrics (Chapter 4). Changes to model parameters to fit the model output to the test data are 
kept to a minimum. Any adjustments (such as variations in compressive coating stiffness) are carried out 
to optimise the model for a whole class of fabrics (e.g. all fabrics of a given material type) to ensure that 
the model is still valid as a predictive tool. The model input comprises measured values from cross-
section images and uniaxial tests (§5.4), with no use of data from biaxial tests. 
Both the sawtooth and sinusoid models provide the same output: for warp and fill loads the model 
predicts warp and fill strains. This is analogous to the load controlled biaxial test rig providing measured 
strains. A Microsoft Visual Basic routine running in Microsoft Excel increments the loads in the model by 
user selected increments from zero up to the maximum design load (for this work taken to be 257< of the 
ultimate tensile strength), until strains have been calculated for all load combinations. For each load-case 
the loads and resultant strains are exported to Matlab for visualisation. 
The unit cell model developed here does not include visco-elastic effects or inelastic deformation. It is 
therefore appropriate to compare the model with test data which has had residual strain removed, such 
that the strain at prestress is deemed to be zero (§3.3.3.4). It is necessary to apply the same 'stress 
reduction' to the model output. The model is used to calculate the predicted warp and fill strains at 
prestress, and these values are subtracted from all subsequent calculated strain values. The response 
surfaces can then be compared (e.g. Figure 5-22). 
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Subtrac ting the mean test surface (mean of loadi ng and unl oading data from two tes ts) from the predi cted 
surface provides a 'd ifference surface' ; an overa ll measure of model qu ality can be a~~e~~ed by 
calcu lating the root-mean-square va lue of all the points on thi s 'difference surface'. Hovveve r. thi ~ ma) 
not be best way to eva luate the quality of the model because: 
I. The test protocol developed for thi s work prov ides load ing and unl oad ing data. For co mpari . on of 
response surfaces the mean response is used. The model pred icti on may differ from t hi ~ mean 
surface, but still lie within the loading-unloading enve lope, 
2. Whatever method of surface fitting is used (e.g . faceted surface between data poinh u"ed in 
Figure 5-22) there will be some approximati on in the interpolation betwee n data poinh. \\ hi ch 
may not be representati ve of the fabric response. 
The te t protocol produces scattered data points that cover all fea. ible load states (i.e. zero to 2Yl L'T. ). 
Due to practical constrai nts and the radial nature of the test load paths (§3.3...J.) the te"t data point dl) not 
li e on a regular grid. To enable a direct comparison of the model and test results. the model can he u ed tn 
predict ~ tra in s for the ac tual loads applied during a particul ar test. The applied load-- for each te"t are input 
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into the model and the corresponding strains are calculated. For each set of test data th~ root-mean-"quar~ 
difference between the test and model strains can be determined to assess the quality of the mod~l. 
The test protocol measures fabric strains during increasing and decreasing load along each radial ann 
(§3.3.4). The model, however, is linear elastic, with time and load history effects being beyond th~ "cope 
of this work. A perfect correlation with the test data is therefore impossible; the b~st that can b~ achieved 
is that the predicted stress-strain response lies between the loading and unloading curv~s. This means that 
consideration of the deviation of the model from a single data point can be misleading. Th~ mod~l must 
be assessed as to whether the predicted response lies within the envelope of loading and unloading 
behaviour. This is simple to assess visually for one 'arm' of the radial load regime; the predicted response 
should lie within the loading and unloading curves. It is more useful if the validity can be ass~ss~d 
mathematically for all data points. If the loading and unloading strain readings had been measured at 
exactly the same stress levels then this issue would be trivial; the predicted response could be compared 
with the mean test values. Limitations in the hydraulic control of the test rig means that the loading and 
unloading readings are not taken at identical stress values. The root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of th~ 
model output from the test data will never be zero: the best possible model will lie betwe~n th~ loading 
and unloading data points and hence deviate considerably from them. The difference bet\\'een the 
predicted response and test data can be compared with the difference between the loading and unloading 
response to give a true measure of the model accuracy (§5.5.2, Table 5-11). The model output can be 
plotted on graphs of strain against RMS stress along each of the radial load paths, providing a good visual 
assessment of the quality of the model (Figure 5-23). 
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Figure 5-23 . Compari so n of pred ict ive mode l and tes t data along a single radial load path 
Standard stress-strain plots can also be draw n, whic h are usefu l for comparing the mode l \\ ith \\' o r~ b) 
other researchers and prev ious test data whi ch tend to be in thi s format. A Vis/I([I Bosic rOlltine enable" 
the user selec t a constant stress rati o (Figure 5-24) . 
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Figure 5-24. Stress-strain plots at constant stress ratio (sawtooth model) 
Both the sawtooth and sinusoid models enable visualisati on of the fabric cross secti on (Figure 5-25 )_ Thi.., 
provides a useful check that the unit cell configuration is rea li sti c, and provides a tool to as~i~ t in the 
understanding of the fabrjc response. 
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5.5.2 Comparison with test data 
With the inclusion of compressive coating stiffness, the sawtooth and sinusoid models both prm ide the 
correct form of stress-strain response curve, picking up the key non-linear characteristics of the material 
response (Figure 5-24). A sharp change in gradient is seen when crimp interchange is complete and yarn 
extension becomes the dominant deformation mechanism; gradient reversal and negative strain are also 
evident. 
Initially both the sawtooth and sinusoid models predicted excessively large negative strains, particularly 
at high warp stress and low fill stress (Figure 5-26a, Figure 5-27a, Figure 5-:~8a & Figure 5-29a). It is 
clear from the values of 'maximum negative strain due to crimp interchange' (Table 5-6) that the model 
will tend to generate excessively large negative strains. There are several mechanisms that are not 
included in the model formulation which may prevent these negative strains occurring: 
(i) Compressive resistance of the coating, 
(ii) Coating between yarns restraining relative yarn movements, 
(iii) Restraint due to out-of-plane coating deformation, resulting in local tension in the coating 
(Figure 5-17 & Figure 5-\8), 
(iv) Yarn bending stiffness and the possibility that a limiting bending configuration may be 
reached where further bending is prevented by the shape of the orthogonal yarn (§2.1.\). 
The first three factors have been incorporated in the model by including a single value of compressi\t? 
coating stiffness. Yarn bending stiffness has not been included in the model, but restraint due to the 
orthogonal yarn is modelled by the use of a constant yarn cross-sectional area and modelling of consistent 
orthogonal yarn shapes. 
Because of difficulties in determining the coating compressive stiffness (§5.3.2), it has been used as a 
parameter for calibrating the model against the test data. To make the model generally applicable and 
ensure that it is truly predictive, the compressive coating stiffness function must be same for each type of 
fabric (i.e. for all PTFE-glass fibre fabrics and for all PVC-polyester fabrics) and preferably the same for 
both types of fabric. As a starting point the compressive coating stiffness was set to be equal to the tensile 
coating stiffness. The values of the compressive coating stiffness factor (a multiplier applied to the tensile 
coating stiffness) were then varied to give the best correlation with the test data (Figure 5-26, Figure 5-27, 
Figure 5-28, Figure 5-29 & Table 5-10). Better than a visual assessment, the root-mean-square (RMS) 
deviation of the predicted strains from the test strains can be calculated (Table 5-\ 0). These values are 
expressed both as percentage strain and as a percentage of the strain range (i.e. for a given yarn direction, 
the maximum strain recorded during a test minus the minimum strain), in warp and fill directions. The 
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first row in Table 5-10 gives the difference for the basic models, as shown for the no-slip sawtooth in 
Figure 5-22. It is clear that different values are required for PVC-polyester and PIFE-glass. which is 
reasonable as the PVC and PTFE coatings have different material properties. The best fit has been 
achieved with a coating stiffness factor of 0.25 for PVC-polyester fabric and three for PIFE-glass fibre 
fabric. These values were determined by varying the coating stiffness factor and assessing the model 
output using the response surface plots and mean deviations. 
Compressive 
coating Mean deviation of predicted strain from test data 
stiffness (percentage of strain range, percentage strain) 
c parameters 
0 
.-
...... 
Description u Sawtooth, no-~ Sawtooth, slip Sinusoid, slip a PVC/ PTFE/ slip 
poly. glass PVC/ PTFE/ PVC/ PIPE! PVC/ PTFE/ 
poly. glass poly. glass poly. glass 
0.0 0.0 15.6, 49.9, 15.7, 52.0, 23.2. 70.5, (1) Zero Warp 0.85 3.46 0.86 3.61 1.23 5.30 
compressive 
coating 8.6, 20.5, 8.5, 21.8, 17.9, 3l.9. 
stiffness Fill 0.0 0.0 0.84 3.37 0.83 3.61 1.85 5.09 
(2) 9.3, 11.6, 9.2, 12.7, 13.4, 23.7, Warp l.0 l.0 0.50 0.91 0.50 1.01 0.68 l.84 Compressi ve 
coating 
stiffness = 9.2, 8.8, 9.1, 9.5, 17.2, 21.3, 
tensile coating Fill 1.0 1.0 0.94 1.37 0.93 1.50 1.78 3.25 
stiffness 
3.0 7.8, 8.1, 7.8, 
8.4, 
-(3) Parameters Warp 0.25 -0.31 0.40 0.31 0.43 
optimised for 
sawtooth 8.7, 7.6, 8.4, 7.6, 
models Fill 0.25 3.0 - -0.53 0.72 0.50 0.74 
14.3, 14.3, ( 4) Parameters Warp 0.25 3.5 - - - - 0.73 l.07 
optimised for 
sinusoid 17.5, 16.8, 
model Fill 0.25 3.5 - - - - 1.81 2.5 
Table 5-10. Sawtooth & sinusoid models, comparison with test data. 
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Figure 5-26. Variation in coating compressive stiffness : sawtooth, no-s lip model, PVC-polyester 
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Figure 5-27. Variation in coating compressive stiffness: sawtooth , no-slip model, PTFE-glass fibre 
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Figure 5-28. Variation in coating compressive stiffness: sinusoid model, slip model , PVC-polyester 
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It is possible to have different compress ive coating stiffness factor for warp and fill direc ti ons, but fro lll 
the evidence in Figure 5-26, Figure 5-27, Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 there appears to be littl e be nefi t in 
having differing va lues. This fit s with the compressive coating stiffne s representing a p h y~ i ca l property 
which would have a simi lar value in both warp and fi ll directions. 
With the optimised va lues of coating compressive stiffness factor the correlati on with test data i" 
extremely good for PTFE-glass fibre fabric s (e.g. Verseidag B 18089, Figure 5-3 1). The fo rm of the 
response is modelled well for all load paths except G. This corresponds approx imately to the nLllllro! 
stress ratio (§4.1.1, p.16 1), at which point the level of crimp is virtuall y balanced, the . tra in s are very 
low, and the response is hi ghl y sensitive to small changes in stress ratio. Whil st the mode l ou tput d Oe~ not 
exact ly match the test data for load path G, the model has predicted that the crimp is balanced at thi" 
stress ratio, and gives appropri ately low level s of strain . 
The correlation for PVC-polyester fabrics (e .g. Ferrari 702T, Figure 5-30) is good at high and 10\\ "tre"" 
ratios , but the transition point described above is not as well predicted, with poor correlation for load path 
E. However, the overall correlation is good considering that no parameter ha\'e been \ aried for each 
particular fabric, ensuring the model is trul y predicti ve. The correlations given in Table 5-10 (t y picall) 
7.5 to 8,5% of the strain range for the sawtooth model) are particul arly good because the "ingle model 
urface i being compared with loading and unloading te t data, hence a deviati on of zero c uld ne\ er be 
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achieved. The model deviation can be put in context by comparing the test data with a mean surface 
derived from the loading and unloading data (Table 5-11). 
Deviation of loading and Difference between no-slip Difference 
unloading test data from sawtooth model and test data 
mean surface (Table 5-10, row 3) = model accuracy 
c:: 
.9 
.... 
u Percentage of the strain range (percentage strain) Q) 
l-o 
0 
'sd' denotes standard deviation for two tests on each of the fabrics tested (Table 3-3) 
PVC- PTFE- PVC-polyester PVC-polyester glass PTFE-glass polyester PTFE-glass 
7.8 8.1 
Warp 1.9 (0.08) 2.5 (0.12) (0.31, sd = (0.40, sd = 5.9 (0.23) 5.6 (0.28) 
0.40) 0.60) 
8.7 7.6 
Fill 3.4 (0.21) 2.3 (0.22) (0.53, sd = (0.72, sd = 5.3 (0.32) 5.3 (0.50) 
0.84) 1.12) 
Table 5-11. Model accuracy 
More complex functions for the compressive coating stiffness factor may provide an even better 
correlation with the test data. For example, for PVC-polyester fabrics a function of the form: 
[ ( F:2.l )] Ejl,2 = a - F .) Ek 
mn.r_.l Equation 5-28 
is proposed, where a and b are parameters to be determined and F max is the maximum design load. The 
function has been derived by determining the coating stiffness factor which gives the best correlation at 
various load ratios, and then making a formula that provides the appropriate change in factor with stress 
ratio. However, this formula does not provide a significant improvement on the single value factor. and so 
the simpler approach has been adopted. 
The sawtooth model predicts the stress-strain response of PVC/polyester and PTFE/glass fabrics from 
several manufacturers in a wide range of types (PVC/polyester, type I-IV/V, PTFE-glass type G5-G7), 
(Table 5-11). However, the model should be used with caution on other types of fabric (e.g. PTFE coated 
PTFE yarns, or Tenara) until further calibration of the coating compressive stiffness is carried out agaimt 
test data. 
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The hypothesis during the model formulation was that the slip and no-slip models would bound the fabric 
response, with the optimum model being somewhere between the two (Figure 5-32 & Figure 5-33). This 
does not appear to be the case, but the variation between the slip and no-slip models is typically small. 
For the Ferrari 702T PVC-polyester (Figure 5-32) the slip model matches the test data best in the fi 1\ 
direction, with little difference between the slip and no-slip models in the warp direction. For th~ 
Verseidag B 18089 PTFE-glass (Figure 5-33) the two models are very similar, with the no-slip model 
providing a slightly better correlation with the test data in the fill direction. These observations concur 
with the numerical assessment in Table 5-10 which shows virtually no difference between the slip and no-
slip models. 
The sinusoid model output has only been provided for the slip model. The formulation of the no-slip 
model (§5.3.3.2) adds one more constraint to the already complex set of equations which must be satisfied 
to achieve equilibrium in the unit cell. The modification of the yam tension, and hence yarn length due to 
the resultant change in tensile extension, presented difficulties in convergence for some loadcases using 
the Excel Solver. As a result, output is not available for the no-slip sinusoid model. However, for the 
sawtooth model the difference between the slip and no-slip versions is small (Table 5-10, Figure 5-32, 
Figure 5-33) and the no-slip sinusoid should therefore give a good indication of the model's capabilities. 
A novel method has been proposed for determining crimp equilibrium for a sinusoidal yam based on 
contact forces and geometric constraints, which provides a new approach to realistically modelling coated 
woven fabrics. Despite this, the sinusoid model as formulated here does not provide as good a correlation 
with the test data as the sawtooth model. The theoretical decrimping strains (Table 5-6) suggest that the 
sawtooth model gives a better prediction of decrimping strain than the sinusoid. This is fundamental for 
predicting woven fabric behaviour. Conversely, visual inspection of the fabric cross-section (Figure 5-9) 
clearly shows that the sinusoid model is a more appropriate model of the yam geometry. Wang's (2002) 
model confirms this, with the sinusoid model providing a better fit to test data than a straight line 
(sawtooth) model (§2.4.2). However, Wang simplified the sinusoid model by calculating the out-of-plane 
force as the vertical component of the yam tension at the point of inflection of the sine wave. This gives 
the model substantial similarity to the sawtooth model, the only difference being the calculation of yam 
length. Wang's model has been developed for uncoated fabrics, and uses yam crushing stiffn~ss to 
calculate changes in yam thickness. This means that direct comparison with the model developed here is 
difficult. 
The sawtooth model, giving lower strains with its straight line approximation to the yam wav~form, may 
be more accurate as a predictive tool as it inadvertently counteracts some of the simplifications in th~ 
model. Explicitly, the out-of-plane restraint provided by the coating is not included in the model. At high 
stress ratios crimp interchange results in a 'dimpled' fabric surface with the coating being stretched over 
the yams at crossovers (§5.4.1, Figure 5-17 & Figure 5-18). It is postulated here that this effect may be 
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approximated by the shortened yam length inherent in the sawtooth representation. Further work 
modelling the tension in the coating over the crimp interchange 'dimples' may be beneficial (§6.2.9). 
Yam bending stiffness has also been neglected in the model. The large scale bending stiffness of 
architectural fabrics is generally regarded as negligible, but the yarn bending stiffness may be significant 
on the scale of the unit cell. Inclusion of these additional factors with the sinusoid formulation may 
provide an even more accurate model than the sawtooth model presented here. 
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5.5.3 Comparison with plane stress model 
The model provides a more accurate representation of fabric behaviour than current industry best practice 
(i.e. elastic constants based on biaxial test data), but without specialist testing or equipment. The 
difference between the sawtooth model and the test data is similar to the difference between the test data 
and the plane stress representation discussed in Chapter 4 (Table 5-12). The fundamental difference is 
that the plane stress representation uses elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios which are evaluated using the 
test data, and are changed for each fabric. The sawtooth model provides a similar level of accuracy but 
with no biaxial testing and no modification for each fabric. The values of elastic moduli and Poisson's 
ratios used to give the values in Table 5-12 vary significantly between the fabrics, if a single value of 
each parameter was used for each fabric type (PVC-polyester and PTFE-glass) the correlation would be 
much worse than that provided by the sawtooth model. 
RMS difference between plane stress RMS difference between no-slip 
representation and test data sawtooth model and test data 
Direction (percentage of strain range) (percentage of strain range) 
PVC-polyester PTFE-glass PV C-po I yester PTFE-glass 
Warp 7.6, sd = 7.0 8.2, sd = 7.4 7.8, sd = 7.1 8.1, sd = 7.4 
Fill 6.5, sd = 6.15 7.3, sd = 7.0 8.7, sd = 9.1 7.6, sd = 7.3 
Table 5-12. Comparison of unit cell model and plane stress representation. 
In industry architectural fabric properties are typically modelled using two elastic moduli and Poisson's 
ratios. These will typically comply with plane stress theory (Equation 4-3), which has been shown in this 
work to be inappropriate for coated woven fabrics (§4.2.1). Frequently assumed values will be used with 
no reference to biaxial test data for a particular fabric (§2.3.3). Use of the sawtooth model would provide 
more accurate material properties. 
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5.6 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
A predictive model has been developed to determine the biaxial stress-strain response of architectural 
fabrics, without the need for biaxial testing. The model provides a more accurate representation of fabric 
behaviour than current industry best practice (i.e. elastic constants based on biaxial test data). but without 
specialist testing or equipment. 
Initially a sawtooth unit cell model was formulated, with spring elements between crossovers used to 
represent the coating. The sawtooth model formulation builds closely on previous work (§2A.2). A 
sinusoidal crimp shape was then introduced to provide a more realistic representation of the unit cell 
geometry, and to enable more accurate calculation of decrimping strain. A significant development in 
both models is that a constant yam cross-sectional has been maintained, resulting in a relationship 
between unit cell length and yam thickness, eliminating the need to determine the yam crushing stiffness. 
The constant yam area constraint has been coupled with the requirement that consistent geometry is 
maintained for the orthogonal yams (i.e. the shape of the yam cross-section corresponds to the orthogonal 
yam wave form throughout the contact length). Yam crushing stiffness is difficult to measure and is 
commonly used as a parameter to calibrate models against specific sets of test data. Whilst providing a 
realistic model of the deformed fabric, the geometric constraints remove the need to determine yam 
crushing stiffness. Compressive coating stiffness has been introduced to prevent excessive negative strain 
due to unrestrained crimp interchange. 
All model parameters are determined from standard tests: yam and coating tensile moduli are inferred 
from uniaxial strip tests, weave geometry is measured from digital photographs of the fabric cross-
section. The model is truly predictive, requiring no calibration against test data for individual fabrics, and 
as such provides a significant benefit compared with previous work. The compressive coating stiffness 
factor has been chosen following comparison with the test data, but a single value has been used for each 
type of fabric (PVC-polyester and PTFE-glass fibre). The model has been compared with biaxial test data 
for both PTFE-glass and PVC-polyester fabrics from several manufacturers in a range of weights, and it 
provides a good correlation with all test data. The root-mean-square deviation of the model from the mean 
test data (i.e. mean of loading and unloading results for two tests) is 5 to 6% of the strain range, or 0.2 to 
0.5% strain. For comparison, the average variation between repeat tests on the same fabrics was 37c of the 
strain range. The model provides a similar level of accuracy as use of a best fit plane devised specifically 
for each set of test data, but without the need for biaxial testing. Any set of elastic constants conforming 
to plane stress theory will provide a worse fit than this. 
A novel method has been developed for determining crimp equilibrium for a sinusoidal yarn based on 
contact forces and geometric constraints, which provides a new approach to realistically modelling coated 
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woven fabrics. Despite this, the sinusoid model does not provide as good a correlation \\ ith test data as 
the sawtooth model. This may be because other factors such as out-of-plane restraint due to the coating 
and yam bending stiffness have not been modelled are inadvertently compensated for by the shorter yam 
length in the sawtooth formulation. Inclusion of these additional factors with the sinusoid formulation 
may provide a more accurate model than the sawtooth. 
The model is at least as accurate as a plane stress representation of the fabric test data, and significantly 
more accurate than use of typical values for elastic constants. The model is therefore suitable for use in 
structural analysis, and would provide increased accuracy and confidence. Testing for compensation is 
still required. A database of values from the model could be used to prevent the iterative model 
calculations from slowing down the FE analysis. Use of the model output would be similar to the 
interpolation scheme described for the test data (§4.2.3), but would be simpler because: 
(i) The data points form a regular array making interpolation between points straightforward, 
(ii) Extrapolation is not required as the maximum loads applied to the model can be made high 
enough to cover any possible stress state in the analysis. 
The model will be particularly for useful for the analysis of small or medium size membrane structures 
for which comprehensive biaxial testing is prohibitively expensive. Another application is for fabric 
reverse engineering: if certain stress-strain properties are required for a given application, the required 
yam properties and/or weave geometry can be calculated. This can inform the choice of fabric, or enable 
manufacturers to produce fabrics with particular mechanical properties. This may have benefits in other 
fields, for example for the design of medical textiles which need to replicate the mechanical properties of 
specific tissues (Gupta, 1998). 
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Conclusions & recommendations for future work 
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Detailed conclusions haFe been provided at the end 01 each Chapter . th 1 CI 2 I 
' or 111 e case 0 zapter at T It' 
end of each main section. This section provides a concise overview of the conclusions of this research. 
The design of fabric structures is complicated by the response of coated woven fabrics to biaxial loads in 
the plane of the fabric. Non-linear material behaviour, large displacements and the use of membrane 
action to resist loads require a fundamentally different approach to structural design compared to 
traditional roof structures. 
Fabric structures design is hindered by high factors of safety, principally to avoid tear propagation but 
also because of the over-simplified plane stress representation used to represent the material behaviour. 
Poor understanding of fabric behaviour results in wrinkling, installation problems, damage during 
handling, ponding failure and insufficient re-tensioning capabilities. Thorough biaxial testing and a new 
approach to implementation of the test data in structural analysis may be of significant benefit to the 
industry. 
An extensive literature review has been carried out to determine the current state-of-the-art in: 
• non-linear mechanical properties of coated woven fabrics, 
• test methods for fabrics, 
• methods of representing non-linear test data, 
• current practice in representing fabric properties for structural analysis, 
• predictive modelling of coated woven fabric biaxial behaviour. 
A biaxial test rig with a plane cruciform test piece has been designed and fabricated for this research. The 
design of the test rig must be appropriate for the particular material properties of the fabrics to be tested. 
For architectural fabrics this means accommodating large strains (both positive and negative in either 
axis) and non-orthogonal principal axes. A test rig with a 'floating' frame has been built based on a 
concept innovated by Architen-Landrell (www); the frame aligns with fabric warp and fill axes (not 
necessarily orthogonal) to prevent shear during the test. Numerical analysis of the test piece informed the 
design of the clamp plates and slit cruciform arms. It has also shown that a stress reduction factor must be 
applied to give the expected stress in the area of interest, which is less than the applied load. 
There are no British or European standards on biaxial fabric testing, and little published justification of 
test regimes used in industry. Test regimes are typically developed to inform a plane stress model rather 
than fully explore the fabric response. A new biaxial test protocol for architectural fabrics ha~ been 
developed and used to test a range of PVC coated polyester and PTFE coated glass fibre fabric~. 
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Application of prestress followed by mechanical conditioning provide~ repeatable ~tress-strain data 
suitable for medium to long term structural design. The test protocol efficiently populate~ the space of 
feasible stress states; it is not limited to a few specified stress ratios. A method of removing re~idual ~train 
from the test data has been developed to prevent skewing of the response surface. Removal of re~idual 
strain also enables accurate comparison between repeat tests and with predicti \e models, \\ ithout 
interference from time-dependent, in-elastic creep strain. Te~t results with residual strain removed are 
appropriate for elastic analysis which is currently used for membrane structure design. 
This research has shown that plane stress theory (i.e. use of elastic constants and Poisson's ratios) IS 
inappropriate for accurately representing the behaviour of coated woven fabrics. Test data can be crudely 
represented with pseudo-elastic constants, but their values do not comply with plane stress theory. This is 
because coated woven fabrics are not homogeneous materials, but are better described as a mechanism. A 
new method of using fabric test data directly in structural analysis has been proposed. This invol n~s linear 
interpolation between a table of strain and stress values, and is currently being implemented by Arup 
(www) in their Oasys GSA software. This avoids any simplification of the complex non-linear test data. 
Following testing at all feasible stress states, the population of the strain-strain space provides a new tool 
for quantifying fabric behaviour. For example, PTFE-glass fibre fabrics have small, discrete response 
envelopes. This limited range of feasible strains is due to the high tensile stiffness of the glass fibre yarns, 
with virtually all strain a result of crimp interchange. 
A predictive model has been developed to determine the biaxial stress-strain response of architectural 
fabrics, without the need for biaxial testing. Sawtooth and sinusoid models of the fabric unit cell have 
been formulated, with spring elements between crossovers used to represent the coating. In both models a 
constant yarn cross-sectional area has been maintained, resulting in a relationship between unit cell length 
and yarn thickness which eliminates the need to determine the yarn crushing stiffness. All model 
parameters are determined from standard tests: yarn and coating tensile moduli are inferred from uniaxial 
strip tests, weave geometry is measured from digital photographs of the fabric cross-section. The model is 
truly predictive, requiring no calibration against test data for individual fabrics, and as such provides a 
significant benefit compared with previous work. The model output has been compared with 
comprehensive biaxial test data for both PTFE-glass fibre and PVC-polyester fabrics. The model provides 
a more accurate representation of fabric behaviour than current industry best practice (i.e. uSe of elastic 
constants based on biaxial test data), but without the need for specialist testing or equipment. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The following sections outline potential solutions to the uncertainties that currenth exist In fabric 
structure design. Much of the research is currently underway in a rapidly expanding research group at the 
University of Newcastle which has developed from this project. The benefits of the research for fabric 
structure design and the long-term research aims are emphasised. 
6.2.1 Biaxial fabric testing 
Additional biaxial testing would enable more detailed analysis of fabric variability, for example across the 
width and along the length of a roll of fabric and between fabric batches. This would require extensive 
testing which was not possible in the time scale of this project. However, with the automation of the test 
rig (§6.2.2) testing will become less time intensive. Statistical distributions of fabric behaviour will be of 
use for developing a reliability based approach to membrane structure analysis (§6.2.8). 
Biaxial failure testing and wide panel tear tests (biaxial and uniaxial) for a wide range of fabrics would 
enable the validity of the universally adopted minimum factor of safety of four to be assessed. This factor 
is based on testing of a limited number of fabrics, and any reduction in this factor would be of great 
benefit to fabric structure design. With multiple tests the upper and lower bounding failure loads (or 
probabilities of failure at given loads) could be established. This data is necessary for a reliability based 
analysis of fabric structures (§6.2.8) 
Further work is proposed on rapid loading of fabrics to simulate wind gust loading. It is anticipated that 
fabrics are much stiffer under rapid, short term loading. There is also potential for reduction in strength, 
in particular with brittle glass fibre yams shattering under rapid loading. This could lead to a revision of 
material safety factors based on expected load duration. This is broadly similar to the British Standard for 
timber design (BS5268-2) which uses widely varying load factors (from 1 to 1.5) dependent on the load 
duration. 
6.2.2 Test rig modifications 
The following modifications to the biaxial test rig are proposed to provide increased accuracy and to 
make future testing less time consuming. 
• Servocontrol valves and feedback system to automatically follow any specified load or strain 
profile. A system based on the Moog (www) M3000 controller will be installed shortly. 
• Full use of digital output: the laser extensometer accuracy is compromised by distortion of the 
analogue output to data logger. Use of digital output direct to a PC would increase accuracy. 
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• Thermostatically controlled temperature, with the addition of refrigeration for tc-"ting at low 
temperatures. 
6.2.3 Test protocol 
The test protocol developed for this work provides a general approach to biaxial tc-sting which can be 
applied to any fabric. The level of detail can easily be varied by changing the number of radial load arms 
and/or sampling points along the arms. Testing at elevated or lowered temperaturc-s is beyond the scopc- of 
this work, but may provide useful information on the variability of the mechanical propertic-s of an in-situ 
fabric. However, this would not require any profound modifications to the test protocol. 
6.2.4 Fabric creep 
A major issue in the design and installation of fabric structures is the need to maintain prestress in the 
membrane for the life of the structure. Currently there is little knowledge of long-term creep behaviour, 
and after initial re-tensioning most structures will not be monitored or adjusted. This can lead to slack 
areas, with two main problems: 
1. Ponding of rainwater on slack fabric can lead to overloading of the structure and collapsc-, 
2. Excessive movement ('flapping') of under-stressed fabric is noisy and leads to fatigue 
damage of the fabric and edge details. 
The biaxial tests carried out for this work provide a measure of residual strain after testing, which is a 
good indication of the expected fabric strain after several extreme load events. However, long term creep 
and recovery testing is necessary to provide a detailed model of fabric creep. 
For a given time period (e.g. 6 months, 2 years, long-term) analysis of return periods for environmental 
loads (wind and snow) will provide expected load intensities and durations. These load intensities wilI 
give stress levels in the structure which, combined with load duration and creep data, will determine 
likely levels of creep strain. These may be used to design sufficient re-tensioning capabilities into the 
support details to maintain prestress for the life of the structure. 
An important consideration when planning long-term re-tensioning is that the fabric may reach a limiting 
failure strain and fail at a stress far below its specified ultimate tensile strength. Tests on strain failure of 
fabrics and the accompanying reduction in failure stress are proposed. 
6.2.5 Shear 
It is commonly known that if a fabric structure has high le\'els of double-curvature then PVC -coated 
polyester fabric should be used because it has lower shear stiffness than PTFE-coated glass fibre fabric. 
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The PVC-polyester fabric is more conformable and less likely to wrinkle. A detailed analysis of fabric 
shear behaviour is often neglected; the shear stiffness is frequently assumed to be low, uncoupled to 
stress-strain behaviour, and linear elastic (Day, 1986). A thorough treatment of coated woven fabric "heaf 
behaviour, however, shows that it is non-linear, hysteretic and discontinuous (Skelton, 1976). For small 
shear angles the shear stiffness is low, as the yarns are free to rotate at their intersections, with resistance 
to shearing being provided by the coating and inter-yarn friction. However, at a critical 'lock-up' angle 
adjacent yarns come into side-by-side contact resulting in a sharp increase in shear stiffness. To form a 
surface with double curvature from flat panels requires shear deformation of the fabric. Therefore, the 
level of curvature required can determine the type of fabric used, based on the shear 'lock-up' angle. 
PTFE-coated glass fibre fabrics, which typically have a tighter weave and a higher level of crimp, have a 
lower lock-up angle than PVC-polyester. 
Future work aims to quantify this shear lock-up angle as a function of warp and weft direct stresses. for a 
range of fabrics. There is no standard test method or equipment for measuring the shear behaviour of 
architectural fabrics, and several fundamentally different methods are used. A simple fabric shear tester. 
frequently used for uncoated textiles in the clothing industry, applies axial load in one direction and shear 
load in the orthogonal direction (Marner & Eeg-Olofsson, 1957; Spivak, 1966; Treloar, 1965). The 
apparatus is designed to measure the maximum shear angle before creasing occurs, with low levels of in-
plane stress. For architectural fabrics testing with a higher level of direct stress is required. 
Shear testing of fabrics can be carried out by the uniaxial extension of a bias cut strip, i.e. a strip cut at 
45° to the yarn directions (Mollaert & Forster, 2004). In this type of test it is difficult to quantify how 
much of the applied load results in shear stress and how much results in direct stresses: 
"It is concluded that it is not possible simply and directly to predict the complete stress-strain properties 
of a fabric in simple shear from measurements of bias extension" (Spivak & Treloar, 1968). 
Culpin (1979) developed a shear tester consisting of a square frame with hinged corners. The frame is 
clamped on to the fabric and is then loaded diagonally to apply pure shear stress to the test piece. It is 
proposed that a fabric sample could be mechanically conditioned and loaded to a desired state of direct 
stress in the biaxial test rig, and then be clamped into a Culpin-type shear rig to test the shear resistance 
with known direct stresses. This type of shear tester is currently being developed as the Uni versity of 
Newcastle. 
Thorough shear testing will quantify the level of shear deformation available in a gi ven fabric before 
lock-up, and therefore wrinkling, occurs. This will give designers a clearer understanding of which fabrics 
are suitable for a given structure, or conversely what level of curvature can be attained with a gi \'en 
fabric. 
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6.2.6 Implementation of test results 
The variation between loading and unloading strains varies from zero to 40<;( of the strain range. Thi~ i~ 
very significant for the characterisation of the fabric and for understanding the variability of the fabric 
response. The steep gradient of the strain-strain-stress surfaces increases the importance of including the 
variability of the test results in the analysis. The proposed method of using the te"t data (~.f.2.3) U"e~ 
mean values which represent the typical fabric response. A stochastic analysis would enable \ariabilit: in 
the test data to be included, with deterministic stress levels being replaced by a combination of stress 
level and probability. This would enable the design to be based on a probably of failure, as opposed to a 
simplistic maximum stress criteria. 
6.2.7 Simulated installation 
A long-term research aim is to develop a model of fabric behaviour that will enable a simulated 
installation to be carried out. This would require biaxial tensile, shear and creep data; all for initial and 
medium to long-term behaviour. Tests on the tensile and shear properties of welded seams would add to 
the accuracy of the model. 
It is envisaged that the fabric cutting patterns would be assembled in the finite element structural model, 
to which installation displacements would be applied. The analysis would need to include a time function, 
allowing the creep of the fabric to be assessed at different stages of the installation. This is a similar 
concept to the staged construction analysis of, for example, a cable stayed bridge, although the highly 
non-linear material behaviour is more complex. 
Initially, when installation displacements are applied stress concentrations would be found around the 
jacking points and edges. These would then become distributed around the structure with time, in a 
process known as 'creep flow'. A temperature factor should be included to modify the rate of creep \vith 
ambient temperature. The analysis would provide information for contractors on how long the installation 
should take. Inclusion of seam and reinforcement elements would enable an assessment of whether the 
increased fabric stiffness in these areas leads to wrinkling and stress concentrations. An assessment of the 
quality of the cutting patterns could be made by checking the uniformity of the stress field at prestress 
after the simulated installation. 
The complete model would allow the effect of different erection procedures to be analysed. For example. 
when a conic is installed either: 
l. The edges can be fixed and the central mast can be pushed up into place (as used at Dalton Park), 
2. The mast can be fixed and the fabric can be pulled out to the edges, 
3. A combination of both. 
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One technique might lead more easily to an even stress distribution with reduced initial ~tre"" 
concentrations - resulting in a faster installation with reduced risk of fabn'c d Th f 
amage. e u"e 0 accurate 
biaxial test data could further inform the installation procedure. For example, a rectangular barrel vault 
can be tensioned by aligning the weft direction of the fabric along the length of the barrel vault. fixing the 
ends of the warp yams and tensioning the fabric in the weft direction, using the "ubsequent negative strain 
in the warp to induce prestress. This technique is already used, but could be used more effectively if the 
exact level of negative warp strain (and hence warp stress) was known for all stages of the life of the 
structure. 
The fabric strains measured at prestress for this work were not as expected for some fabrics. for example 
with negative fill strains (§4.1.3). This was attributed to variations in the order of load application used to 
achieve prestress (i.e. was the fabric first loaded in the warp or fill direction?). That this could ha\e such a 
significant effect on the resultant strains at prestress highlights the need for further testing and the 
importance of the installation method or sequence. 
6.2.8 Reliability analysis 
The culmination of this research will be a reliability-based structural analysis of fabric structures. The aim 
is to bring the understanding and analysis of fabric structures in line with more widely used and better 
understood materials such as steel and concrete. 
A comprehensive program of wide panel tear tests (uniaxial and biaxial) is currently underway at the 
University of Newcastle to assess the affect of damage on fabric strength. This is the dominant factor 
which currently results in large factors of safety adopted in the design of fabric structures. These results 
will be combined with data on fabric variability from biaxial tests, structural tolerances and probabilities 
of load intensity and duration from loading codes (e.g. wind and snow) to give a probability of failure for 
a structure. This in tum can be represented as a factor of safety to provide a given probability of failure 
(usually 57c), as used in steel and concrete codes. This would enable designers to move away from the 
current practice of multiplying together factors of safety for tear propagation, material variability, loading 
etc. that results in a very large and overly conservative factor of safety. 
The reliability based analysis allows a more comprehensive analysis of the stresses in the membrane than 
the current practice of checking the maximum stress. The probability of failure is based on both the stress 
levels and the area of membrane subjected to those levels of stress. For example, the probability of failure 
of a structure may be the same if there is one small but very highly stressed area or if there is a large area 
at a moderately high stress. 
This approach would also generate more accurate loading information for the supporting steelwork and 
support details. Permissible stress analysis will still be required, however, as the limit state approach is 
unsuitable for the geometric and material non-linearity inherent in fabric structures. 
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6.2.9 Predictive unit cell model 
The sawtooth formulation of the unit cell model developed for this work provided a good correlation \\ ith 
test data for a range of fabrics, without the need for specialist testing or computer software. Whilst there 
are many possible developments which can be made to the model, it is important for each to ensure the 
added model complexity provides a sufficient return in terms of model accuracy, and is not just adding 
unnecessary complication. Development of the sinusoid model to include out-of-plane restraint due to the 
coating and/or yam bending stiffness may enable the expected increase in accuracy of the sinusoidal yam 
representation to be real ised. 
Beyond this, Pargana, Lloyd Smith and Izzuddin (2000) make several recommendations for future 
developments to the unit cell model. This provides a good starting point for further developments from 
this work: 
1. Use non-linear yam elements, 
2. Non-linear crushing spring, 
3. Including frictional effects, 
4. Making shear response frictional and non-linear, and include yam jamming. 
Also inclusion of coating Poisson's ratio, particularly for PTFE coating, may improve model accuracy. 
As with all material properties, the real difficulty is determining this Poisson's ratio. A Poisson's effect 
could also be included for the yams, rather than simply maintaining a constant area. Again determining 
values would be problematic. 
Calibration of the model against uniaxial stress-strain curves could provide increased accuracy. Any 
model parameters that need to be determined (only the compressive coating stiffness in the formulations 
in this work) could be modified to give the best fit of the model to uniaxial stress-strain curves. This 
enables model calibration without any additional testing. Whether this provides a good fit at other stress 
ratios could easily be checked. 
The model could be used to assess fabric variability. Rather than usmg mean values for fabric 
measurements the model could be run with mean fabric values plus and minus the standard deviation 
(and/or extreme values). For assessment of fabric variability many more measurements would be 
required: along a given yam, from different parts of the fabric roll and from different batches of fabric. 
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